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The principles used in the design of electrologging tools used in 

the petroleum industry are reviewed. Examples of tools and methods are 

taken from Gearhart Industries, Schlumberger Ltd and Western Atlas Ltd 

who are the three major electrologging companies accounting for 93% of 

the world market share. The survey and comparison of the tools in each 

of the category used both during the exploration and development stage 

of a well and reservoir are made. The results are presented and discussed. 

Furthermore an insight to the future of this industry is presented. 
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The following is a list of commonly used words found in this thesis:-

Annulus - When there is casing within the wei~ the space between the outer 

API 

Bed 

Bit 

Borehole 

Bowspring 

Cable 

Cartridge 

Casing 

Cement 

Cuttings · 

Dual calipers 

casingwallandtheformationisoftenreferredtoasthe"annulus': 

In a multi-string completion, the space between the outer tubing 

wall and the inner casing wall can also be referred to as the 

"annulus". 

- American Petroleum Institute. 

- A layer of geological formation is also termed a "bed". 

- The drill-bit used to make the hole. 

- The hole of the well. 

- A spring device attached to a logging tool to help eccentering the 

tool to one side of the borehole wall. 

- The link between the downhole tools and the surface processing 

computer, through which the signals are transmitted. 

- Part of the logging tool which contains the electronics to power 

the sensors, process the resulting measurement signals, and 

transmit the signals up the cable to the truck. 

- Pipe of various sizes, usually 30, 20, 13, 9, 7, or 5 inches which 

is lowered into the well to stop the the borehole from collapsing. 

- Seals the casing in-place within a well. 

- The drilled particles of rock formation. 

- When a logging tool has four caliper arms, the two opposite arms 

generally work together to give the borehole diameter. Hence, 

four caliper arms will give two borehole diameters at 900 to each 

other. A tool having four caliper arms is commonly known to 

provide "dual calipers". 

Flushed zone - The zone which has been flushed out by the filtrate of the drilling 

Formation 

Gas-oil ratio 

mud. 

- The structure of rocks which surrounds the borehole; 

- The ratio of oil to gas produced in a well, often referred to as 

"GOR". 
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Log 

Mud 

Mud filtrate 

Mud-cake 

Sanding 

Sonde 

TVD 

Virgin zone 

Water cut 

- A graph of resistivity, porosity, etc., made with the logging tool 

stationary, or versus the formaton depth which is permanently 

recorded on tape, film, or print paper is referred to as a "log". 

- The fluid used within a well, generally while drilling, to contain 

the borehole pressure, to lubricate the drilling bit, to transport 

the drilled cuttings to surface. The common fluid base can be 

freshwater, seawater, or diesel, and the chemicals added can be 

for example: barite, potassium chloride, sodium chloride, 

etc .. 

- The solvent of the mud fluid. 

- The solute of the mud fluid, generally left on the borehole wall 

as the filtrate invades into the formation. 

- When a sandstone reservoir is forced to produce too fast, the 

formation will tend to collapse, and the sand matrix will flow 

out into the wellbore too. This causes both hole-fill and 

plugging of the producing perforated holes. 

- Theopart of the logging tool which contains the sensors used 

in making the measurements. 

- True vertical depth. 

- The part of the formation surrounding the borehole which 

has been invaded by the mud filtrate. It is also referred to as 

the "uninvaded zone". 

- Measured in percentage (%),it is the fraction of the water out 

of the total volume of fluids produced in a well. 

Zone of transition- The zone between the flushed zone and the virgin zone, and 

can also be called the "annulus". 
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The following is a list of symbols used in this thesis (refer to figure S-1): 

Symlbolls lDlesc~rnpanollll Ollls~omarry 1UnDas or ReiaaHon 

a electrical activity moles per litre 

a coefficient in F -4> relation F = a/<f>m 

A atomic weight atomic mass units 

c electric conductivity millimhos per metre (mmhos/m) 

cp sonic compaction factor <f>sv COR = Cp <f>sv 

D depth feet (ft) or metres (m) 

d diameter inches (in.) 

E electromotive force millivolts (m V) 

F formation resistivity factor F = a/<f>m 

G geometrical factor (function of di) dimensionless 

H hydrogen index dimensionless 

h thickness (bed, mud-cake,etc.) feet, metres, inches 

I index dimensionless 

J pseudo geometrical factor dimensionless 

K electrochemical SP coefficent Ec = K log ( a.Jamr) 

k permeability, absolute (fluid flow) millidarcies (md) 

m porosity (cementation) exponent F = a/<f>m 

p pressure pounds/sq.inch (psi) 

R resistivity ohm-metres ( ohrn-m) 

r radial distance from hole axis inches 

s saturation fraction or percent of pore 

volume 

T temperature degrees (°F or °C), Or kelvin (K) 

t time microseconds (ms), seconds (s) 

v Volume cubic centimetres (cc), 

cubic feet, etc. 

z atomic number dimensionless 

4> porosity fraction or percentage of bulk 

volume, porosity unit (p.u.) 
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'T Sonic interval transit time microseconds per foot 

p density grams per cubic centimetre 

(glee) 

I neutron capture cross section capture units (c.u.) 

'T thermal neutron decay time microseconds 
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The following is a list of subscripts used in this thesis (refer to figure S-1) : 

Su.nlbsc~ripas 

a 

b 

clay 

cor 

c 

cp 

g 

h 

hr 

int 

J 
k 

log 

m 

max 

rna 

me 

mf 

min 

m 

0 

or 

r 

sh 

SP 

SSP 

w 

xo 

IE.xpllamaanon 

apparent (general) 

bulk 

clay 

corrected 

electrochemical 

compaction 

gas 

hydrocarbon 

residual hydrocarbon 

invaded zone (inner boundary) 

intrinsic (as opposed to log value) 

invaded zone (outer boundary) 

electrokinetic 

log values 

mud 

max~ mum 

matrix 

mud cake 

mud filtrate 

minimum 

non-invaded zone 

oil (except with resistivity) 

residual oil 

residual 

shale 

spontaneous potential 

staticSP 

water, formation water 

flushed zone 
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vel 
'cor 

Ec 

B cp 

sg 

sh 

shr 

dj 

Lint 
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'log 
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sor 
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1. ][N'flRO 1Dl1U C1I'KO N 

Electrical well logging was introduced to the oil industry over half a century 

ago. Since that time, inany additional and improved logging devices have been 

developedand put into general use. 

As the science of well logging advanced, the art of interpreting the data also 

advanced. Today, the detailed analysis of a carefully chosen suite of wireline services 

provided a method of deriving or inferring accurate values for the hydrocarbon and 

water saturations, the porosity, the permeability index, and the lithology of the 

reservoir rock. 

Hundreds of technical papers have been written descnbing the various logging 

methods, theirapplication, and their interpretation. This abundance of literature is 

overwhelmingin content and frequently unavailable to the average well log user. 

This thesis therefore presents a review of these well logging methods and the 

equipment of the major logging companies which are available. The various openhole 

and casehole services offered by these companies are presented and discussed, 

together with the basic applications. With the huge amount of services available, the 

discussion is kept as brief and clear as possible. Furthermore this thesis discusses how 

in the future, the oil industry can affect well logging methods, and how and where the 

well logging techniques are developing. 

It is hoped that this thesis will serve as a useful introduction for anyone 

interested in electrical well logging. For those who may be interested in more detailed 

. rna terial the references at the end of the thesis and the other well logging literature can 

be consulted. 
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2. 1I'lHrlE OJIIL JIN]IJ)U§1I'JRY 

2.1 KH11 a rod! nncdlloHll 

Back in August 1859, a blacksmith known as Uncle Billy Smith was drilling 

a well near Oil Creek just outside of Titusville, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., owned by 

Edwin L. Drake. The Drake well bottomed out at 69 1/2 feet, not a particularly 

monumental depth even for 1859, but it was full of oil. Thus, the Drake well heralded 

the beginning of an era: the petroleum era. 

Since then, from a small number of promoters in Pennsylvania, producing and 

marketing "rock oil" in competition with whale oil, the oil business has grown to the 

millions who now participate in the finding, drilling, producing, refining, and 

marketing of oil and gas the world over. And this is not to mention the large number 

of everyday citizens who own stock in petroleum and petroleum-related companies. 

In addition, the scientific discoveries and technological developments stimulated by 

the needs of the petroleum industry furnish the livelihood for thousands of other 

workers. And, of course, the majority of people in the world nowadays are also 

petroleum consumers. 

At the mention of the petroleum industry, the names of Exxon, Shell, Gulf, or 

Mobil, to name but a few come to mind. The majority of people visualise these names 

being associated with the industry from the start, at the exploration stage, to the finish, 

with the consumers in their homes. However with a closer look, there are many more 

companies, governments, and people involved in the-process. This chapter gives an 

insight into the industry, with a special attention to electrical well logging. 

2.2 Operati~rng Compand.es 

Operating companies are the financiers of the industry and are the principle 

users of the services provided by drilling contractors and service companies. An 

operating company, often called simply an operator, is a person or company who 

actually has the right to drill and produce petroleum that may exist at a particular site. 

The operator acquires the right by buying or leasing it from the person or persons who 

own the land under which petroleum may exist. An operator can be a government, 

a department of the government of a country, or a major company, such as Exxon or 

Shell. Or an operator can be an "independent", a relatively small and largely 
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unintegrated company or individual who produces and sells oil and gas but is not 

engaged in the transporting, refining or marketing of it. A major oil company, on the 

other hand, is a large integrated company that not only produces oil and.gas, but 

transports it from the field to the refinery and plant, refines or processes it, and sells 

the product to the general public and other consumers. 

A major oil companyusually initiates the sequence of events that leads to the 

drilling of oil and gas wells in foreign fields, but independent oil operators pay for most 

of the wells in the United States. Sometimes the operating company is also referred 

to as the "client" by the contractors too. 

2.3 lOJJrm.nllllg <Con~Jradoll"s 

Operating companies, both large and small, have found it more expedient to 

utilise the men, equipment, and skills and experience of drilling contractors to perform 

the actual drilling of a well. Drilling contractors include names such as Santa Fe, 

Sedco Forex, Reading and Bates, etc .. 

2.41 §ernce amll S1lliJPJllllY <Coll1J1J]llatllllfies 

The contract for "making hole" goes to a drilling contractor, but the operating 

company is usually the one-that awards other contracts to the service and supply 

companies. The service companies provide specialists at various stages to the well 

operation. For example, this can be a directional drilling specialist firm (Eastman 

Whipstock, etc.), electric well loggers (Schlumberger, Western Atlas, etc.), cement

ing -specialists (Halliburton, Dowell Schlumberger; etc.), mud loggers- ·(EXlog, 

Anadrill, etc.), or well testers (Otis, Schlumberger, etc.). The supply companies 

· provide the operating companies with the tools needed to drill the well, for example 

the drilling mud and bits. These companies include names such as Baker, Baroid, 

Magobar, or Reed, etc .. 

Also, there are numerous consultant companies who can advise the operating 

companies on the well projects. Indeed, after all the various attendant services needed 

to drill a well are summed up, there could be as many as a hundred service and supply 

companies working at the drill site at one time or another. The coordination of all these 

services is supervised by the operating company, its managers, and engineers. Full 

cooperation and assistance of all the contractors is required in almost every instant 
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throughout the operation. 

2.5 1I'Ihe WeU lPllallll 

The operator, on acquiring the right to explore, initiates the sequence of events 

from start to finish. The stages involved can be summarised as follow:-

a) Surface seismic survey of the area. 

b) If favourable, an exploration (wild cat) well is "spud". 

c) At each stage of the well, the well may be cored, is drilled, logged, cased 

and cemented. 

d) If the recovered data look favourable, then the well is planned for 

production testing. 

e) Further analysis of the above will lead probably to the drilling of another 

well or more. 

f) Depending on the result of the whole project, the area may be scrapped if 

proved "dry", developed if productive, or put on-hold for further study or 

for economic reasons. 

At these various stages, the operator will decide on how to plan the project and 

who should be the contractors in the project. 

2.6 Electric Well Logging 

The first electrical log was recorded in 1927 in a well in the small oil field of 

Pechelbronn, in Alsace, a province of eastern France. This log, a single graph of the 

electrical resistivityof tlfe rock formations cut by the borehole, was recorded by the 

"station" method. The downhole measurement instrument (sonde) was stopped at 

periodic intervals in the borehole, measurements were made, and the calculated 

resistivity was hand-plotted on a graph. This procedure was carried on from station 

to station until the entire log was recorded. A portion of this first log is shown in 

figure 2-1. 

In 1929, electrical resistivity logging was introduced on a commercial basis in 

Venezuela, the United States, and Russia, and soon afterwards in the Dutch East 

Indies. The usefulness of the resistivity measurement for correlation purposes and for 

identification of potential hydrocarbon bearing strata was quickly recognised by the 

oil industry. 

In 1931, the spontaneous potential (SP) measurement (ref.: chapter 3) was 
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included with the resistivity curve on the electrical log. In the same year, the 

Schlumberger brothers, Marcel and Conrad, perfected a method of continuous 

recording and the first pen recorder was developed. 

Since then many logging services have been developed and used to provide data 

on the formation within a borehole. Electrical well logging data is usually regarded 

as providing important information to the operator before he decides whether to 

embark on a costly production testing process. 

2. 7 l?et~roHellllm GeoRogy 

Wireline logs provide a continuous recording of formation parameters versus 

depth that can be very useful for geologic applications. These range from simple well

to-well correlations through stratigraphic features to the study of entire reservoirs. 

Lithology determination from wireline logs is covered in chapter 5. This 

chapter gives a brief overview of the applications of wireline logs for other geological 

information. The three fundamental geological parameters, composition, texture, and 

structure, can be related in some manner to the response of well-logging sensors. 

The composition of a rock can be expressed as minerals or as chemical 

elements. The mineral composition provides the petrophysical properties, such as 

hardness, density, resistivity and travel time. Some tools measure the concentration 

in elements, while others have a response that depends on the percentage and 

distribution of the minerals in the rock. Table 2-1 summarises the relationship between 

rock colll_position amt logging par@leters. 

Texture relates to the geometrical aspects of the rock constituents such as grain 

size sorting, packing shape and arrangement (fabric); matrix and cement arrangement; 

and the grain-grain, grain-matrix, or grain-cement contacts. The petrophysical 

properties of the rock, such as porosity and permeability, depend primarily on texture. 

Table 2-2 show the relationship between rock texture and log parameters. 

While texture deals with the grain-to-grain relations in a rock,sedimentary 

structures are related to the larger features that reflect the conditions at the time of 

deposition such as energy and type of current. Structures constitute an important 

element of the facies of a sedimentary unit and aid in defining the depositional 

environment. The relationship between sedimentary features and log parameters is 

summarised in table 2-3. 
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Composition < 

Geological Parameters 
Well Logging 

Parameters Affected 

Framework 
(Solid) < 

Content 
(Fluid) 

/ Particles, Grains or 
Crystals 

Cement 
(Other than clays) 

Matrix(1l 

Finer grains 
other than clay 
minerals 

•> Matrixl2) < 

Nature 
(1 ton 
components) 

GRma• Thma• Urma• 

Kma• Pma• 1Hma• 

< dtma• dlsma• uma• 

!:ma• 1pma··· 

Volume~">- v 
Percentage ma 

'\. (Thcl• Kcl• eel· 1 Hcl• ~ 

Allogenic clay ~ Nature lUct• l:ct• !pel, &let··· I 
Cement mineral Clays (1 to n clay or Rsh· GRsh· Psh· 1 Hsh· 

parttcles or minerals) 
[Authigenic 1115h, Ush• l:sh• lpsh 
ClAys) Shales Percentage 

j vel or v.h Distribution 
~ <..l..-----~-------J.-----c:>j Structural Laminated r Dispersed 

Nature 

Volume 
Percentage 

Water 

Hydrocarbon 

Porosity <1> 

l Rw, ew• 1 Hw, &ly,, 
!:w, Uw, IPw· 

Rml• emf• 1 Hml• 111m!• 
Umf• l:mf• tPmt• 

~ eh· 1 Hh, 6th, Uh, 

!:h, !ph 

Saturation Sw, S,0 

Relevant 
Logging Tools 

GR, NGS, Density, 

Neutron, Sonic, 

TOT, EPT, GST 

> 

NGS, Density, 

Neutron, TOT, EPT; 

GST, SP, 

GR, ML, MLL, DLL. 

MSFL, OIL 

SP, Density, GST, 

Neutron, 

·> Sonic, TOT, 

EPT, DLL, OIL, 

ML, MLL, MSFL 

Relationship between composition of a rock and well logging 

parameters. (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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Texture 

Te~tural Parameters 

Panicles 
or 

Grains 

Matrix 

Shape ~ Roundness l Sphenc1ty 

Sorting 
Packing 
Orientation 

Percentage 

Nature 

~ 
Percentage 

Cement 
Nature 

Reservoir Characteristics 
Depending On .Te~tural 

Parameters 

o Porosity o 

Total Porosity o1 

Primary Porosity o, 

Elfective Porosity oe 

o Tortuosity or m 
Damentation Factor 

o Size Of PoreS/And Throats 
Which Control 

Well Logging 
Parameters Affected 

Relevant 
Logging 

Tools 

DLL, OIL, 
R, Qb. IH, .:It, ~. tpl, pe ML. MLL, MSFL 

Density, Neutron 
Sonic, TOT, EPT. GST 

R, F. ~t. tpl OIL, DLL, 
ML, MLL, MSFL, 
Sonic,.EPT 

Permeability 

Horizontal kH ~ ~ 
0 sw. 
0 di 
° K, krw, k,0 

DLL. OIL. 
Ml. Mll, MSFL 
SP 

Vertical kv 

• Wettability 

o Anisotropy 

o SP curve shape 

0 • 

SP 

OIL, DLL, 
Mll, MSFL 

Table 2-2. Relationship between rock texture and well logging parameters. 

(Schlumberger, 1987) 
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External Form 
Of Bed 

Bedding Plane 
Features 

Internal 
Organization 

Structural Features 
(Sedimentary And Tectonic) 

Size: Vertic a I Thickness 

Shape: Lateral Variations In 
Thickness 

~Apparent 

~Real 

Log To Use 
For Detecting 
Phenomenon 

All Logs But Especially 
Microdevices 
Dipmeter, FMS 

Dipmeter Correlations, FMS 
(Curves And Dips) 

Arrangement Or Sequence Of Beds All Logs 

~ 
Aspect 

Boundaries 
Nature 

On Base 
(Lower 
Boundary) 

Physical 
<?rgin 

Organic 
Origin 

~
6~i~~~cal 

Organic 
Origin 

Massive Or Homogeneous 
Heterogeneous 

~Abrupt 

~ Progressive 

~ All Logs (Shape Of Curves 
§ Bell Funnel Cylinder) 

~ Conformable ~ . . u 1 bl D1pmeter (Curves And D1ps) 
neon orma e Correlations, FMS 

l 
Load Dipmeter (Curves And Dips), FMS 
Erosional 
(Scour Marks) ~ Dipmeter (Curves And Dips), FMS 
Tool Marks ~ 

Trails 
Burrows 

Current 
(Ripples) 
Erosional 
Mud Cracks 
Tracks 

\Trails 
~Burrows 

Dipmeter (Curves And Dips), FMS 

Dipmeter (Curves And Dips), FMS 

. 
Cross Laminations 

Laminated Foresets l 
Horizontal 

All Logs And Dipmeter. FMS 

Dipmeter (Curves And Dips). FMS 

Dipmeter (Curves And Dips), FMS 

Dipmeter (Curves And Dips), FMS 
All Logs But Especially 

Crossbedding 

Graded Bedding 

Oriented Internal Fabric 

Growth Structure 

Vertical 
Movement ! 

Load Marks 
Convolute 
Injection 
Fractures 
Faults 

Dipmeter (Cl!rve Evolution), FMS 

Dipmeter (Curves And Dips). FMS 
All Logs And Dipmeter (Curves 
Rotation Of The Tool ... ), FMS 
Dipmeter (Dip Evolution). 
Correlations, FMS 

Physical 
Postdepositional _ Origin ! Slump Deformation 

Horizontal 
Movement 

Organic Origin Burrows 

Chemical Origin Stylolites 

Slide 
Falling 

NGS 

'Heterogeneous Curves On 
Dipmeter. FMS 
Dipmeter, FMS With Gamma Ray Or NGS 

Table 2-3. Relationship between sedimentary features and well logging 

parameters. (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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2.7.1 Correlatnmu 

· One of the first uses of well logs was correlation of equivalent strata from one 

well to the next. This is still one of their most important uses. Logs from different 

wells are· matched for similarity or for characteristic log responses to lithological 

markers. 

Well logs have the advantage for correlation of providing a continuous record 

over the entire well. There are no missing sections as can be the case with core 

samples. Most important, because sonde depth is recorded, there is no ambiguity as 

to the depth of various markers. 

Well-to-well correlation studies thus permit accurate subsurface mapping and 

the determination of: 

a) The elevations of formations present in the well relative to other wells, 

outcrops, or geophysical projections. 

b) Whether or not the well is within a given major geological structure. 

c) Whether well depth has reached a known productive horizon, and, if not, 

approximately how much remains to be drilled. 

d) The presence or absence of faults. 

e) The existence of dip, folds, unconformities; the thickening and thinning of 

lithologic sections; or lateral changes of sedimentation or lithology. 

Any continuously recorded log has some correlation potential. For the best 

correlation, however, the log should respond to some property of the stratum that does 

not vary _too much from well to welL·· -

The logs most frequently used for correlation are the resistivity, SP and gamma 

ray. The basic logs used in the majority oflog-correlation studies are listed in table 

2-4 with their various uses and advantages. Tables 2-1 to 2-4 are those produced for 

Schlumberger tools but obviously they also apply to tools of other companies of the 

same nature and function. 

In general, correlation features from computed logs vary from very good to 

indifferent. Examples of the parameters which have good correlation features are the 

apparent-matrix-density (Pma), the shale-fraction (V Sh), and lithology analysis. 

2.8 1'11le lFneid Operatnonn 

Electrical wellloggingis sometimes referred to as wire line electrical logging 
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Log Correlntes On Condiliona For Best Use Useo Or Advantages 

SP Permeable beds vs. shale beds Uncased hole Dtsplays eastly read shale-sand 

Good contrast between Rm, and 
proliles 

Rw Much used (usually with restsltvtty 

Low-to-moderate tormalton 
for correlation 

reststivity. Not affected by washed-out holes 

Fresh mud (but still useful on 
or deep or variable invasion 

saline mud). 

Gamma Ray Radioactivity associated with Moder ale hole size with no large Insensitive to drilling fluid; lho•s 
shaliness. washed-out zones. can oo used in oil- or sail-based 

Radioactive beds. 
muds and on air- or gas-filled 
holes. 

Can oo used in cased hole. 

Short-Spacing Invaded, porous beds. Deflection Uncased hole. Much used (usually with SP or 
Renlsllvlly depends on forma lion I actor. 

Fresh mud. 
gamma ray) for correlation. 

(SN, LL8, SFL) 
water resistivity. and shaliness. 

Dense strata (low water content Invaded formations, not too 

and nonconductive matrix). resistive. 

Amplified Same as above. Same as above. Useful for correlation in shales or 
Short-5pl>Cing other tow-resistivity sections. 
Resistivity 

Deep Same as above. Uncased hole. Useful for sail muds. resistive 
Laterolog 

Fresh to sail mud. High R, IR,. 
lormali.ons. 

ratio. 

Induction Variations ol water content (and Uncased hole. The induction conductivity curve 
Log salinity) in beds with nonconduc-

Fresh mud. 
is useful lor correlation in shales 

tive matrix. or other low-resistivity sections. 

(Porous-zone response varies Formation resistivity oolow t 00 

with formation porosity and ohm-m. 

pore-fluid 
conductivity.) 

Sonic At (dependent on lithology and Liquod-lilled gas-free holes. Good porosity correlation. 
porosity). useful in low resistivities. 

Provides .ll parameter 
measurement for identification of 
lithological markers. 

Neutron Hydrogen content ol formation. Depends on tool type. Good porosity correlation. 

Large shale response. Good in combination with other 
logs for gas detection. 

Provides oN parameter measure· 
ment lor identification of 
lithological markers. 

Useful in cased holes. (Often run 
with gamma ray.) 

Density Formation density (dependent on Uncased hole, woth little mudcake Chiefly useful for identification of 
lithology and porosity). and no hole-wall rugosity. lithological markers. 

Caliper Hole-size variations (washouts. Uncased hole. Seldom correlatable by itself. bul 
noncircular boreholes. fracturing). often helps resolve ambiguities on 

other logs. 

'fa!lble 24. Basic well logs used for correlation. (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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or more generally as simply logging. It is carried out from a logging truck when on 

land·(figure 2-2) or a mounted unit when offshore. Kn either cases, it is sometimes 

referred to as a "mobile laboratory". Figure 2-3 shows· a typical Schlumberger Cyber 

Service Unit (CSU, 1987). Similarly companies such as Gearhart uses the Direct 

Digital Logging Unit (DDL, 1985) and Western Atlas uses the Computer Logging 

SeJVice Unit (CLS, 1985). The truck carries the downhole measurement instruments, 

the electrical cable and winch needed to lower the instruments into. the borehole, the 

surface instrumentation needed to power the downhole instruments and to receive their 

signals, and the equipment needed to make a permanent recording of the "log". 

The downhole measurement instruments are usually composed of two compo

nents.· One component contains the sensors used in making the measurement, called 

the "sonde". The type of sensor depends of course upon the nature of the 

measurement. Resistivity sensors use electrodes or coils; acoustic sensors use 

tranducers; radioactivity sensors use detectors sensitive to radioactivity; etc .. The 

sonde housing may be constructed of steel and /or fiberglass. 

The other component of the downhole tool is the cartridge. The cartridge 

contains the electronics that power the sensors, process the resulting measurement 

signals and transmit the signals up the cable to the truck. The cartridge may be a 

separate component screwed to the sonde to form the total tool or it may be combined 

with the sensors into a single tool. That depends, of course, upon how much space 

the sensors and electronics require and the sensor requirements. The cartridge housing 

-is usually-made of steel. 

Today, most logging tools are readily combinable. In other words the sondes 

- and cartridges of several tools can be connected to form one tool and thereby make 

many measurements and logs on a single descent into and ascent from the borehole. 

The downhole tool (or tools) is attached to an electrical cable that is used to 

lower the tool into and remove it from the well. Most cable used in openhole logging 

today contains seven insulated copper conductors. The cable is wrapped with a steel 

armour to give it the strength to support the tool weight and provide some strength to 

pull on the tool in case it becomes stuck in the borehole. The cable and tools are run 

in and out of the borehole by means of a unit-mounted winch. · 

Well depths are measured with a calibrated measuring wheel system. Logs are 

normally recorded during the ascent from the well to assure a taut cable and better 
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Figure 2-2. Wireline logging operation. 
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Figure2-3. A typical CSU wellsite mobile laboratory. The main winch contains 

up to· 30000 feet of seven-conductor logging cable; the optional 

small winch at the rear contains 24000 feet of slim 

monoconductor cable for servicing producing wells under 

pressure. Data acquisition and computer equipment are inside 

the logging cab. For offshore-remote locations the cab and 

winch assemblies are mounted on a skid. (CSU, Schlumberger, 

1987) 
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depth .control. 

Signal transmission over the cable may be in analog or digital form; modern 

trends favour digital. The cable is also used, of course, to transmit the electrical power 

from the surface to the downhole tools. 

The surface instrumentation (figure 2-4) provides the electrical power to 

the downhole tools. More importantly, the surface instrumentation receives the 

signals from the downhole tools, processes and/or analyses those signals, and 

responds accordingly. The desired signals are output to magnetic tape in digital 

form and to a cathode-ray tube and photographic film in analytical form. 

The photographic film is processed on the unit, and paper prints are made from 

the film. This continuous recording of the downhole measurement signals is referred 

to as the log. 

2.9 Log lDJaaa AcqllRisnaioml 

Wireline technology is being changed by the rapid advancements in digital 

electronics and data-handling methods. These new concepts have changed the 

thinking about existing logging techniques and remoulded ideas about the direction of 

future developments. Affected are the sensors, the downhole electronics, the cable, 

the cable telemetry and the signal processing at the surface. 

Basic logging measurements rriay contain large amounts of information. In the 

past some of this data was not recorded because of the lack of high data-rate sensors 

and electronics downhole, the inability to transmit the data ~p tpe cable 5}_11(::1 the 
- - - ----- - - - --- -- - - - -

inability to record it in the logging unit. Similarly those limitations have prevented 

or delayed the introduction of some new logging measurements and tools. With digital 

telemetry there has been a tremendous increase in the data rate that can be handled 

by the logging cable. Digital recording techniques within the logging unit provide a 

substantial increase in recording capability. The use of digitised signals also facilitates 

the transmission of log signals by radio, satellite, or telephone line to computing 

centres, base offices, or the operator's office. 

In table 2,..5, the data rate for one of the older tool systems, the induction

sonic combination, is contrasted with the data-rate transmission requirements for 

some of the newer tools. lit illustrates the tremendous increases in the data rate that 

can now be handled by the newer downhole sensors, by the logging cable, and by the 
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Figure 2-4 . The CSU is a computer-based integrated data acquisition and 

processing system. The main elements are a video data display 

and optical film units to record data (right), the keyboard/ 

printer unit below three cartridge tape drives, and twin DEC 

1134 computers each having 2-megabyte memory and at the 

top a dual hard-disk drive · with 42-megabyte .capacity and a 

backup 48-megaleyte cartridge tape unit. (CSU, Schlumberger, 

1987) 
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surface instrumentation as a result of digital techniques. 

Tool Data 

Induction-Sonic 

HDT 
Array Sonic 

10 dip channels 

Full Waveform 

Inelastic Spectroscopy Energy Spectrum 

Well Seismic Tool 5-Second Wavetrain 

Data Rate 

200 bits/borehole ft 

25000 bits/borehole ft 

60000 bits/borehole ft 

20000 bits/second 

80000 bits/second 

'lralbJ.e 2~5. Data rate transmission requirements of some well logging 

tools. (CSU, Schlumberger, 1987) 

Signal processing can be performed on at least three points: downhole in the 

tool, up hole in the unit, and at a central computing centre. The point of processing 

depends on where. the desired results can most efficiently be produced, where the 

extracted information is first needed, where the background expertise exists, or 

where technological considerations dictate. 

2.Hb A Wenn Program 

The oil industry, in terms of the discovery process, can generally be split into 

two main stages: one is known as exploration and the other as development. 

The eXploration stage applies to a well or an area whose geologic information 

is relatively unknown. The wells spud in such area are often termed "wildcats". The 

only information prior to drilling, are surface data collected from satellite and surface 

seismic. Generallywh~n a wi!dcatis drilled,t~ere is pl~nty of coring,Jtnd in terms 

of electrical well-logging, all the logging services available are used. The full suite 

of logging services generally include the following:- (Refer to later text for 

explanation of these terms) 

a) Resistivity logs (see chapter 4). 

b) Porosity logs (see chapter 5). 

c) Dipmeterlogs (seechapter6). 

d) Pressure and fluid sampling (see chapter 7). 

e) Side-wall core sampling (see chapter 7). 

f) Borehole seismic (see chapter 9), taken either before or after the final 

stage of casing depending on the prospect of the well. 
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If the data gathered look promising the casing is then run and a testing 

program is drawn up. The possible logging services might include:-

g) Perforations (see chapter 10). 

h) Production logs (see chapter 11). 

Being an exploration well, the operator is very much interested in obtaining as 

much information as possible from downhole regardless of the prospect of the well. 

The data obtained with the first exploration wells will enhance his understanding of 

the area, and hence influence his decision on where to drill the next well in the area, 

if at all. 

When a number of exploration wells have been drilled, logged, and tested, and 

if the operator decides the area ha.S good prospects he will decide to develop the area 

(or reservoir). The program nowenters the development stages. All over the area, 

there will be designated positions for wells to be drilled. Offshore, platforms will be 

planned. These will have anywhere from one to fifty well slots such as in the platforms 

in the North Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. Economic factors will dictate the size of the 

platform to be constructed. 

The electrical well-logging program for each new development could be the 

same as the exploration stage depending on how well the operator feels he knows his 

area. At the initial stages all logs will probably be required, and once the area is better 

understood and if the geological structure encountered is not too complex, the 

logging program could be reduced to:-

a) Resistivity-logs. 

b) Porosity logs. 

c) Pressure sampling (if desired). 

d) Perforations. 

e) Production logs. 

The main reasons to log development wells are:-

a) To find the pay zones. 

b) To establish well production. 

c) To monitor the well production performance. 

From time to time, during the life of a development well, further logs may be 

needed to determine the we 11 performance. Based on the results, old pay zones may 
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need to be plugged off due to water influx (figure 2-5), and when this is undertaken 

the well enters a "work-over" program. This program generally requires a change

over of the completion string (figure 2-6), reperforations, and further production 

logging once the well is back on production. These logs are to determine the efficiency 

of the work -over program. 

2.H 'JI'llne Mlarlke~ 1l'o1r tine lElledrfic Wellll !Loggnng Comnqpall1lnes 

There are numerous electric well logging companies operating in the world. 

Some are able to provide a full range of services, while others only specialise or can 

offer only one or two services. This share of the world market is divided as follow:-

a) Gearhart Industries - 4.5 % 

b) Schlumberger Wireline (Schlumberger Ltd.) - 82.5 % 

c) Welex (Halliburton Ltd.) - 1.6 % 

d) Western Atlas (Atlas Wireline Services) - 5.8 % 

e) Others - 6.1 % 

This thesis presents the services on offer by the major logging companies, and 

evaluates where possible their advantages and disadvantages. It also gives an insight 

to the future of the industry. 
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Water is also being produced from the lower part of this 
zone because over the years the water level has risen. 

Figure 2-5. Water influx from older zones. 

TO SURFACE 

Fngure · 2-6. A completion string. 
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3o §Ifl>ON1I'ANJE01IJ§ IP'01I'IEN1I'TIAIL AND NA1I'lUTIU\lL GAMMA R4.Y 

ILOG§o 

The spontaneous potential (SlP) curve and the natural gamma ray (GR) log are 

recordings of naturally occuring physical phenomena in in-situ rocks. The SP curve 

records the electrical potential (voltage) produced by the interaction of formation 

connate water, conductive drilling fluid, and certain ion-selective rocks (shale). The 

GR logindicates the natural radioactivity of the formations. Nearly all rocks exhibit 

some natural radioactivity and the amount depends on the concentration of potassium, 

thorium, and uranium. There are two types of GR logs. One, the standardGR log, 

measures only the total radioactivity. The other, the natural gamma ray spectrometry 

log, measures the total radioactivity and concentrations of potassium, thorium, and 

uranium producing the radioactivity. 

Although relatively simple in concept, the SP and GR logs are quite useful and 

informative. Among their uses are the following:-

a) Differentiate potentially porous and permeable reservoir rocks 

(sandstone, limestone, dolomite) from nonpermeable clays and shales. 

b) Define bed boundaries and permit correlation ofbeds. 

c) Give a qualitative indication of bed shaliness. 

d) Aid in lithology (mineral) identification. 

e) In the case of the SP curve, permit the determination of formation water 

resistivity, Rw. 

f) In the case of the GR and natural gamma ray spectrometry logs, detect 

and evaluate deposits of radioactive minerals. 

g) In the case of the natural gamma ray spectrometry log, define the 

concentrations of potassium, thorium and uranium. 

3.1 'JI'he Spontanneous JP>otentiaH (SJP>) Cmrve 

The SP curve is a recording versus depth of the difference between the 

electrical potential of a movable electrode in the borehole and the electrical potential 

of a fixed surface electrode. The unit of the SP is usually measured is millivolts ( m V), 

and the order of magnitude is in the range of 0-100 m V. Generally, it is the difference 

of the SlP values of one formation to the next which is of particular interest. 
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Opposite shales the SJP curve usually defines a more-or-less straight line on the 

log, called the shale baseline; in: thick beds, these excursions (deflections) tend to reach 

an essentially constant deflection defining a sand line. The deflection may be ehher 

to the left (negative) or to the right (positive), depending primarily on the relative 

salinities of the formation water and of the mud filtrate. ][f the formation water salinity 

is greater than the mud filtrate salinity, the deflection is to the left. lF or the reversed 

salinity contrast, the deflection is to the right. 

The position of the shale baseline on the log has no useful meaning for 

interpretation purposes. The SJP sensitivity scale is chosen and the shale baseline 

position is setby the engineer running the log so that the curve deflections remain in 

the SP track. 

An SP curve cannot be recorded in holes filled with nonconductive muds 

because such nmds do not provide electrical continuity between the SJP electrode and 

the formation. Furthermore if the resistivities of the mud filtrate and the formation 

water are about equal the SP deflections will be small and the curve will be rather 

featureless. 

3.li.li O~igillll oft' aline SJP> 

The deflections on the SP curve result from electric currents flowing in the mud 

in the borehole. These SP currents are caused by electromotive forces in the 

formations, which are of electrochemical and electrokinetic <?rigins. Usually there are 

three componen~~hich consti!utean SP log. These are:~ 

a) Electrochemical component. 

b) Electrokinetic coll_lponent. 

c) Static component. 

3.Lli.li Elledrocllnemftcmll Compolllleirna olf' allne SIP. 

Mounce and Rust (1944) used a simple experiment to prove that waters of 

different salinities, together with shale and a permeable inert membrane between the 

two fluids, generate an electromotive force and current flow in the cell (;figure1
, 3-1). 

The current flows from the fresh to the salty water and through the shale. Removal 

of the shale stops the current flow. Interchanging the two liquids reverses the direction 

of the current flow. 
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The cell in figure 3-1 proves very similar to conditions existing in the borehole, 

where the drilling mud salinity {s different from the formation water salinity. The 

measured SP is the voltage obse!lVed in the borehole caused !by the potential drop as 

the currents flow through the mud. Generally, the potential drop is larger in the bore

hole than in the shale or permeable formations. 

Assuming the solutions contain only NaCl and the mud activity is limited to 

the free fluid within it, then the following simplified analysis applies. This discussion 

is based on fresh mud and salty formation water (figure 3-2). The shale, due to its 

predominant clay content, acts as cationic membrane. That is, it is permeable to 

cations (Na +),but not to anions (C1·) due to an apparently high negative charge on 

the clay lattice. The sodium ions (Na +) can then move through the shale from the high 

concentration salt water to the lower concentration fresh water of the mud. This 

movement of cations generates a membrane potential 

At the saltwater (formation water) and the fresh water (mud filtrate) contact, 

the a· ions have greater mobility than the N a+ ions and thus move more rapidly. This 

rapid movement generates a negative potential across the "liquid junction". 

In the mud column opposite the shale, a positive potential is generated. by the 

Na + ions while at the junction between the formation water and the mud filtrate a 

negative potential is developed These spontaneous potential differences cause current 

flow in the mud column. 

The magnitude of this electrochemical potential, Be, is 

Ec = -K log 3w = -K log Rmr (3-1) 

3mr Rw 
(Wyllie, M.R.J., 1949) 

where 

aw and arne are the chemical activities of the two solutions (formation water 

and mud filtrate) at formation temperature; 

K is a coefficient proportional to the absolute temperature and for NaC1 

formation water and mud filtrate, is equal to 71 at 25°C (77°F). 

The chemical activities are related to the salinity of the solutions and thus 

to the relative resistivities. 
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3.1.J1..2 IEHecQn-olltilllleQD.oc Commpollllellll~ off ~lln~ §!P' 

An electrokinetic potential, Ek (also known as a streaming potential or 

electrofiltration potential), is pmduced when an electrolyte flows through a perme

able, non-metallic, porous medium (Wyllie, M.RJ., 1956). The magnitude ofthe 

electrokinetic potential is determined by several factors, among which are the 

differential pressure producing the flow and the resistivity of the electrolyte. 

In the borehole an, electrokinetic emf, Ekmc, is produced by the flow of mud 

filtrate through the mudcake deposit on the borehole wall opposite permeable 

formations. The mudcake acts as a permeable membrane through which the mudfil

trate can flow (figure 3-3). It flows because ofthe differential pressure between the 

mud column' and the formation. In practice little or no electrokinetic emf is actually 

generated across the permeable formation itself. This is because practically all the 

differential pressure between the borehole and undisturbed virgin formation is 

expended across the less permeable mud cake. Any remaining differential pressure 

across the formation is normally not great enough to produce any appreciable 

electrokinetic emf. 

An electrokinetic emf, Ekmco may however be produced across the shale 

since it may have sufficient permeability to permit a tiny amount of filtration flow 

from the mud. 

It is also possible for electrokinetic effects to become more important in cases 

of unusually large pressure differentials (e.g., in depleted formations of low pressure 

or when very heavy drilling muds are used)~ In these -cases the electrokinetic e-inf's 

may be quite significant and the mudcake and shale electrokinetic effects may not 

cancel each other. 

Important electrokinetic effects may also be seen in very low permeability 

formations (less than a few millidarcies) in which an appreciable part of the pressure 

differential is applied across the formation itself. If formation permeability is so low 

that little or no mudcake is formed most of the pressure differential between the 

formation pore pressure and hydrostatic head of the mud column is applied to the 

formation. 

These infrequent effects are difficult to detect but conditions favouring their 

existence should alert us to the possibility of a large electrokinetic potential. When 
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a significant electrokinetic potential exists· the SP deflection cannot be used to calculate 

a reliable value of formation water resistivity, R~. 

3.li.li.3 §~m~ftc §J!D 

The Static SP (SSP) refers to the maximum SP that can be obtained given a 

shale and two waters of different salinity. lit is essentially the SP that would be obtained 

if no current flowed. The SSP has no bed boundary effects. Since current flows and 

the actual SP is the measurement of the potential changes in the well bore, there are 

variations between the idealised SSP and the actual SP (figure 3-4). The bed 

boundaries of the actual SP are the inflection points where the greatest potential drop 

occurs. If the currents could be prevented from flowing by means such as the 

insulating plugs schematically indicated in the upper part offigure34, the potential 

differential differences observed in the mud would equal the total emf. The SP cmve 

recorded in such an idealised condition is called the static SP curve. The static SP or 

SSP is the SP deflection opposite a thick clean formation. The deflection is measured 

from the shale baseline and its magnitude is 

SSP = - K log 3w (3-2) 
amf 

(Wyllie, M.R.J. 1949 ) 

Fortunately because the borehole presents a much smaller cross-sectional area 

to current flow relative to the formations, most of the SP voltage drop does occur in 

the"borehole provided formalion resistivities are low to moderate (up t~ 2o nm) and 

the beds ~re moderately thick ( > 10ft). Therefore the recorded. SP de~ection does 

approach the static SP value in most thick permeable beds. 

3.2 1'11ne Gamma JRay (GJR) fiog 

The GR log is a measurement of the natural radioactivity of the formations. In 

sedimentary formations the log normally reflects the shale content of the formations. 

This is because the radioactive element tend to concentrate in clays and shales. Oean 

formations usually have a very low level of radioactivity, unless a radioactive contami

nant such as volcanic ash ot: granite wash is present or the formation contains dissolved 

radioactive salts. 
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SP Curve-

_______ :Static SP Diagram-Potential In Mud When SP 
Currents Are Prevented From Flowing. 

___ :SP Log-Potential In Mud When SP Currents 
Are Flowing. 

1Fng1111re 34 . Schematic representation of potential and current distribution 

in and around a permeable bed. (Schlumberger, Schlumberger 

and Leonardon, 1934) 
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The GR log can be recorded in ~ased wells which makes it very useful as a 

correlation curve in completion and workover operations. It is frequently used to 

complement the SJP log and as a substitute for the SP curve in wells drilled with salt 

mud, air, or oil-based muds. In each case it is useful for location of shales and nonshaly 

beds and, most importantly for general correlation. 

3.2.]. lPiroJPeir~nes oft' G21mm21 llbys. 

Gamma rays are bursts of high-energy electromagnetic waves that are emitted 

spontaneously by some radioactive elements. Nearly all the gamma radiation 

encountered in the earth is emitted by the radioactive potassium isotope of atomic 

weight 40 (K40) and by the radioactive elements of the uranium and thorium series. 

Each of these elements emits gamma rays the number and energies of which 

are distinctive of each element. Figure 3-5 shows the energies of the emitted gamma 

rays :potassium (K40) emits gamma rays of a single energy at 1.46 MeV, whereas 

the uranium and thorium series emit gamma rays of various energies. 

In passing through matter, gamma rays experience successive Compton 

Scattering collisions with atoms of the formation material, losing energy with each 

collision. After the gamma ray has lost enough energy, it is absorbed, by means of the 

photoelectric effect, by an atom of the formation. Thus, natural gamma rays are 

gradually absorbed and their energies degrad~ed (reduced) as they pass through the 

formation. The rate of absorption varies with formation density. Two formations 

having the same amou11_t of radioactive material per unit volume, but h(l'{il}g differen_t 

densities, will show different radioactivity levels; the less dense formations will 

appear to be slightly more radioactive. The GR log response, after appropriate 

corrections for borehole etc., is proportional to the weight concentrations of the 

radioactive material in the formation: 

GR= 
Ip.V.A. 

I I I (3-3) 

(Blanchard, A.,and Dewar, J.T., 1953) 

where 

Pi · are the densities of the radioactive minerals, 

Vi are the bulk volume factors of the minerals, 

~ are proportionality factors corresponding to the radioactivity of the 

mineral, and 
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Pb is the bulk density of the formation. 

In sedimentary formations, the depth of investigation of the GR log is about 

1 foot. 

3.2.2 IEIQJu.nnJPlmmenn~ 

The GR sonde contains a detector to measure the gamma radiation originating 

in the volume of formation near the sonde. Kn the industry, scintillation counters are 

now generally used for this measurement. They are much more efficient than the 

Geiger-Muller counters used in the past.lBecause of its higher efficiency a scintilla

tion counter need only be a few inches in length; therefore, good formation detail is 

obtained. 

The primacy calibration standard for OR tools is the American Petroleum 

fustitute (API) test facility in Houston. A field calibration standard is used to normalise 

each tool to the API standard and the logs are calibrated in API units. The 

radioactivities in sedimentary formations generally range from a few API units in 

anhydrite or salt to 200 or more in shales. (A.PJ., 1959) 

3.2.3 'll'llne l~hntu.nrnll Gamma !Ray §ped~rome~cy !Log 

like the GR log, the natural gamma ray spectrometry log measures the natural 

radioactivity of the formation. Unlike the GR log which meas.ures only the total 

radioactivity, this log measures both the number of gamma rays and the energy level 

of each and permits the determination.?~ the concentrati()ns of radioacti~e potassium, 

thorium, and uranium in the formation rocks. 

Schlumberger have developed the NGS natural gamma ray spectrometry tool 

for this purpose, Gearhart have developed the SGR spectral gamma ray tool and 

Western Atlas the SPLspectrallog tool (see table 3-1). 

Company Tool Max. Temp. Max.Pressure 

(of) (kpsi) 

Gearhart SGR 400 20 

Schlumberger NGS 350 20 

Western Atlas SPL 400 20 

'll'albRe 3-1 GR Tools' Ratings 
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3.2.3,]_ JP>Ihlysficall JP>Irfillllcfi]p>lle. 

Most of the gamma ray radiation in the earth originates from the decay of three 

radioactive isotopes: potassium 40 (K40), with a half-Hfe of 1.3 X 109 years; uranium 

238 (U238), with a half-life of 4.4 X 109 years; and thorium 232 (Th232), with a half

life of 1.4 X 1010 years. 

Potassium 40 decays directly to stable argon 40 with the emission of a 1.46 

MeV gamma ray. However uranium 238 and thorium 232 decay sequentially through 

a long sequence of various daughter isotopes before arriving at stable lead isotopes. 

As a result, gamma rays of many different energies are emitted and fairly complex 

energy spectra are obtained, as figure 3-6 shows. The characteristic peaks in the 

thorium series at 262 MeV and the tiranium series at 176 MeV are caused by the decay 

ofthallium 208 and bismuth 214, respectively. 

Xt is generally assumed the formations are in secular equilibrium; that is, the 

daughter isotopes decay at the same rate as they are produced from the parent isotope. 

This means that the relative proportions of parent and daughter elements in a particular 

series remain fairly constant; so by looking at the gamn1a ray population in a particular 

part of the spectrum it is possible to infer the population at any other point lin this way 

the amount of parent isotope present can be determined. 

Once the parent isotope population is known the amount of non radioactive 

isotope can also be found. The ratio of p@tassium 40 to total potassium is very stable 

and constant on the earth while apart from thorium 232, the thorium isotopes are very 

rar.e and so can be neglected. The relative~proportions of the uranium isotopes depend 

somewhat on their environment, and there is also a gradual change because of their 

different half -lives; at present, the ratio of uranium 238 to uranium 235 is about 13 7. 

3.2.3.2 Measuremena JP>IrlillD.ciJPRe 

The NGS tool of Schlumberger uses a sodium iodide scintillation detector 

contained in a pressure housing which, during logging, is held against the borehole 

wall by a "bow spring" to enable better contact between the tool and the borehole wall. 

Gamma rays emitted by the formation rarely reach the detector directly. 

Instead they are scattered and lose energy through three possible interactions with 

the formation; the photoelectric effect, Compton Scattering, and pair production. 

Because of these interactions and the response of the sodium iodide scintillation 
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detector, the original spectra of figure 3-S are degraded to the rather Msmeared" spectra 

shown in figure 3-6. 

The high-energy part of the detected spectrum is.divided in three energy 

windows, Wl, W2, and W3; each covering a characteristic peak of the three 

radioactivity series (figure 3-6). Knowing the response of the tool and the number of 

oounts in each window it is pnssible to determine the amounts of thorium 232, uranium 

238, and potassium 40 in the formation. There are relatively few counts in the high

energy range where peak discrimination is best; therefore, measurements are subject 

to large statistical variations even at low logging speeds. By including a contribution 

from the high-count rate, low energy part of the spectrum (windows W4 and WS), 

these high statistical variations in the high-energy windows can be reduced by a factor 

of 1.5 to 2. The variation further reduced by a factor of 1.5 to 2 by using a filtering 

technique that compares the counts at a particular depth with the previous values in 

such a way that spurious changes are eliminated while the effects of formation changes 

are retained. Normally only the final filtered data are presented on film but the 

unfiltered raw data are always recorded on tape. 

The SGR tool of Gearhart uses a sodium activated caesium iodide, Csi (Na}, 

crystal detector. The detector receives and divides the data intoo256 channels-of energy 

of incident gamma ray which are sent up hole. Unlike the Schlumbergermethod, the 

computation is basedupon the three energy windows, which are as follows:-

a) 2.30 - 2.80 MeV Thorium window 

b) 1.58 - .1.98 MeV : Uranium-window 

c) 1.37 - 1.57 MeV : Potassium window 

This is as shown in figure 3-7. The tool is calibrated to reproduce the shale as 

calculated in figure 3-7. Figure 3-8 shows a gamma ray spectrum generated during 

a field calibration procedure. This spectrum may be used to quality control the tool 

response during the logging operations or may be used to examine zones of interesting 

or unusual response. 

However due to the statistical variations the raw data can be post-processed 

using an optional five-window algorithm to improve the computation of elemental 

concentrations. Also an adaptive filtering procedure which uses the gross gamma ray 

as reference to allow flexibility in the operation can be applied. The gross GR is an 
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active part of this filter and gives a comparison of the transient response to the 

formation under investigation by using the assumption that gross gamma response is 

a superposition of the individual potassium, uranium and thorium activities. The 

constant gross gamma ray reflects very little statistical variation in the reading, 

therefore the abnormally large variations in the uranium-free gamma ray must be 

due to statistical noise. Under constant or slowly changing conditions the filter is 

applied to reduce statistical noise but under rapidly changing conditions this 

filtering technique allows the signal to follow these transient responses as rapidly 

as possible. 

The gamma ray tool is generally used in combination with other tools. It is 

useful because its data can give a first hand indication of the shaliness and cleanliness 

of the formation and furthermore, it can be used for correlation with other suites of 

logs. The tool concept is relatively simple and all the logging companies provide this 

service. 

Generally gamma ray data are treated as supporting data for use in log 

interpretation. However when the more detailed spectral gamma ray log is used the 

data obtained can give a better determination of the clay content within the formations 

in a well. Since the primary interest to an operator is the clean zone and since the 

gamma ray responds more to the clay zone the data obtained becomes of secondary 

importance. 

The tool performance relies heavily on the natural radioactivity of the 

formation. When the amount ofradiation is low statisticalvariation is an important 

factor in the accuracy of the data Generally an operator is interested in the qualitative 

rriore than the quantitative nature of the data. This is also true even when the spectral 

gamma ray log is used. 
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Ohm's law describes the behaviour of electrical current flow through a 

substance. 

r = E (4-1) 

where r = resistance, ohm 

E = electromotive force, volts 

current, amperes. 

The electrical resistivity of a substance is its ability to impede the flow of 

electrical current through the substance. 

R = rA 
L 

(4-2) 

where R = resistivity, ohm-m2 /m 

r = resistance, ohms 

A = cross-sectional area, m2 

L = length of material, m 

In practice (well logging), the resistance of a certain volume is measured. 

The volume of formation measured is a function of the configuration of the 

instrument, which is a constant, therefore, the measurement is expressed in terms 

of resistivity. The unit used is ohm-m2 /m, usually written as ohm-m. Electrical 

conductivity is the reciprocal of resistivity and is usually expressed in millimhos per 

meter (mmho/m). 

Most forriuitions logged for potential oil and gas saturation are made up of 

rocks which, when dry, will not conduct an electrical current; i.e., the rock matrix has 

zero conductivity or infinitely high resistivity. An electrical current will flow only 

through the interstitial water saturating the pore structure of the formation, and 

then only if the interstitial water contains dissolved salts. These salts dissociate into 

positively charged cations (Na +, Ca + + , ... ) and negatively charged anions (Cl-, 

S04 --, ••• ).Under the influence of an electrical field these ions move, carrying an 

electrical current through the solution. Other things being equal, the greater the 

salt concentration, the lower the resistivity of the formationand, hence, the greater 

the amount of formation water, the lower the resistivity. 
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Resistivity is of particular importance because it is the one measurement for 

which tools having· a deep depth of investigation (up to several feet beyond the 

borehole) exist. Resistivity measurements are essential for saturation determina

tions particularly saturation determinations in the virgin, "noninvaded" portion of 

the reservoir. Resistivity measurements are employed, singly and in combination, 

to determine formation resistivity in the noninvaded formation (called true resis

tivity, Rt) and resistivity close to the borehole (called flushed-zone resistivity, Rx
0
), 

where mud filtrate has largely replaced the original pore fluids. Resistivity 

measurem~nts, along with porosity and water resistivity, are used to obtain values 

of water saturation. Saturation values from both shallow and deep resistivity meas

urements can be compared to evaluate the producibility of the formation. 

4l.ll!Fo~rm.a~ftonu lFado~r anudllPo~rosney 

It has been established experimentally that the resistivity of a clean, water

bearing formation (i.e., one containing no appreciable amount of clay and no 

hydrocarbons) is proportional to the resistivity of the brine with which it is fully 

saturated. The constant of proportionality is called the formation resistivity factor, 

or simply the formation factor, F. Thus, if R0 is the resistivity of a nonshaly 

formation rock 100% saturated with brine of resistivity ~ then 

F = (4-3) (Archie) 

for a given porosity, the ratio R0 I Rw remains nearly constant for all values ofRw 

below about 1 ohm-m. For fresher, more resistive waters, the value ofF may 

decrease as ~increases. This phenomenon is attributed to a greater proportion

ate influence of surface conductance of the rock matrix. 

For a given saturating brine water, the greater the porosity of a formation, 

the lower the resistivity R
0 

of the formation, and the lower the formation factor F 

(from equation 4-3). Therefore, the formation factor is inversely related to 

porosity. It is also a function of pore structure and pore-size distribution. 

Gustave E. Archie, an early pioneer in the development of formation 

evaluation techniques proposed, based on obServations, a formula relating porosity, 
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<J>, and formation factor, F~ the relationship is 

F = (4-4) (Archie) 

where m is the cementation factor or exponent. The cementation exponent 

and the constant a are determined empirically. 

Over the years, experience has generated general acceptance of the follow

ing formation factor-porosity relationships (dependent on lithology or pore struc

ture):-

and 

F 

F 

= 
= 

0.62/<!>2.15 for sands, ( 4-5) (Humble) 

l/<J>2 (4-6) (J\rchie) 

for compacted formations. The first relationship is popularly referred to as 

the Humble formula~ the second, as the J\rchie formation factor relationship. 

To eliminate the fractional cementation exponent, the Humble formula is 

sometimes simplified to 

F = ( 4-7) (Humble) 

Within their normal range of application, these two ways of expressing the 

I-l\lmble_formula yield"quite similarresults .. 

4.2 Water Saturation 

Neither oil nor gas conducts electrical current, both are excellent insulators. 

Indeed oil is widely used as an insulator in some electrical equipment. Thus in a 

formation containing oil or gas the resistivity is a function not only ofF and Rw but 

also of the fraction of the pore volume occupied by formation water Sw. ( 1-Sw) is 

therefore the fraction of the pore volume occupied by hydrocarbons. 

J\rchie determined experimentally that the water saturation of a clean for

mation can be expressed in terms of its true resistivity as 

s" w = (4-8) (J\rchie) 
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Although laboratory measure merits do show some variation in the value of 

n most formation samples yield a saturation exponent of about 2. Therefore in log 

interpretation practice n is taken equal to 2 unless it is known to be otherwise. 

Accepting n = 2, equation 4-7 may be written as 
s2 

w = F ~I R1 ( 4-9) (Archie) 

This equation is often popularly referred to as the Archie water saturation 

equation. It is the fundamental to most electrical log interpretation techniques. 

In equation 4-3 FRw is equal to R0 the resistivity of the formation when 100% 

saturated with water of resistivity ~· 

The water saturation equation, equation 4-9, may then be written : 

= JRJR, (4-10) (Archie) 

Early quantitative electric log interpretation used this formula. It simply 

involved the comparison of R1 , recorded in a potential hydrocarbon-bearing 

reservoir rock, to R0 , recorded in a known 100%water bearing rock. Its use assumes 

that the two beds have similar porosities and formation factors and contain 

formation waters of similar salinity. The most appropriate application of equation 

4-8 is therefore a thick reservoir of constant porosity, which has a water column at 

i~s base and an oil C()lumn at ~ts top. 

The ratio R;R6 is called the resistivity index. A resistivity index of unity 

implies 100% water saturation; a resistivity index of 4 corresponds to 50% water 

saturation; an index to 10, to31.6 %water saturation; anindexof100, to 10%water 

saturation (see chart 4-1). 

The water (mud filtrate) saturation, sxo• of the flushed zone can also be 

expressed by the Archie formula as: 

(4-11) (Archie) 

where Rmr is the resistivity of the mud filtrate and Rxo is the resistivity of the 

flushed zone. Sxo is equal to (1-S11r), S11r being the residual hydrocarbon saturation 
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This nomograph solves the Archie water saturation equation Sw.~ ffeh = J F~w . It should be used in clean 
(nonshaly) formations only. If Ro (resistivity when 100% water saturat¢) is k:noW1l,a straightline from the known Ro 
value through the measured Rt value gives water saturation, Sw. I fRo is ript~kf1bwn;.it may be,d~termiried by connecting 
the formation water resistivity, Rw, with the formation resistivity factor: F~; '()r porosity; f/J. · · 

EXAMPLE: Rw = 0.05 O·m at formation temperature 
¢ = 200Jo (FR = 20) 
R-t = 10 O·m 
Thus, Sw = 31.60Jo 

Chara 41-1 . Saturation Determination. (Schlumberger, 1987) · 
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in the "fti.tshed" zone. Shr depends to some extent on the hydrocarbon viscosity; it 

generally increases as the viscosity increases. 

Tl~e comparison of the water saturations obtained in the flushed zone 

(equation 4-11) and in the non invaded zone (equation 4-10) determines th~ bulk

volume fraction of oil displaced by the invasion process. (SinceSh = (1-Sw) and Shr 

= (1-Sxo), the bulk volume of "moved oil" is <t> (Sxo-Sw).) The ability of the mud 

filtrate to displace or move oil in the invasion process implies that the formation 

exhibits relative permeability to oil; conversely, oil production can be expected 

when the reservoir is put on production. 

4.3 Resistivity Logging. 

Evaluating a reservoir for its water and hydrocarbon saturation -involves 

measurement of the saturating formation water resistivity, Rw ; the formation 

factor, F, or porosity, 4> ; and the true formation resistivity, R 1• Flushed zone 

resistivity, Rxo• is also of interest because it can be used to obtain Sw when porosity 

is unknown to indicate hydrocarbon moveability and where invasion is deep to 

obtain a better value of R 1• 

The resistivity parameter of greatest interest is R1 because of its relationship 

to hydrocarbon saturation in the noninvaded, virgin formation. Determination of 

R
1 
is therefore of paramount importance. In determining R1 and Rxo from resistivity 

logs several perturbing factors affecting the log readings must be taken into 

account. These are :-

a) the borehole, filled with fluid, 

b) the adjacent formations and 

c) the influence of Rxo (invasion) on the R1 measurement and vice versa. 

The effect of the first two factors can be mininised by using logging tools 

designed to minimise borehole effect and to provide good vertical definition. The 

third is resolved by using several resistivity devices having different depths of 

investigation. 

When Rxo > R 1 and formation resistivities are low to moderate the dual 

induction log is recommended for R1 determination. This survey, consisting of a 

deep induction log, a medium induction log, and a shallow investigating resistivity 

log, will furnish good values of R1 for beds thicker than 4 or 5 ft if invasion is not too 
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deep. Adding a niicroresistivity log to the suite will permit a better evaluation ofRxo' 

and thus Rt, in more deeply invaded formations. 

When Rxo < Rt and formation· resistivity is high the dual lateroRog is 

recommended for R, determination. The log provides a deep laterolog and a 

shallow laterolog. Adding a microresistivity log to the suite will permit a better 

evaluation of Rxo and Rt. 

Knterpretation charts are available to correct for borehole, adjacent forma

tion, and invasion effects. 

4l.3.Jl. Resisdivitt:y ll.AJ>gs 

During the first quarter-century of well-logging, the only resistivity logs 

available were the conventional electrical surveys. Thousands of them were run 

each year in holes drilled all over the world. Since then more sophisticated 

resistivity logging methods have been developed to measure the resistivity of the 

flushed zone, ~0, and the true resistivity of the uninvaded virgin zone, Rt. 

Today the very first log run in the hole is still the resistivity log. This log can 

give a very good firsthand indication of the potential of the well. Furthermore, 

when used inconjunction with other logs it can lead to the determination of the 

water saturation, SW' as described earlier. Although there are many uses from 

resistivity logs (refer to section 4-3), the methods of obtaining ~hem nowadays use 

primarily three main logging principles. These are focusing electrode principle, 

induction principle, and microresistivity principle. 

4.3.21Focusing JERedlt"odle ILogs (JFiguBit"e 4!-1) 

Current is passed through the formation by means of current electrodes, and 

voltages are measured between measure electrodes. These measured voltages 

provide the resistivity determination for each device. 

In a homogeneous, isotropic formation of infinite extent, the equipotential 

surfaces surrounding a single current-emitting electrode (A) are spheres. The 

voltage between an electrode (M) situated on one of these spheres and one at 

infinity is proportional to the resistivity of the homogenous formation. The meas

ured voltage can be scaled in resistivity units. 
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1Figunre 4laJl. Schematic of the Dual Laterolog. (Doll, 1951) 
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Th~ responses of conventional electrical logging systems can be greatly 

affected by the borehole and adjacentformations. These influences,are minimized 

by a family of resisdvity tools ,that uses focusing currents to control the path taken 

by the measured current. The currents are emitted from specia! electrodes on the 

sonde. 

The focusing electrode tools include the lateroilog and spherically focused 

devices. These tools are much superior to the older electrical survey devices for 

largeR, /Rm values (salt muds and/or highly resistive formations) and for large 

resistivity contrasts with adjacent beds (R/Rs or RJJR,). They ar_e also better for 

resolution of thin to moderately thick beds. Focusing electrode systems are avail

able:yvith deep, medium, and shallow depths of investigation. Devices using this 

principle have as qyantitative applications the determination of~ and ~o· 

Th_e objective of any deep-reading resistivity device. is to measure the true 

formation resistivity, R,. Deep-reading resistivity tools were designed so that, as 

much as possible, their response is determined by the resistivity of the virgin 

formation beyond the invaded zone. Unfortunately no single measurement has yet 

succeeded in entirely eliminating the effects ofthe invaded zone. 

A solution is to measure the resistivity with several arrays having. different 

depths of investigation. Measurements responding to three appropriately chosen 

depths of investigation usually approximate the invasion profile well enough to 

determine R, . 

. For_ bestinterpretation accuracy such a combination system should have 

certain desirable features:-

a) Borehole effects should be small and/or correctable. 

b) Vertical resolutions of the devices should be similar. 

c) Radial investigations should be well distributed: i.e., one reading as deep 

as practical, one reading very shallow, and the third reading in between. 

This resulted in the development of the laterolog-micrdresistivity tooh.vith 

simultaneous recordings. Themicroresistivitytoolis covered b{ se<:ti,ntj ~~.The 

laterolog.toolllas a small'current electrode positione~ between. two long guard 
- . 

electrodes; All auxiliary, current of the same polarity is applied to the guard 

electrodes. The guard electrode current is autom(ltically and continuously adjusted . ~ 
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to maintain a zero potential difference between the centre electrode and guard 

electrodes. This forces the current emanating from the current electrode to flow 

into the formation. A drop in potential is caused by the Jlow of the current through 

the surrounding formation to a remote current return electrode. This potential 

difference is related to the resistivity of the formation. 

Invasion can be a major influence on the laterolog. Experience shows that 

the use of salt base muds generally results in only.limited invasion which does not 

normally hamper the laterolog in the determination of true resistivity. If the muds 

are less saline (more resistive) than the formation water, the laterolog tends to be 

overly ihlluenced by the invaded zone. This holds true unless the resistivity of the 

virgin zone is considerably higher than the invaded zone. Borehole size and bed 

thickness do affect the laterolog response, but normally the readings are accepted 

as true resistivity and used directly in the Archie equation. The laterolog is normally 

used in high resistivity, low porosity formations in the presence of saline drilling 

fluids. 

The laterolog has good vertical resolution and will obtain good values of 

resistivity in beds thicker than 2 feet. Generally, the peak value of the curve 

represents the resistivfty of thinner beds while in a very thick bed: an average in 

the zone is often used. 

Normally in a dual laterolog tool, the deep laterolog measurement is 

achieved by using very long guarded electrodes, and the shallow laterolog is 

achieved by-using a type offocusing called-"pseudolaterolog"in whichthe focusing 

current is returned to the nearby electrodes instead of to a remote electrode. This 

causes the measure current to diverge more quickly once it has entered the 

formation, thus producing a relatively shallow depth of investigation (see figure 

4-1). 

4.3.3 Kml!Ulldion !Logging 

The induction logging tool was originally developed to measure formation 

resistivity in boreholes containing oil-base muds and in air-drilled boreholes. 

Electrode devices did not work in these nonconductive muds, and attempts to use 

wall-scratcher electrodes were unsatisfactory. 

Experience soon demonstrated that the induction log had many advantages 
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over the conventionalelectrical survey log when used for logging wells drilled with 

water-base muds. 

Today's induction tools have many transmitter and receiver coils. However, 

the principle can be understood by considering a sonde with only one transmitter 

coil and one receiver coil (seeofigure4-2). 

A high-frequency alternating current of constant intensity is sent through a 

transmitter coil. A typical frequency value of 20 kHz is generally used. This is an 

empirical value which has been found to be most useful. The alternating magnetic 

field created induces currents in the formation surrounding the borehole. These 

currents flow in circular ground loops coaxial with the transmitter coil and create, 

in turn, a magnetic field that induces a voltage in the receiver coil. 

Because the alternating current in the transmitter coil is of constant fre

quency and amplitude, the ground loop currents are directly proportional to the 

formation conductivity. The voltage induced in the receiver coil is proportional to 

the ground loop currents and, therefore, to the conductivity of the formation. 

There is also a direct coupling between the transmitter and receiver coils. 

The signal originating from this coupling is eliminated by using "bucking" coils. 

If the model is simplified (sonde centred and formation homogeneous and 

isotropic), the tool response can be calculated as the sum of the elementary signals 

created by all formation loops coaxial with the sonde. This neglects the mutual and 

self-inductance ofthe ground loops. Each elementary signal is proportional to the 

loop conductivity-and -to a geometrical factor that is a function ohhe loop position 

with reference to the transmitter and receiver coils. Therefore, 

E = K I gi ci, (4-12) (Doll, 1949) 

where E is the induced electromotive force, 

K is the sonde constant, 

gi is the geometrical factor for that particular loop, 

ci is the conductivity of that loop, 

and = 1. 

The geometrical factor, gi, corresponding to a medium is defined as the 

proportion of the total conductivity signal contributed by the given medium. The 
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formation can be split into cylinders coaxial with the sonde (tool being centralised). 

These correspond to the mud column, invaded zone, virgin zone, and shoulder 

beds. The total signal can be expressed by 

= Gm Cm + Gxo Cxo + G, C, + G5 Cs (4-13) 

where Gm + Gxo + G1 + G5 = 1, 

G is the geometrical factor for a defined region, and 

(Doll, 1949) 

subscripts m, xo, t and s correspond to mud column, invaded zone, 

virgin zone and shoulder beds respectively. 

Thus, a volume of space defined only by its geometry relative to the sonde 

has a fixed and computable geometrical factor G (see figure 4-3). This permits the 

construction of mathematically sound correction charts to account for the effects of 

borehole mud, invaded zone, and adjacent beds on .the R1 measurement, providing 

symmetry of resolution exists. 

Because induction tools are designed to evaluate R1 all the corresponding 

geometrical factors are minimised using a focused signal. Even though the two-coil 

system does not repres~nt the tool used today it can be considered the building 

block from which today's multi coil sonde was built. The responses of a tnulticoil 

sonde is obtained by breaking it down into all possible two"coil combinations of 

transmitter-receiver pairs. Theresponses of all coil pairs are added with due regard 

to the algebraic sign of their-contributions and their relative positions. 

Multicoil sondes, or focused sondes, offer certain advantages. Vertical 

resolution is improved by suppressing the response from the shoulder formations 

and depth of investigation is improved by suppressing the response from the mud 

column and the formation close to the hole. 

In very conductive formations the induced secondary currents in the ground 

loops are large and their magnetic fields are important. The magnetic field of these 

ground loops induce additional emf's (electrical voltages) in other ground loops. 

These induced emf's are out ofphase with those induced by the transmitter coil of 

the induction tool. This interaction between the ground loops causes a reduction of 

the conductivity signal recorded on the induction logs which is called "skin effect". 
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It is a predictable phenomenon. Figure 4-4 shows the response of the tool compared 

to the actual formation conductivity of the formation. Skin, effect becomes signifi

cant when formation conductivity exceeds 1000 mmho/m. 

The induction tool works best when the borehole fluid is an insulator, even 

air or gas. The tool also works well when the borehole·contains conductive mud 

unless the mud is too salty, the formations are too resistive, or the borehole 

diameter is too large. 

~.3.41 Rnducafton vell"sus lLateirOllog Measuuremennts 

Nearly all resistivity measurements are now made with focused devices. The 

induction log is generally recommended in holes drilled with only moderately 

conductive drilling muds, non-conductive muds (e.g., oil-based muds), and is empty 

or air-drilled holes. The laterolog is generally recommended in holes drilled with 

very' conductive drilling muds (i.e., salt muds). 

The induction tool, being a conductivity-sensitive device is most accurate in 

low-to medium-resistivity formations. The laterolog tool, being a resistivity device 

is most accurate in medium- to high-resistivity formations. There is an overlap-in 

the areas of applicability (refer to figure 4-5). Thus, when Rxo is greater than R1, the 

induction tool is preferred for R1 determination and the laterolog tool is preferred 

where Rxo is less thanR1• 

Induction logs provide acceptable thin-bed resolution which make reliable 

formation evaluation possible in beds down to 5 foot thick. ~e !at~rQJpg_cl~vi~es 
-- -- - -·- -- -- - -·- - -

exhibit even better thin bed resolution. Except for beds with extremely high 

resistivity reliable formation is possible in beds as thin as 3 feet. 

The path taken by the measure current of the laterolog constitutes a "series 

circuit" through the drilling mud, mud cake, flushed and invaded zones and the 

noninvaded formation. Thus, from the analogy of electric circuits, the greatest 
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voltage drop will appear acrossthosesections having the highest resistance. Note 

that in,contrast, the induction log which measures conductivity sees the different 

zon~s as constituting a parallel circuit of resistors. 
: . . 

There are a variety oflaterolog and induction tools on offer from the logging 

companies. These tools are listed in table 4-1. 

Tool Type Company Tool Max.Temp.(°F) Max.Pressure(Kpsi) 

Laterolog 

Induction 

Gearhart 

Schlumberger 

Western Atlas 

Gearhart 

Schlumberger 

Western Atlas 

DlLL 

DLT 

DL 

IEL 

Dll.. 

HRI 

ISF 

DIL 

PHASOR 

IEL 

DIFL 

'JI'abRe 4~]. Resistivity Tools' Ratings. 

350 20 

350 20 

350 20 

350 18.5 

350 20 

350 20 

350 20 

350 20 

350 20 

350 18 

350 18 

In the laterolog family Gearhart, Schlumberger and Western Atlas all have 

a tool of the same name, the Dual Laterolog tool. In the induction family, Gearhart 

has the Induction Electric Log (IEL) tool and the Dual Induction Laterolog (DIL) 

tool; Schlumberger has the Induction Spherically Focused (ISF) tool andthe Dual 

Induction Log (DIL) tool; and Western Atlas has the Induction Electrolog(IEL) 

tool and the Dual Induction-Focused Log (DIFL) tool. Despite the difference in 

names, the basic principle behind each family of resistivity tool, whether it is a 

laterolog or induction device, still applies throughout. As technology advances the 

hardware improves and hence more and better data are obtainable. 

One such an example is the introduction of the Phasor Dual Induction 

(PHASOR) tool by Schhimberger. The PHASOR tool employs a digital transmis-
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sionandprocessingsystemJt also can be operated at frequenciesof10and40 kHz, 

as well as at 20 kHz (the operating frequency of most previous induction devices). 

The lower frequency reduces skin effect in very low resistivity formations and the 

higher frequency provides more accurate measurements in high resistivity forma

tions through better signal-to-noise ratio and better sonde error stability. However, 

except for these special situations most logs are run at 20 kHz. lin addition to in

phase resistivity (or conductivity) measurements the lPHASOR tool measures the 

out-of-phase quadrature or X-signal. The availability ofthe X-signal improves the 

accuracy to· the skin-effect. correction, the thin-bed response and the 

overall presented data. The JPHASOR logs are completely corrected for shoulder 

bed effect, have vertical response functions that are constant with formation con

ductivity changes and have more nearly linear radial responses. Also the effective 

depth of investigation ofthe lPHASOR tool is slightly greater and the resolution in 

deeply invaded formations is significantly improved. 

Similarly, in response to the lPHASOR tool, Gearhart has the High Resolu

tion Induction (HRX) tool. The benefits are similar to those of the JPHASOR tool. 

The tool principle also seems to be the same. 

All the logging companies are interested to provide the best tools to monitor 

the true resistivity of the formation. This is because resistivity is one of the most 

important parameters necessary to determine the existence ofhydrocarbons. In the 

laterolog devices all the companies use a similar known principle to build their tools 

and nQ_9gubtthe data_ obtained are probably similar too. Similarly; the-principle· 

&e h ~'i'lJ the induction devices is all the same too and here again the data obtained 

are probably similar too. 

The trend towards"High Resolution Logging"( see chapter 13) will favour 

the introduction of both the Gearhart HRX and Schlumberger JPHASOR tools. In 

the meantime, Western Atlas still has no such tool on the market. 'fhe tools have 

reduced vertical resolution to 2 feet, depth of investigation to greater than 55 

inches, reduced residue sonde error (up to + 1- 0.5 mmho ), and enhanced skin effect 

correction to allow accurate meaSurements below 0.5 ohm-m. 

4!.4! Miciroll"esistivlityJ[J)evices 

Microresistivity devices are used to measure the resistivity of the "flushed 
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zone", Rxo' and to delineate permeable beds by detecting the presence of mud cake. 

Measurements of Rxo are important for several seasons. When inv~sion is 

moderate to deep a knowledge of~0 allows the deepresistiviiymeasurement to be 

corrected to true formation resistivity. Also, some methods for computing satura

tion require the Rxo /R1 ratio. In the clean formationsa value ofF can,be computed 

from ~o and Rmr if Sxo is known or can be estimated. 

To measure ~o the tool must have a very shallow depth of investigation 

because the flushed zone may extend only a few inches beyond the borehole wall. 

Since the reading should not be affected by the borehole a sidewall-pad tool is used. 

The pad carrying short-spaced electrode devices is pressed against the formation 

and reduces the short-circuiting effect of the mud. Currents from the electrodes on 

the pad must pass through the mud cake to reach the flushed zone (see figures 4-6 

to 4-8). 

Microresistivity readings are affected by mudcake; the effect depends on 

mud cake resistivity, Rmc' and thickness, hmc· Moreover, mud cake can be anisotropic 

with mudcake resistivity parallel to the borehole wall less than that across the 

mudcake. Mudcake anisotropy increases the mudcake effect on microresistivity 

readings so that the effective, or electrical, mud cake thickness is greater than that 

indicated by the caliper. Hence, the resistivity reading of the flushed zone can seem 

higher by 'up to 0.5 ohm-m. During interpretation this must be taken into account 

and corrected before use. 

4.41.1 Microlog 

With the microlog tool (figure 4-6), two short-spaced devices with different 

depths of investigation provide resistivity measurements, of a very small volume of 

mudcake and formation immediately adjoining the borehole. Comparison of the 

two curves readily identifies mudcake which indicates invaded and therefore 

permeable formations. 

4.4.1.1 JP>rilllciplle 

The rubber microlog pad is pressed against the borehole wall by arms and 

springs. The face of the pad has three small in-line electrodes spaced 1 inch apart. 

With these electrodes a 1- by 1-inch microinverse (R1.x1.) and a 2-inch micro normal 
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(~.) measur_ementare recorded simultaneously. 

As,drilling fluid-filters into the permeable formations mud solids accumu

late on the borehole wall and form a~ mudcake. Usually, the resistivity of the 
' ' ' ·, - i • ~ • r '•.·· .- • - • - ' 

mud cake is slightly greater than the resistivity of the mU:d ~nd considerably lower 

than the resistivity of the invadeq zone· near the boieh()Je. 

The 2-inch micronormal device-has a greater depth of investigation than the 

microinverse. It is therefore less influenced by the mudcake and reads a higher 

resistivity, which produces "positive" curve separation. lin the .presence of low

resistivity mudcake both device measure moderate resistivities usually ranging 

from 2 to 10 times Rm. 

In impervious formations the two curves read similarly or exhibit some 

"negative" separation and the resistivities are usually much greater than in perme

able formations. 

4A.ll.l. Equmipmenn~ 

Tool Type Company Tool Max. Temp. (°F) Max.Pressure(kpsi) 
Microlog Gearhart MEL 350 18~5 

·-

Schlumberger MLT 350 20 
Western Atlas ML 350 18 

Micro- Gearhart MLL 350 18.5 
laterlog Schlumberger MLL 350 20 

Western Atlas MIA JSO 20 
---, . -----.----:--

Proximity Schlumberger MPf 350 20 
Log Western Atlas PLM 350 20 
MicroSFL Gearhart MSF 350 20 

Schlumberger MSFL 350 20 

1'alblle 4-2 Microresistivity Tools' Ratings. 

For the microlog family Gearhart has the Microlllectric Log (MEL) tool, 

Schlumberger has the Microlog (MLT) tool and Western has the Minilog(ML) tool 

(see table 4-2). All the tools have a depth of investigation of approximately 4 inches 

fot micronormal output and approximately,S,incheS,for)microiiwerseoutput. The 

Microlog toolis primarily designed for use in fresh mm:ls where·~JRmc < 15 and 
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porosity > 15%o 

t:&-4.2 M.ficiro~a1eroHog 

The mkrolaterolog was designed to determine Rxo accurately for higher 

values of Rxo 1Rmc where the micro log interpretation lacks resolution. 

4lA.2.Jl. lPirnlllcnp!e 

The microlaterolog pad is shown in figure 4-7. The principle of micro

laterolog is much the same as that of the laterolog but on a smaller scale. The 

resulting lines are shown on the figure. Figure 4-6 compares qualitatively the 

current-line distributions ofthe microlaterolog and the microlog devices when the 

corresponding pad is applied against a permeable formation. The greater the val)>Ie 
r 

of ~o 1Rmc• the greater the tendency for the micro log current! io. to escape through 

the mud cake to the mud in the borehole. Consequently for high Rxo /Rmc values, 

micro log readings respond very little to variations of Rxo· On the contrary, all the 

microlaterolog current flows into the permeable formation and the microlaterolog 

reading depends mostly on the value of ~o· 

4.4.2.2 Equipment 

For the microlaterolog family, Gearhart has the MicroLaterolog (MLL) 

tool, Schlumberger has the MicroLaterolog (MLL) tool and Western Atlas has the 

. MicroLaterolog (MLA) tool (table 4-2). These tools are designed prhnarily for use 

in salt ~u~s. Th~ir siepth qf inve~!igation is_stilLapproximatel~ 4 inches. 

4.41.3JP>roximity Log 

The proximity log is designed as the freshwater mud equivalent of the 

microlaterolog. The tool principle is still similar to the microlaterolog. 

4.4.3.1 Equipment 

For the proximity log family, Schlumberger has the MicroProximity Log 

(MPT)tool and Western Atlas has the Proximity Minilog (PLM) tool (table 4-2). 

The tools have stronger focusing and the abilityto read deeper into the formation. 

Gearhart bas no such service on offer . 
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4.~.4! Mlicro§JFIL 

The MicroSFL is a pad-mounted spherically focused logging device which 

is replacing the microlaterolog and proximity log tools. Kt has a distinct advantage 

over the other ~o devices in that it has a much improved response to shallow ~o 

zones in the presence of mudcake. The chief limitation of the microlaterolog 

measurement is its sensitivity to mudcakes. When mud cake thickness exceeds 3/8 

inch the log readings are severely influenced at high Rxo 1Rmc contrasts. The 

proximity log, on the other hand, is relatively insensitive tomudcakes but it requires 

an invaded zone with an investigation diameter of about 4 inches in order to provide 

direct approximations of ~o· 

The solution was found in an adaptation of the principle of spherical 

focusing in a sidewall-pad device. By careful selection of electrode spacings and 

bucking-current controls the microSFL measurement was designed for minimum 

mud cake effect without an undue increase in the depth of investigation. Figure 

4-8 illustrates schematically the electrode arrangement (right) and the current pat

terns (left) of the microSFL tool. 

The principle is much the same as the laterolog. By forcing the measure 

current to flow directly into the formation the effect of mud cake resistivity on tool 

response is minimised yet the tool still has a very shallow depth of investigation. 

Synthetic microlog curves can be computed from microSFL parameters. Since 

the measure current sees mostly the flushed zone and the bucking current sees 

primarily the mud cake, it is possible to-derive- mathematically microilormal aiid 

microinverse curves. 

4.4l.4!J. EquipmeJJU¢ 

For the microSFL family, only Gearhart who offers the MicroSpherically 

Focused Log (MSF) tool, and Schlumberger who offers the MicroSpherically 

Focused Log (MSFL) tool, are providing this service while Western Atlas has no 

such service on-offer (see table 4-2). 

There are a large variety of microresistivity devices, and the choice is 

governed by the borehole condition and mud type used. Howev~r, the trend today 

is towards the microSFL tool because it has a much improved response to shallow 

Rx
0
zones in the presence ofmudcake. This is obtained by the principle of spherical 
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Measure 
Voltage 

Monitor 
Voltage 

Monitor 
Electrodes 

lFigmre ~~8. Electrode arrangement of MicroSFL device (right) artd current 

distribution (left). (Schlumberger, 1984) 
---- - -- . - - - - - .,...,._ 
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focusing used on the current and bucking current. Gearhart and Schlumberger are 

the only two companies who provide this service, and therefore are more likely to 

be favoured by an operator who wishes to know more information from the flushed 

zone. 
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Porosity is the pnre volume per unit volume of formation; it is the fraction of 

the total vollume of a sample that is occupioo by ~res or voids. The symbol for 

pomsity is • • 4>''. A dense, anrniform subs~ce, such as a piece of glass, has a ~rosity 

approaching zero; a sponge, on tlhe other hand, has a very high porosity. 

Porosity of subsurface formations can vary widely. Dense carbonates 

(limestones and dolomites) and evaporires (salt, anhydrite, gypsum, sylvite, etc.) may 

show practically zero porosity; well-consolidated sandstones may have 30 %,or more, 

porosity. Shales or clays may contain over 40 % water filled porosity, but the 

individual pores are usually so small the reck is impervious to the flow of fluids. 

Porosities are classified according to the physical arrangement of the material 

that surrounds the pores and to the distribution and shape of the pores. In a clean sand 

the rock matrix is made up of individual sand grains more or less spherical m shape 

packed together in some manner where the pmes exist between the grains. Such 

porosity is called intergranular, sucrosic or matrix porosity. Generally it has existed 

in the formations since the time they were deposited. For this reason it is also referred 

to as primary porosity. 

Depending on-how they were actually deposited limestones and dolomite may 

also exhibit intergranular porosity. They may also have second porosity in the form 

of vugs or small caves. Secondary porosity is caused by the action of the formation 

waters or tectonic forces on the rock matrix after deposition. For instance slightly 

acidic-percolatingwaters-maycreateand-enlarge the pore spaces while moving through 

the interconnecting channels in the limestone formations and shells of small crusta

ceans trapped therein may be dissolved and form vugs. Conversely, percolating 

waters rich in minerals may form deposits that partially seal off some of the pores or 

channels in a formation thereby reducing its porosity and/or altering the pore 

geometry. Waters rich in magnesium salts can seep through calcite with a gradual 

replacement of calcium by magnesium. Since the replacement is atom for atom, mole 

for mole, and the volume of one mole of dolomite is 12 % less than that of calcite the 

result is a reduced matrix volume and a corresonding increase in pore volume. 

Stres~s in the formation may also occur and cause networks of cracks, 

fissures, or fractures, which add to the pore volume. In general however, the actual 
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volume of the fractures is usually relatively small. They do not normally increase the 

porosity of the rock significantly although they may significantly increase its 

permeability. 

Porosity can be obtained from a sonic log, a density log, or a neutron log 

provided the lithology of the formation is known. Where 'I", -rr and -rma are the transit 

times in the log, pore fluid and rock matrix, respectively. The neutron and density logs 

respond to total porosity which is the sum of the primary (intergranular or intercrys

talline) porosity and the· seCondary (vugs, fissures, fractures) porosity. The sonic logs 

however tend to respand only to evenly distributed primary porosity. If lithology is 

not known or if mixtures of known minerals exist, a combination of two or more 

porosity and lithology-sensitive logs can be used to defme the lithology and to provide 

an accurate value of porosity. 

The porosity logs are also somewhat sensitive to the nature of the saturating 

fluid(s) within the pores investigated by the tool. A combination of two porosity logs 

can sometimes detect the presence of gas or light oil in the formation. 

The sonic tool measures the interval transit time, -r, or the time in microsec

onds for an acoustic wave to travel through 1 foot (or 1 metre) of formation along a 

path parallel to the borehole. 

Porosity can be derived from the interval transit time using an empirical 

weighted-average or time-average relationship, 

porosity, cfJ - (5-l)- -(Wyllie,-Gregory,and-Gardner, 1956} 

where -r, -rr and Tma are the transit times in the log, pore fluid and rock matrix, 

respectively. This time average relationship is good for clean, compacted formations 

of intergranular porosity containing liquids. 

Another empirical relationship for porosity from the interval transit time is 

porosity, cfJ = C(r- Tma) (5-2) (Wyllie,Gregory, and Gardn~r, 1958) 
1' 

where C = 0.67. This empirical relationship is restricted to the same 

conditions as the time average relationship except that it can be used in noncompacted 
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as well as compacted formation. 

The density tool responds to the electron density of the material ftn the 

formation. For common formation materialls ilie electron density is proportiollllall to 

actual density. 

Porosity is derivoo from the bUilkdensity of clean liquid-filled formation when 

the matrix density, Pma' and the density of the saturating fluids, P(' are known: 

porosity, tP - (5-3) 

(Alger, Rayner, Hoyle, and Texier, 1963) 

The presence of shale or gas in the formation complicates the response but this 

can be resolved using an appropriate combination of porosity logs. 

The neutron log responds chiefly to the presence of hydrogen atoms. Kf the 

pore space in the formation is liquid-filled the response is basically a measure of 

porosity. The log is usually scaled-in porosity units on the basis of a limestone matrix. 

Corrections must be made if the formation lithology differs from that which the tool 

is calibrated. Again, shale and gas affect the porosity readings and must be accounted 

for. 

Porosity can be derived from the log porosity of clean liquid-filled formation 

when the matrix porosity' tPma' and hydrogen index of the fluid saturating the pores, 

tPf' are known: 

porosity, tP (5-4) 

(Alger, lLocke, Nagel, and Sherman, 1987) 

Similarly, the presence of shale or gas in the formation complicates the 

response, but this can be resolved using an appropriate combination of porosity logs. 

Rock porosity can be obtained from the sonic log; the density log, or the 

neutron log. For all these devices the tool response is affected by the formation 

porosity, fluid, and matrix. U the fluid and matrix. effects are known or can be 

determined the tool response is affected by the formation porosity, fluid, and matrix. 
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AU tfn1ree loggirmg rcechrmnques res])Wnd ~o i.he ch21rncteri.stks of ~h(f) rrod.c 

immerililZ~(Ce~y z.djaren(C ~o the fomehoxe. Therrr depili. of Rlllvestng21tion i.s vrr;,ry shaillow 

(orr;1ly a. few ind':les o~, less} a:1d ~[:(f):refore ~erterml:y whi1:iJ ~he fl.'l:ls:hed 7~mae. 

The me?JS~cJrerr:e:n.ts 0f the ;;;nnic, density arw1 neutnoilr-r.lioes res;~ond D!Gt muly 

pDm!ilhy (41) but abo fi;o !:he formation ET:tholoey, f.© the fTt'IJli()} in the pores 21.1lld irm some 

iiTI.stances ~G the geometry of ilie pore strucrure. When ilie Riilion0gy ruu:l tl:herefore the 

matrix pauramerers ("rna• 4>ma) are known, correct pomsity values~ be derived from 

these logs9 appmpriateTiy oorrectOO for errnvimnmental elffocts, ilrn derum warer-lfilloo 

formatiorrns. Under iliese conditions a single log eiilier ilie neutmrrn or ilie density or, 

if iliere ns no §©rondary pnmshy' tine some can. he 'IJlserl to determine porosity. 

Accurnte porosity determination is more difficult when the matrix lithology is 

unknown or cornsnsw of two or more mineralls iKll llllrf1Jk:nowiTI. proportions. Determina

tion is furtlhe1r complicated when tlhte response of the pore flluidls in the portion of the 

formation investigated by ~he tool differs appreciably from that of water. Kn particular 

light hydrocarbon (gas) can significanHy influence the resvonse of all three porosity 

logs. 

§o TI. §~nn]zc ~~ 

In its simplest form, a sonic tool consists of a tralllsmitter that emits a sound 

pulse and a receiver that picks up and records the pulse as it passes the receiver. The 

sonic log is simply a recording versus depth of the time required for a sound wave to 

transverse 1ft of formation. Known as the interval transit time7 ,.. or slowness, is the 

reciprocal of the velocity of the sound wave. The interval transit time for a given 

formation depends upon its lithology and porosity. This dependence uvon porosity 

when the lithology is known makes the sonic log very useful as a porosity log. 

Integrated sonic transit times are also helipful in interpreting seismic records. The 

sonic log can be run simultaneously with many other services. 

§oTI.oTI. ~zcnplle 

The propagation of SO'IJlnd in a borehole is a complex phenomenon. H is 

governed by tlle moclhanical properties of several separate acoustical domains. These 

include tine formation, the borehole fluid column, and tine logging tool itself. 

The sound emanating from the transmitter impinges on the borehole wall. This 
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establish(!s compres&ional and sll.ear waves within the'formation, surface waves along 

the .borehole wall and guided waves within the-fluid oolumn. 

Kll11 the case of well log~ing the: bore~ ole w~, foirmation bepdmg9 lrorehole 

"rugosity,. and fractures can an represent s~gnificant acoustic di~oontinuities. 

Therefore, the phenomena of wave refraction, reflecti9n, and conversion lead to tlhe 

prerence of many acoustic waves in the borehole when a s6xric log is beirig run. 

Therefore many acoustic energy arrivals are seen:by the receivers of a sonic logging 

tool. The more usual energy arrivals are seen by the receivers of a sonic logging tool. 

The in ore usual ener~y arrivals are shown in theacoustic waveforms displays of figure 

5..; 1. This is a case where waveforms were recorded with an array of eight receivers 

l~ted 8 to 111/2 feet from the transmitter. The various wave packets have been 

labelled. Although the_ wave packets are not totally sepai"ated in time at this spacing, 

the distinct changes ~rresponding to-the onsetof the formation compressional and! 

shear arrivals"apd-the Storieley arrival cari be observed. 

The first arrival or compressional wave is one that has travelled from the 

transmitter to the formation as a fluid pressure wave, has been refracted at the borehole 

wall, has travelled within the formation at the compressional wave velocity of the 

formation-as a fluid pressure wave and then has travelled back to the receiver as a fluid 

pressure wave. 

The shear wave is one that has ttaveUed from-the transmitter to~ the formation 

as a fluid pr¢ssure waye, has, travelled within the formation at the shear_wave velocity 
. . . ' 

Qf _fue __ fo_wation, ancLhas. travelled-back to-th~ r~iver as-a---fluid~pressiite -wave. 

The mucl wave (notstrongly evident in the figure 5-1) is one tha:thas travelled 
- ' · .. - ·; 

directly from transmitter to receiver in the mud column at the compressional wave 

velocity of the borehole fluid. 

The Stoneley wave is one of large amplitude that has travelled from transmitter 

to receiver with a velocity less than that. of the compressional waves iii the borehole 

fluid. 

The velocity of the Stoneley wave is dependent upon the frequency ofthe_sound 

pul~, hole, diameter, formation shear velocity, densities of the formation and fluid 

conipressiqnal· wave velocity. 
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Compr. Shear Stoneley 

Rec 1 l ·V~;ViJI,·f • 

Rec 2 

Rec 3 

Rec 4 

R~c 5 

!J.e£_6 ' 
/ './V\j , 

Rec 7 

Figure S-1. Example waveforms from the eight-receiver Array Sonic tool. 

(Morris, Little, and Letton, 1984) 

Yma (ft/sec) Dotma (f.Uec/ft) 
D.tma (J!Sec/ft) 

(commonly used) 

Sandstones 18,000-19,500 55.5-51.0 55.5 or 51.0 
Limestones 21,000-23,000 47.6-43.5 47.5 
Dolomites 23,000 43.5 43.5 
Anhydrite 20,000 50.0 50.0 
Salt 15,000 66.7 67.0 
Casing (iron) 17,500 57.0 57.0 

Table S-1. Range of sonic velocity and transit time values. (Kokesh , 

Schwartz, Wall and Morris, 1965) 
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'fhe ranges of values of sonic venocity and transit time for common rock matrix 

materials and casing are listed in table 5-1. The values listed are for ~rnon-pDmus 

substances. Porosity decreases fue velocity of sound tli1rmngh the rock material Md 

correspondingny increases the interval transit time. 

~olio~ ~~n~mme@~ 

lin Schlumberger, there are currently three sonic tools lin use: tlle JBHC borehole 

compensated sonic tool, the JLSS long-spaced sonic tool, and the Array-Sonic tool. 

Although the entire sonic waveform can now be recorded with any of these tools only 

the Array-Sonic tool has been designed ro provide full-waveform recording as a 

standard feature. 

Nearly all BHC logs recorded in the past provide only a measurement of 

formation compressional interval transit time, accomplished through first motion 

detection at the receiver. Kn other words the receiver triggers on the first arrival of 

compressional energy. 

As shown in figure 5-2 the BHC system uses one transmitter above and one 

below two pairs of sonic receivers. This sonde substantialny reduces the spurious 

effects of hole-size changes and errors from sonde tilt. When one of the transmitters 

is pulsed the time elapsed between detection of the first arrival at the two correspond

ing receivers is measured. 

The speed of sound in the sonic sonde and in the drilling mud is less than that 

in the formation. Accordingly the first arrivals of sound energy at the receivers 

correspt)nd to sound-travel paths in the formation near the borehole wall. 

The BHC tool transmitters are pulsed alternately and values are read on 

alternate pairs of receivers. The values from the two sets of receivers are averaged 

automatically by a computer at the surface for borehole compensation. The computer 

also integrates the transit time readings to obtain total travel time. 

Sometimes the first arrival although strong enough to trigger the receiver 

nearer the transmitter may be too weak by the time it reaches the far receiver to trigger 

it. Instead the far receiver may be triggered by a different, later arrivall on the sonic 

wave train and the travel time measured on this pulse cycle will then be too large. 

When this occurs, the sonic curve shows a very abrupt and large excursion towards 

a higher value; this is known as cycle skipping. Such skipping is more likely to occur 
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R, 

Lower Transmitter 

I 

Figure 5-2. Schematic of BHC sonde, showing ray paths for the two transmitter

receiver sets. Averaging the two41t measurements cancel errors from 

sonde tilt and hole-size changes. (Kokesh, Schwartz, Well, and 

Morris, 1965) 
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wlhen the signal is strongly attenuated by unconsolidated formations? formation 

fractures, gas saturation? aerated muds? or ••rugose'' or enlarged borehole sections. 

Kn early studies of ve~ocity loggiiiTlg the rock su.mroundi.ng the weHbore was 

regarded as an infilllite homogeneous medium for the pmpagatioll1I of sound wav~s. Kt 

is now apparent that in some shales a lateral velocity. gradient ex.i.sts. Sound waves 

travel at lower speeds near the borehole; at some greater distance from the borehole 

they propagate at the true speed of sound in the shale. Similar variations may exist 

in the radial velocity profile in some uncOnsolidated cracks and in permafrost. 

m large-diameter boreholes it is possible to have a mud wave arrival at the near 

receiver before the formation signaL This problem is particularly prevalent at 

shallower depths where sonic logs are often run for seismic purprises. 

In all these cases a sonic tool with long spacing is required to provide a correct 

measurement of the velocity in the nonaltered zone. When the receivers are far enough 

from the transmitter the first arrival is not the refracted ray travelling just inside the 

borehole wall but a wave penetrating beyond the borehole into the faster nonaltered 

zone. 

LSS sonic tools? with transmitter-receiver spacings of 8 feet and 10 feet or 10 

feet and 12 feet, are available. They measure the interval transit time of the formation 

at a much greater depth into the formation that the usual BHC sonic tool. This tool 

is more likely to yield a measurement free from the effects of formation alteration, 

relaxation damage (from drilling process), and enlarged borehole. These more 

a~urate_ measurements are_always desirable-when-the sonic-data are-to be used--to 

calibrate seismic results (see chapter 9). Figure 5-3 compares the transit time recorded 

with an LSS tool to that from a standard spacing tool in a formation with alteration. 

Using the standard BHC system for borehole compensation with an LSS sonde 

would make the tool excessively long. An alternate solution called "depth-derived" 

borehole compensation is used. 

The LSS sonde has two transmitters and two receivers arranged as shown in 

figure 5-3. Readings are taken at two different depth positions ofthe sonde: once when 

the two reeeivers straddle the measure point depth arid once when the two transmitters 

straddle the measure point depth. 
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JFngumre 5-3 • Depth -derived compensation for long-spaced sonic tool. (Kokesh, 

Schwartz, Wall, and Morris, 1965) 
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First reading 

Second reading 

= T I ---- > Rl - 'f I ---- > ~ 

= T 1 ---- > ~ - 'f I ---- > ~ 

(5-4) 

(5-5) 

The firs~ ll'eading is memorised umti1 the sonde has reached the pnsition ~o make 

the second read!ing 9 ilien boili are averaged to obtain the borehole compensated 

measurement. 

'~" = memorised first '~" reading + second ,. reading (5-6) 

2 x Span (Schlumberger9 1987) 

where span is the distance (2ft) between a pair of receivers. 

Assuming the two sonde position depths are accurate the depth-derived 

borehole compensated system is equivalent to the standard BHC system. Use of the 

upper transmiteer and receiver yields an 8 feet - 10 feet sonic T measurement and use 

of the lower transmitter and receiver yield a 10 feet- 12 feet T sonic measurement. 

The Array-Sonic service provides all measurements of the BHC and LSS logs 

and in addition provides several other features. The tool contains two broadband (5 

to 18kHz) piewelectric transmitters spaced 2 feet apart. Two piezoelectric receivers 

are located 3 feet and 5 feet from the upper transmitter. These two receivers have a 

dual role, lin open hole they are used in conjunction with the two transmitters to make 

standard short-spaced 3 feet- 5 feet and 5 feet- 7 feet depth derived borehole com

pensated logs. In cased wells they are used to make stu1dard 3- foot Cement Bond logs 

(CBL) and 5- foot Variable Density logs (VDL). 

The Array-Sonic tool (figure 5-4) also contains an array of eight wideband 

piezoelectric receivers. The receivers are spaced 6 inches apart with the closest 

receiver 8ft from the upper transmitter. Two of these receivers, 1 and 5, spaced 2 

feet apart can be used for making standard long spaced 8 feet- 10 feet and 10 feet- 12 

feet depth-derived borehole compensated logs. Measurement hardware also exists, 

consisting of a closely spaced transmitter-receiver pair, to make a continuous mud log. 

Borehole fluid is drawn through this measurement section as the tool is moved during 

logging. 

The eight-array receiver outputs and the two from the sonic sonde are 
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Sonic 
Logging 
Receiver 
Section 

8ft 

Sonic 
Logging 
Sonde 3ft 

2ft 

v 

~~ 
I 

Mud~t 

Measurement 
Section 

Eight Wideband 
Ceramic Receivers 

Two Ceramic 
Receivers 

Two Ceramic 
T,·anst nil let~ 

IF'i\gumr~ 5-4\ o Multipurpose sonic sonde configuration. (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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mil.Lltip~e;Koo wnlh Uhe mud ~·oce~ver OQJ!'tpu.n~ anol a.n. e:1;:~mpRe of ~ set of w~velfomlls 

dligrrtisoo fmm ilie eig[M ·re=x-.enver z.rra.y is show[J iiTil figure :.). ·1 

TI1e aJ:T2\y wa.vefon:TI'}S m:·cc; pmrA';Sllf'~ z.~ rhe Wif;Es:itc ·wf.t~,; the C§;D sm:fa.re 

ios~~e!ITIUL.r:io:r.: 2ill1G arna.y proressm or at ~:1;e oompll.Jti.r::JB re:mt:re UJsnng a. fr.TIJ:e 

fuRl waveform tECL'11!11iqJUlleo 

l~theTr timan rocorrdiiTilg just fue oom]pressnonru wave oomp~:ment a w2\veformn 

proresshng fc©cllmnque is usoo to fill1d rutdl anal ys~ aH propagatine waves rn the oompDsnte 

waveformo 1lhns sllowil1ess-time coherence ~ech[].ique (STC) QJJS~s a semblance 

algorithm similar to that employoo iiTil seismic ]i)rocessilllg to detect amiva!s mat are 

ooherernt across ilie array of receiver waveforms and ~o estimate ilieir inteirVall trn.Xllsit 

tim eo 

Appllyirng this remblall1ce algorithm to ilie waveforms of figure 5-1 pm!llures 

the coherence map shown in figurre 5-5 0 Regions of llarge coherence oorrespnnd to ilie 

oompressional9 shear9 all1d Stoneley arrivalso The apex of each region de:fine:s ilie 

slowness of that waveo This process is repeated for each set of array wavefo.nns 

acquired by the tool while moving up the hole and is used to proouce a liogo A typical 

log determined in this fashion is slhiown in figure 5-6. Compressional transit time9 ·rc 9 

shear transit time, '~'o• 3.llld Stoneley transit time, ... 1!11 are presentedo In a slow formation 

the tonl obtains real-time measurements of compressional, Stoneley, and mud! wave 

velocitieso Shear wave values are then derived from these velocitieso 

Because of the numbeli of receivers, the full wavetrai.n recording, and digital 

tra.'1smission 9 the Array-Sonic can provide a large amount of acoustic informatiolllo 

Among these data are: 

a) 3 foot - 5 foot ... c 

b) 5 foot- 7 foot 'rc 

c) 8 foot - 10 foot '~"c 

d) W foot- 12 foot '~'c 

e) '~'c (wavetrain derived compressional transit time). 

f) ... o (wavetrain derived shear transit time). 

g) '~'11t (wavetrain derived Stoneley ~it time)o 

lhi) 6-inch '~'c (first motion oompressional ~it time)o 

i) Mud! transit timeo 
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j) Ax-r,lpHrude itoeeing. 

k) Er;nergy alllallysht 

li) lP::-01]"_1!Lency w~:Jysi,s. 

"'") ,. ,. ~n:rf ,. 'rfk'·,·~Ul~}~ "~""ric· ll!u Oc ~ o0 (.....,. •• ,~> ~f:.! >,:...J.dLI\,;I· [J.t:l I'::,.~..WlL .... (.)o 

n) ClBlJi_.-VD!'. da~~l ~!u:;:mp;b f'~sime. 

The veladty of t];']e soundl wave fmm wrrnid11 t!he ;rror:osi~y is deriw;!ll is 

de1ermill1lerl from ilie fusH1lllotion oompressioru tr~l!l1lsn_1 r.cimne. The derived ve1odl:y of ilie 

SDlmd wave from ZllmY of fthe trZ!ll1lsmiUer .. receiverr spacLIJ]e is ilie ~e if tlne loolfehole 

lis gomt Howevell if ilie faorefmole f1s rugose ilien. full'; vdodcy dleri.voo fmm ilie liofilger 

tra.lllsmiUer-roceiveir :spadnp; ~-s gelllernJly more acc\l!rnre. The 6-mch "cis 'UlsOO illl tlne 

case where a fme!l verticali resolution of sonic data is lllrerl!oo. 

The mecharuical pmperties of ilie rock ca\!11 oo deri.voo from ilie wavetrain .. 

derived oompressionru and shear traJmslit times. The mech&'i11icru pmperties Z!fe 1l.llsefull 

when maldllllg a "S2Uillding" analysis of ilie rock. A S21llding mallysis is mos~ adv&lllta~ 

goous when a wen is to be perforated because it enables fue ellen~ to know how muclhl 

drawdown pressure cafll apphoo ~o produce from the reself'Voir. ITf ilie differe!llltiall 

drawdown pressure is too high tfne reservoir will ooHapse and sanding will occur. 

However if the drawdown pressure is too liow the well is not being proouood! at its 

optimum pressure. 

The wavetrain-derivoo Stoneley transit time enables tfne derermination of the 

permeability and the extent of fract'Ulre of a reservoir. This r-an be of particular 

importance in carbonate reservoirs and in low porosity rocks. Molle detilled analysis 

of the wave arnplhude? energy and frequency also enhance the above. For e;rample 

when examining Stoneley waves the loss of energy can be oorrelared wifthpermeability 

through fractures. 

In cased hole applications? the Array-Sonic ~ooli can be lllsOO to determine the 

cement bonding between the casing to the formation. Furthermore studying the 

wavetrnins which can be recorded through casi[]lg cru1l still give a reasonablie 

de~ermination of '~'c• '1'
0 

and 'Tst. 

'. '., 
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Tool 

3CS 

SDT 

Western Atlas AC 

ACJL 

CAC 

1I'a!bllle 5<2.. Sonic 'lroolis' Ratings. 

350 

JSC 

350 

350 

300 

300 

3.50 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

Gearhart has the Borehole Compensated Sonic (JBCS) tool and 

Western Atl!as has the Aooustilog (AC) tooL &ili work on tbe same principle 

as the Schlumberger BHC toot Also Western Atlas has the lLong-Spaced 

Acoustilog (ACL) tool which is similar to Schlumberger :LSS tool. Since the 

primary interest is to find the sonic travel time through the formation it is 

noticeable that all the logging companies use similar principle of two pairs of 

transmitters and receivers to achieve a borehole compensated sonic travel time. 

Furthermore Western Atlas !has come up with the newer 

Circumferential AcoUistilog (CAC) toot However although it is an acoustic tool 

it has heen designed to compliment thtir existing tool to detect and evaluate 

natural formation fracture systems using circumferentially propagated acoustic 

waves. Chapter 6 explains formation fractUre systems, their identifications and 

applications using sonic tools and other available tools. 

From the available data Schlumberger seems to have the edge with 

their newer Array~Sonic tool. This is because with one trip into the hole it 

is able to acquire a large amount of data for possible further analysis. The 

trend towards fracture detection 1-.c:.& more detailed analysis of the acoustic data 

and this is provided by means of recording the acoustic waveforms for further 

analysis. Furthermore· the operator is :now more interested in obtaining a better 

thin bed resolUition (see chapter 13) with the data and presently it seems that 
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Scblumberger is the only company who can provide this sonnc dlata by means 

of recmdlnne 6-·nnch first-motion compressional rcransit Time. 

The rrm:po!.'~r.w£ of g._coc;stic data f:s silowJ:y beirne acr.-epte-.d ~r; :11elD!ce ilie 

operator wm seek ilie servk..e of ll1lewer tools such as i:lhe Sch1umfrJerger Array-

Sonic tool and! the Western Atlas Circumferential AcoustHog root 

§o]_o3t]_ lW<e2l§UDIT'Il')mm~!I!l1s fum Colin§<Dlllllillm1l:~«ll & Comrnjp)!ll<e1l:ll')«l] §!lliiDRilll!lTI1:§ 

After numerous laboratory determilllations M.llLU". WyHie proposed for clean 

and consolidated formations with uniformly distributed small pores a linear time

average of wei_ghred-average relationship between porosity and transit time: 

or 

'l'f -'~'rna 

where 

(5-7a) 

(5-7b) 

(Wyllie, Gregory, and Gardner, 1956) 

'~'LOG iS the reading 00 the SOniC log ffi J.LS/ft, 

'~'rna is the transit time of the matrix material, 

and 

'~'r is the transit time of the saturating fiuid (about 189 f!.S/ft for freshwa

ter mud systems). 

Generally consolidated and compacted sandstones have porosities from ll5 to 

25 %. In such formations the response of the sonic log seems to be relatively 

independent of the exact contents of the pores: water, oil, gas, or even disseminated 

shale. However in some higher porosity sandstones (30 % or greater) that have very 

low water saturation (high hydrocarbon saturation) and very shallow invasion the 

values may be somewhat greater than those in the same formation when water 

saturated. 

U any shale laminae exists within the sandstone the apparent sonic porosity 

values are usually increased by an amount proportional to the bulk volume fraction of 

laminae. The readings are increased because '~'sh is generally greater ilian '~'rna of the 
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s.andls~one matrix. 

Kll1l carbona~es t11avine in.tereraoular pomsity the time «~,verage formUJJla stilli 

applies bi.ll~ sometimes pme structure and pore sll:re distribution an·e qpuhe different lfmm 

tlhat of sam:lstoll1les. There is often some secondary pomsity oornsiistill1g olfvUJJgs aJilld/or 

fractures with much larger dimensiions than the pores of the primary pmosicy. 

[n vuggy formation the velocity of sound seems to depe!l1d mostly on the 

primary intergnmular pvrosicy and the pomsity derived from the sonic readiing through 

the time-average formula (tt>sv) will tend to be too low by an amount approaching tlhe 

secondary porosity. Thus if the total porosity ( 40 of a formation exhibiting primary 

and secondary porosity («h) is available (from a neutron and/or density log for 

exarnp]e) ilie amount of secondary porosity can be estimated: 

~ ·- <1\ - <f>sv (5-8) 

(Wyllie, Gregory, and Gardner, 1958) 

5o1l.3o3l M~rremrnenn\m fum 1!Jlffii!:IIJ)IlJ!lljplB!dedl §mnn<d!§ 

Direct application of the time-average equation gives values of porosity that are 

too high in unconsolidated and insufficiently compacted sands. Uncompacted sands 

are most prev:l1ent in the goologicaliy younger formations particularly at shallow 

depths. However, even at deeper depths these younger sands are often uncompacted 

when the overburden-to-formation fluid pressure differentials are less than about 4000 

to 5000 psi. Such lack of compression may be indicated when adjacent shales exhibit 

values greater than 100 J.LS/ft. 

When the formations are not sufficiently compacted the observed values are 

greater than those that correspond to the porosity according to the time-average 

formula but the 4> versus ,. relationship is still approximately linear. lin these cases 

an empirical correction factor, CP , is applied to equation 5-Th to give a corrected 

porosity' <l>av cor: 
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<Pov cor 1" - '~"rna • 1 (5-9) 

(Wyllie, Gregory, and Gardner, 1958) 

The value of CP call1 be determined in 21 number of ways: the~ m~lh~, :11~ 

density··sonk crosspliot n;~ethod, the ITlleu.troz:: method all1d a method based on field 

observations. 

The~ method compares ilie sonic and! induction or laterolog values in a dean 

water sand. The value of Ra found from the resistivity is divided by l~ to obtain F. 

Then q, is found from F and compared with <Psv from equation 5-Th. The value of CP 

is equal to ~sv/ <fl. 

From a plot of density (in ordinate) and sonic transit time (in abscissae), the 

clean sand line is the line drawn from the matrix point through the points lying towards 

the upper left pnrtion. For any given porosity value on this clean sand line there will 

be a value of,.. ITf a sand is known to be clean and liquid filled then cp = <Po/<Pd· 

The previous two methods require cleaill sand. The neutron method compares 

<Pn and c.flsv· The difference between <Pn and <Psv in water-filled sands are due to lack of 

compaction. For such sands, CP = <Psvl <Pn. 

From field observations the empirical transform can be approximated over the 

range of normally encountered porosities by the following equation: 

(5-10) 

(Wyllie, Gregory, and Gardner, 1958) 

The value of the constant C has a range of 0.625 to 0.7. 0.67 is more 

appropriate. For the case of a gas-saturated reservoir rock C becomes 0.6. lit should 

be used when the rock investigated by the sonic tool contains an appreciable amount 

of hydrocarbon in the gassy (vapour) phase. Because of the very shallow depth of 

investigation the condition normally exists only in higher porosity sandstones (greater 

than 30 %). 

5. 11. .4! §ltn<e1llrr-W aJn llirn~errJPnreUJ11norrn 

All the preceeding discussion has concerned compressional transit time 

interpretation. With ilie newer Array-Sonic tool and full waveform recording it is now 

possible to obtain shear-wave transit time measurements on a more routine basis. 
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Applic..ation of tbe shear wave information evaluation is now beginning to be explored. 

The shear-wave ve1ccity data will be useful in calculating rock e!astic or inelastic 

properties and as a.111 adjunct to shear seismic data. 

§,1, IJ})(Bffi1§fi~y lLAD~ 

Density logs are primariLy used as porosity logs. Other uses include 

identification of mi111erals in evaporite deposit 9 detection of eas 9 determination of 

hydrocarbon density 9 evaluation of shaly sands and complex litho!ogies 9 determina

tions of oil-shale yield 9 calcu]ation of overburden pressure and rock mechanical 

properties. 

§.2.n IP1rfumcrrJllllle 

A radioactive source, applied to the borehole wall in a shielded sidewall skid 

emits medium-energy gamma rays into the formations. These gamma rays may be 

thought of as high velocity particles that collide with the electrons in the formation at 

each collision and then continues with diminished energy. This type of interaction is 

known as Compton Scattering. The scattered gamma rays reaching the detector at a 

fixed distance from the source are counted as an indication of formation density. 

The number of Compton Scattering collisions is related directly to the number 

of electrons in the formation. Consequently, the response of the density tool is 

determined essentially by the electrons per cubic centimetre of the formation. Electron 

density is related to the true bulk density, Pb , which in tum depends on the density of 

the rock matrix material, the formation porosity, and the identity of the fluids filling 

the pores(see equations 5-lla and 5-1lb). 

§.2.2 ]Eqjunnpmelllla 

General! y the density tool composes of a skid mounted source and a detector. 

To minimise the influence of the mud column the Schlumberger skid mounted source 

and detector are shielded. The openings of the shield are applied against the wall of 

the borehole by an eccentering arm. The force exerted by the arm and the plough

shaped design of the skid allow it to cut through soft mudcakes. Any mud cake or mud 

remaining between the tool and the formation is ''seen'' as part of the formation and 

must be accounted for. 
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A correction is needed when1 the conW.ct between tlhe skid and the formation is 

not ~erfect (mudlcake or irregularities in ~he borehole wa.U). X:n unfavourable cases the 

oorrf'-Ctio::ii can be fzjr1y laq~;e. J[f oniy one detector is used! the correction is !lllot easy 

to determine because H depends on the thickness, the weight, and! even the composition 

of ilie m1l.lldcake or mud interposed between the skid and ilie formations. 

Kn Schlumberger, during the earlier stage there was the JFDC compensated 

formation dell1isnty tool. lit uses two detectors of differing spacing and depfu of 

investigation as shown on figure 5-7. The chart of figure 5··8 is a plot of long.,spacing 

versus short-spacing count rates. Points for a given value of Ph and various mudcake 

conditions fall on or very close to an average curve. Using these average curves it is 

possible to enter the chart with the two count rates and determine the correcred Ph from 

the plot without any explicit measurement of the mudcake density or thiclmess. This 

measurement technique is referred to as "spine and ribs". 

The correction is made automatically and the corrected Ph curve and L\p (the 

correction made) are recorded directly on the log. The distance between the face of 

the skid and the extremity of the eccentering arm is recorded as a caliper log which 

helps to assess the quality of contact between the skid and the formation. 

Nowadays the LDT Litho-Density tool which is an improved and expanded 

version of the FDC tool is more commonly used. In addition to the bulk density 

measurement the tool also measures the photoelectric absorption index of the 

formation; Pe. Photoelec~vic absorption can be rclated to lithology; whereas the Pb 

measurement responds primarily to porosity and secondarily to rock matrix and pore 

fluid, the Pe measurement responds primarily to rock matrix (lithology) and 

secondarily to porosity and pore fluid. 

In the LDT tool, gamma rays, emitted by the source at an energy of 662 keV 

are scattered by the formation and lose energy until absorbed through photoelectric 

effect. At a finite distance from the source such as the far detector the energy spectrum 

might look as illustrated in figure 5-9. The number of gamma rays in the higher energy 

region (region of Compton Scattering) is inversely related only to the electron density 

of the formation (i.e., an increase in the formation density increases the number of 

gamma rays). The number of gamma rays in the lower energy region (region of 

photoelectric effect) is inversely related to both the electron density and the phoelectric 
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Figure 5-7. Schematic drawing of the dual spacing Litho-Density Logging Device 

(LDL). (Wahl, Tittmann, and Johnstone, 1964) 
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Figure S-8. "Spine-and-ribs" plot , showing response of LDL counting rates 

to mudcake. (Wahl, Tittmann, and Johnstone, 1964) 
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different Z. (Tittmann and Wahl, 1965) 
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ab§orptlioKll. lBy compmll1lg ilie coumts m tliese twoinegiorrM> tihle plffiotoelectric absorrptlioirn 

lill1deK can be derermi!iloo. 

The gamma rny spoctrum at ~e ll1elllr dletedor lis QllsOO oirllRy to oorrect ilie densicy 

mem~mrcmernt from ilie faur derector foil ilie effects of m~..Gdc2lkte 81mdl I!Jm,e!h:ole ill!if~<Osncy. 

The primary calnb:rntio!Il swnd&rd for tlhe JFDC tool awe iafaoratory fresRilwater

fiHoo hmesaone form&tion~ of lhligRil puricy amillmowirll deirllsntnes. The seoondary (shop 

calibrntio:n) standrurds are large alummlium ru1d sullphur Mocks mto whlicRil the sonde lis 

inserted. These blocks are of callefuUy desigl11loo geometry and compD~sitiorl! arnd tlhleir 

dna.rncreristics h&ve bee!l1 rellated ~o ilie llimestolllle formations. With the Mocks two 

differellllt iliidrnesses of artificial mudcakes are lUlsOO to chock fue au~omatic mudcake 

correction. lFill'llally 9 at ilie wellsire a rndioactive rest jlig is used to proouce a sign&llof 

known intensity to verify the detection system. 

As mentioned earlier 9 ilie dell1sHy log responds to the electron density of the 

formations. lFor a substance consisting of 21 sirngle elemeirnt9 the electron dell1sity indeK 9 

lPe9 is related to tlhe buik density, Pb : 

lPe 

where 

=Pb 
2Z 
A 

Pb is the actua1 bulk density 9 

(5-lla) 
(rittman and Wahl, 1965) 

Z is the atomic number (number of electrons per atom), 

and 

A is the atomic weight (Pb/ A is proportional to the number of atoms per 

cubic centimetre of the substance). 

For a molecular substance, the electron density indeK is related to the bulk 

density: 

Pe 
(5-llb) 

(rittman and Wahl, 1965) 

where 

!,Z' s is ilie su.nm of ilie atomic numbers of atoms mZ!king up the molecule (equal 

to number of electroll1s per molecule) and! Mol. Wt is the molecular weight. 
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IF or most forrrnattioll1 substmces, it.lhe brn.ckered qWlllrltities ill1l ~uations 5-l b. ru1dl 

5-11b are very dose to tmicy ( oollumn 4 of ~abies 5-3 rund 5-4). 'V\Ibern ilie dell1lsllfcy ~ool 

is r..allibrntoo nrr1 freshwatter··filil!OOJ Hmesaone formations the appareTI~ 'bM~k dlell1l:ility? p
0

, 

as read by the ~n is JreR21red ~o the eiecflroll1l dlensity ilndlex, lPe, by: 

Pe = L07M lPe- O.Hm3 (5-12) 

(Al!ge11, ~ymer, Hoyle, and Truer, li963) 

lFor liquidl-fillled Sdmds~ones, limesaones, and! dolomit?..-s fue too~ reading, p0 , is 

practically identical to acruru bulk density, Pb· lFor a few substances such as sylvite, 

rock salt, gypsum, anhydrite, ooal, a111d gas-bearing formations, the corrections slh!own 

in figure 5-10 are needed to obtain bulk densicy values from the density log readings. 

Similarly to Schlu.nmberger, Western Atlas has the Compensated Densilog ~ool 

and Gearhart has ilie Compensated Densicy (CDL) tooL Using the same principle of 

evaluating the electron density of the formation to obtain the density of the formation 

all the companies use the method of two detectors to compensate for borehole 

corrections. 

Recently Western Atlas has developed the Compensated Z-Densilog tool in 

response to the Schlumberger's Litho-Density tool. From the data available both tools 

use scintillation detectors for increased count rates for measuring gamma ray energy 

spectra to determine JPe and density. n is noticeable that both tools have been designed 

to provide a more comprehensive evaluation in complex lithologies. 
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z 
Elemeni A z 2-

A 

H 1.008 1 1.9841 
c 12.011 6 0.9991 
0 16.000 8 1.0000 
Na 22.990 11 0.9569 
Mg 24.320 12 0.9868 
AI 26.980 13 0.9637 
Si 28.090 14 0.9968 
s 32.070 16 0.9978 
Cl 35.460 17 0.9588 
K 39.100 19 0.9719 

Ca 40.080 20 0.9980 

'II'!llbll<e 5-3 o Common atomic numbers and weights. (Edmundson and Raymer, 

1979) 
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Aciual 2L:Z's ea Compound form~.nla Density ee 
eb Mol. Wt. (as seen by tool) 

Qua liz Si02 2.654 0.9985 2.650 2.648 

Calcite . CaC03 2.710 0.9991 2.708 2.710 

Dolomite CaC03MgC03 2.870 0.9977 2.863 2.876 

AnhydrUe CaS04 2.960 0.9990 2.957 2.977 

Sylvite KCI 1.984 0.9657 1.916 1.863 

Halite NaCI 2.165 0.9581 2.074 2.032 

Gypsum CaS042H20 2.320 1.0222 2.372 2.351 

f.400} 1.0300 r.442} f.355} Anthracite Coal 
1.800 1.852 1.796 

{ 1.200} 1.0600 t.272} f.173} Bituminous Coal 
1.500 1.590 1.514 

Fresh WaUer H20 1.000 1.1101 1.110 1.000 

Salt Water 200,000 ppm 1.146 1.0797 1.237 1.135 

Oil n(CH2) 0.850 1.1407 0.970 0.850 

Methane CH4 £!meth 1.2470 1.247 £!meth 1 .335 £!meth -0.188 
Gas c1.1 H4.2 eg 1.238 1.238 e9 1.325 e9-0.188 

'll'anlblle §-4la Common Density values. (Edmundson and Raymer , 1979) 
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Comprumy Tool M2!K. Temp. M2!K .JPlressul!"e 

(OJF) (kpsi) 

3)0 20 

Schlumlbell"ger JFDC 350 20 

LDL 350 20 

Western Atlas CDL 300 20 

CZD 350 20 

§"o2LJ JIDomsliay ID>~aell'IIl!llfurnaQnorm friromrn ID>~rmsliQy W(lg 

For a dean formation of known matrix density, Pma• having a pnrosity, cj> that 

contains a fluid of average density, Pr. the formation bulk density, Ph• will be: 

Pb = <!> Pf + (l-cj>) Pma (5-13) 

(Alger, lRaymer, Hoyle, and Tixier, 1963) 

For usual pore fluids (except gas and light hydrocarbons) and for common 

reservoir matrix minerals the difference between the apparent density, p8 , read by the 

densit'j log, and the bulk density, Ph• is so trivial that it is disregarded. Solving foil" cj>, 

(5.14) Pma - Pb 

P1118 - Pf 
(Alger, Raymer, Hoyle, and Tixier, 1963) 

where I>!J = Pa (with exceptions noted). 

Common values of Pma are given in table 5-1!? 

5o2.~ JP1lnoaooR~dnic Alb§IOIJrjp)Qnorm 

fu nuclear experiments cross section is defined as a measure of the probabil

ity that a nuclear reaction will take place, under specified conditions, between two 
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particles or a partncle and another tareet. His usuan y expressed in terms of the effective 

area a single target presents to the incomnng particle. 'faMe 5-6 liists the photoelectric 

absorption cross section, gitvell11 itn barns per atom, for several elemern~s at ilie ill1lcitdent 

gamma rny energy level. The atomic number, Z, for each of these e~ement£ is also 

Hsted. The photoelectric cross section index, Pe, in barns per electron is related to Z 

by: 

z3.6 
Pe = 

10 
(5-15) 

(Gardner and Dumanoir, 1980) 

For a molecule made up of several atoms a photoelectric absorption cross 

section index, Pe, may be determined based upon atomic fractions. Thus, 

Pe = ~ (5-16) 

(Gardner and Dumanoir, 1980) 

where Ai is the number of each atom in the molecule. 

Table 5-7 gives the Pe value for several reservoir rocks, minerals, and fluid 

commonly encountered in the oil field. From this list it is not readily apparent that the 

cross section is relativeiy independent of p()rosity and the satuarating fluid. To verify 

this relative independence, the photoelectric absorption cross section i.t1.dex is 

expressed in volumetric terms rather than in electron terms. 

By definition : 

U = Pe Pe (5-17) 

(Gardner and Dumanoir, 1980) 

Since Pe has the units of barns per electron and Pe the units of electrons per 

cubic centimetre, U has the units of barns per cubic centimetre. This parameter permits 

the cross section of the various volumetric components of a formation to be added in 

a simple weighted average manner. Thus, 

U = <f> U f + ( 1-<j>) U rna (5-18) 

(lBardner and Dumanoir, 1980) 
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Pl'loioeleciric 
-- - ------1 

Momic 
Element Cross Section NIL!mber 

ze 
---

Hydrogen 0.00025 1 
Carbon 0.15898 6 
Oxygen 0.44784 8 
Sodium 1.4093 11 
Magnesium 1.9277 12 
Aluminum 2.5715 13 
Silicon 3.3579 14 
Sulfur 5.4304 16 
Chlorine 6.7549 17 
Potassium 10.0810 19 
Calcium 12.1260 20 
Titanium 17.0890 22 
Iron 31.1860 26 
Copper 46.2000 29 
Strontium 122.2400 38 
Zirconium 147.0300 40 
Barium 493.7200 56 

'II'SJlblle §~(jj)o Common photoelectric cross-section. (Gardner and Dumanoir9 1980) 
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-~ 

I 
-- -r ~------ --

.:; Mol®cu!ar 
Name !Formula I Wt'!ighi re l?b !?a 

--- - -- ----~- -- - -;----- ------ - - - -- - !------ ---

IViine~als 

Anhydrite CaS03 136.146 5.055 2.960 2.957 

Barite BaS04 233.366 266.800 4.500 4.011 

Calcite CaC03 100.090 5.084 2.710 2.708 

Carnallite KC I-MgCI2-6H20 277.880 4.089 1.610 1.645 

Celestite SrS04 183.696 55.130 3.960 3.708 

Corundum Al20 3 

I 
101.900 1.552 3.970 I 3.894 

Dolomite I CaC03MgC03 184.420 3.142 2.870 2.864 

Gypsum CaS04-2H20 172.180 3.420 2.320 2.372 

Halite NaCI 58.450 4.650 2.165 2.074 

Hematite Fe20 3 159.700 21.480 5.210 4.987 

Ilmenite Fe0-Ti02 151.750 16.630 4.700 4.460 

Magnesite MgC03 84.330 0.829 3.037 3.025 

Magnetite Fe30 4 231.550 22.080 5.180 4.922 

Marcasite FeS2 119.980 16.970 4.870 4.708 

Pyrite FeS2 119.980 16.970 5.000 4.834 

Quartz Si02 60.090 1.806 2.654 2.650 

Rutile Ti02 79.900 10.080 4.260 4.052 

Sylvite KCI 74.557 8.510 1.984 1.916 

Zircon ZrSi04 183.310 69.100 4.560 4.279 

Liquids 

Water H20 18.016 0.358 1.000 1.110 

Salt Water (120,000 ppm) OJlO? 1.0136 i."i 85 

Oil CH 16 0.119 0.850 0.948 

CH2 0.125 0.850 0.970 

Miscellaneous 

Clean Sandstone 1.745 2.308 2.330 

Dirty Sandstone 2.700 2.394 2.414 

Average Shale 3.420 2.650 2.645 

Anthracite C:H:O- 0.161 1.700 1.749 

Coal 93:3:4 

Bituminous C:H:O- 0.180 1.400 1.468 

Coal 82:5:13 

'JI'!lllh>ll~ 5~ I 0 Common reservoir rocks and some of their relative parameters. 

(Edmundson and Raymer, 1979) 
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where U, U f' a.!l1d U ma are the photo~!f'..ctri.c aboorptLon cmss sections of th~ 

m~xtur~, JPme fil':.!idl, a1:1d matrix respectively; alll are ex:pres&ed h~ barns Jr~lf cubic 

cen[limetli'e. 

§ oZ o§ 'll'1Hliil TI/?.lE§[p):(])Illl§~ 

The Litlm-Density tool sldd and! detector system have been designed so that 

greater counting rates are optained than wit~. the JPDC tool and result in lower statistical 

variations and better repeatability of the measurements. Tine geometry of the skid has 

aiso been altered so that the density reading has a greater vertical resolution than that 

of the FDC measurement. The Pe measurement exhibits even better vertical 

resolution. This has applications in identifying fractures and laminar formations. The 

above is also applicable to the Compensated Z-Densilog tool developed by Western 

Atlas. 

All logging companies have tools to provide information on the bulk density 

of the formation. They are all using the same basic principle to obtain the density data. 

Both Schlumberger and Western Atlas are able to provide data for lithology 

determination by using the photoelectric absorption index. Gearhart presently is 

unable to offer this additional service. 

Both the Schlumberger Litho-Density tool and the Western Atlas Compensated 

Z-Densilog tool work with higher measured count rates and hence the count variation 

due to statistics are decreased. This leads to both better accuracy and better data 

repeatability. Both tools claim to have an accuracy of +I- 0. 01 g/ cm3 for bulk density 

and +I- 0.20 barns/electron for photoelectric index. These are vast improvement on 

earlier generation of tools whose accuracy was in the order of +I- 0. 05 g/ cm3 for bulk 

density and no measurement of photoelectric index was possible. Being dependent on 

count statistics, the tool performance will be heavily influenced by the hole condition 

of the wellbore during the time of measurement. 

Given the choice an operator will tend to choose either the Schlumberger Litho

Density tool or the Compensated Z-Densilog tool because they have better accuracy 

and are able to offer more information on the wellbore. 
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!.L] NellllQrr1DILl IL1D~ 

NetJltron logs are used principally for deHnea.Hon of porows formatiorw a"ld 

determi.ll1lation of ilie~r poros~ty. Tiley respom1d pri::n<lll"ily to the amount olf hydrogen lin 

tihe formatiorn. Tihtns, illil clean formations where pores are fined wnth water or oil. the 

neutrorn log reflects the amount of liqulid-filled porosity. . . . . 

Gas zones cam olfaen he identified by comparing llie neutron log with another 

porosity log or a core analysis. A combination of the neutron log wiili orne or more 

other porosity logs yields more accurate porosity values and lithology identification. 

§ o J o 1L IP1rfurntcfi Jlll lle 

Neutrons are electrically neutral particles each having a mass almost identical 

to the mass of a hydrogen atom. High-energy (fast) neutrons areoontimJOusly emitted 

from a radioactive source in the sonde. These neutrons ooHide with nuclei of the 

formation materials in what may be thought of as elastic ''billard-ball' • collisions. 

With each collision -the neutron loses some of its energy. 

The amount of energy lost per collision depends on the relative mass of the 

nucleus with which the neutron collides. The greater energy loss cccurs when the 

neutron strikes a nucleus of practically equal mass i.e., a hydrogen nucleus. Collisions 

with heavy nuclei do not slow the neutron very much. Thus the slowing of neutrons 

depends largely on the amount of hydrogen in the formation. 

Within a few seconds the neutrons have been slowed by successive collisions 

to thermal velocities corresponding to energies of around 0.025 eV. They then diffuse 

randomly without losing more energy until they are captured by the nuclei of atoms 

such as chlorine, hydrogen.. or silicon. 

The capturing nucleus becomes intensely excited and emits a high energy 

gamma ray of capture. Depending on the type of neutron tool either these capture 

gamma rays or the neutrons themselves are counted by a detector in the sonde. 

When the hydrogen concentration of the material surrounding ilie neutron 

source is large, most of the neutrons are slowed and captured within. a short distance 

of the source. On. the contrary. if the hydrogen concentration is small, the neutrons 

travel farther from the source before being captured. Accordingly. the counting rate 

at the detector increases for decreased hydrogen concentration, allld vice versa. 
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!Jo]ojl, I&qjlliJ~~JXI'T!l!BTffi~ 

The mos~ oommorn neutron porosity to{)I used nll1 §dnllumfaerger n§ lhe 

oompensatoo nellltrmn CNT tooL With tt'1e advance in U:eclhnollogy funs CI\JT has booll1l 

i:rm.provoo to gnve a dhuall porosity log. BDth current tools use the americiu.nm-·heryllHUJm 

(Am-&) somces to provide neutrons with initial energies of severn! milTI.iorn ellectron 

voUs. 

The CNT is a mandrel-type tool especially designed for combination with any 

of several other tools to provide a simultaneous neutron log. The earlier CNT is a duall

spacing, thermal neutron-detection instrument. The rntio of ooumting rates from the 

two detectors is processed by the surface equipment to proouce a linearly scaloo 
recording of neutron porosity JindeK. A 16-curie source and longer OOUJrce-to-derecror 

spacings give the CNT a greater depth of investigation than ilie older generation of 

porosity tools such as the §NP sidewall neutron porosity tool. The effect of boreltnole 

parameters is greatly reduced by taking the ratio of two counts each of whlich is 

similarly affected by fuese parameters. The CNT can be run in liquid-filled holes~ 

either cased or uncased, but cannot be used in gas-filled holes. 

Since thermal neutrons are measured in the CNL tool the response is affected 

by elements having a high thermal neutron capture cross section. The tool is sensitive 

to shale in the formation since shale usually contain small amounts of boron. and other 

rare earth elements having a particularly high thermal neutron capture cross section. 

U excessive this effect can mask the tool response to gas in shally formations. 

To improve the response to gas and to enhance interpretation in the presence 

of thermal neutron absorbers the Dual Porosity tool incorporates two epithermal 

neutron detectors in addition to the two thermal neutron detectors (figure 5-11). Two 

separate porosity measurements are obtained, one from each pair of detectors. In dean 

formations the measured porosities generally agree. In shaly formations containing a 

large number of thermal neutron absorbers the porosity measured by the epithermal 
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Thermal ) 
Detectors / 

Source ) 16 Curie AmBe 

Epithermal \ 
Detectors / 

lFllgulllre §~Uo CNT-G tool configuration. (Scott, Flaum and Sherman, 1982) 
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derectors reads lower and aerees more doseliy wi~h dlem;i~y-deriverl ;rmrosicy. A 

comparison of tlne llwo porosity measurements indlkares ilie slhaJle or day oo~rn~eKll~ or ilie 

formatioKll fluid sallinuty. 

IM a given source-detector s;_:Jacir..g ep[thermal oel.l:(T021 r£lt;;ltt raw is appmill~ .. 

ma~ely an order of magni~udle less thaiii ~hat for thermal K1leutirm11s. Therefore9 to lhlave 

reason21ble epiiliermalli1leutron count rates tile epnaherm2l1 ldletoc~o:rs have UJren plaoorl 

nearer to tlhe neutron sounrce ~hrun the therma.lnetHtron detectors. The thermallrrReutmn

detecoor configuration duplicated that of the standard CNL tool. 

Since the two pairs of detec~ors are placed at different spacings and neutrolffis 
' . ·. . 

are detected at different ernergy llevels tlle envnronmental effects call1l be <eRJ:tOCtOO to 

be significanltly different on the two neutron measurements. 

Kf the ratio processing used on the thermal neutron measurement is Uised for the 

epithermal measurement ~he computed porosity is quite sensitive to borehole effects. 

As a result of a detailed study of detector response to many environmental variablles am 

epithermal neutron processing technique has been developed that uses individual 

detector count rates. The method, which is analogous to the spine-and-ribs analysis 

developed for the density tools, greatly reduces borehole effects on the epithermal 

neutron porosity measurement. The epithermal count rates can also be used to 

determine neutron porosity in air-filled boreholes. 

The combined epithermal and thermal neutron Dual Porosity measurements 

provide improved porosity determination. Since the epithermal measurements o.1 T.Q.. 

relatively free of neutron absorber effects it yields improved gas detection insh::~ly 

reservoirs (figure 5-12). A comparison of. the two neutron responses allso provides 

information on the presence of materials with significant thermal neutron capture cross 

section. 

5oJoZoR C!!llllllbrn~fiorm 

The primary calibration standard for CNL tools is a series of water-filled 

laboratory formations. The porosities of these controlled formations are known within 

+1- 0.5 porosity units. The secondary (shop) standard is a water-filled calibrating 

tank. A wellsite check is made by using a fixture that produces the cou~rnt rate ratio 

obtained in the tank. 
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JFDgn:mre §~ llZa Thermal I epithermal neutron log comparison in a gas zone. (Scott, 

Flaum and Sherman, 1982) 
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So31 o2a!~ IIrm~e§1u~a~u©mi C!Marrnderrr§li:fi~ 

The typical vertical resolution of the CNL too! is 2 feet However, a raew 

method of processing the COUITl( :rates of the CNL tool is now available that irncrez1~~s 

the verticaR res~hJ~ion ~o 1 foot by expEoiting the be1ter vertir.z.l resor:-;.!ti.on of me :r1ear 

detector (see chapter 13). 

The radial investigation depellllds o:n the porosity of the formatio1:1:. Very 

rouehly a~ zero porm:ity the depth of illllvestligation is about R foot. At higher porosity 

in liquid-filled faoles the depth of investigation is less because neutrolllls are slowed and 

captured closer to ~he borehole. For average conditions the depth of investigation for 

CNL tool is about 10 inches in a higlh-Jmrosity rock. The CNJi~ tool samples a 

somewhat larger volume of formation than the density tool. 

§.33) JE!nunnJPlmrnerrn~ (O~!lnelf§) 

Company TooR Max. Temp. Max.Pressure 

(oF) (kpsi) 

Gearhart CNL 350 20 

Gearhart SNL 350 20 

Schlumberger CNL(H) 400 20 

Schlumberger CNL(G) 400 20 

Western Atlas CN 400 20 

Western Atlas SWN 400 20 

'JI'mlblle §=~o Neutron Tools' Ratings 

Similar both in principle and design to the Schlumberger Compensated 

Neutron tool, Gearhart has the Compensated Neutron CNS tool and Western Atlas has 

the Compensated Neutron CN tool. Both Tools provide the same information on the 

porosity of the formation. 

Furthermore Gearhart also has the Sidewall Neutron SNL tool and Western 

Atlas has the Sidewall Epithermal Neutrol SWN tool which work at the epithermal 

level to provide additional information on the porosity data. Both tools are similar to 

the Schlumberger DuallPorosity tool. 
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All the illgging cmnpanies daim to be able to measure to a resonution of 1 

porosity unit (1%). However the accuracy of the tools are mot quoted b~use the tool 

measmement is !heavily dependent on the U1lole condlHion of ilie wel.lbore. GerteraHy axt 

operator use-.s tlhle repeatm.biTiity of the data znd the tool calibraltiollil toler«lk"1C.~ to oo:rlltml 

the accu.aracy of the measurement obtcjned. 

Generallly if a ~ypical 1re .servolir porosity is 2/. pnmsity un.lits and if the 

measurement drifts by 1 porosity unit there ns a change of 4-5% irrn tllle recorded data. 

The rneUltmn tooll being dependent on count rates provides data whlch should be UlsOO 

with the knowledge that there are errors nnvolverl. The operator will need to watch for 

repeatability of the data obtained and to crosscheck tlhe data to the pDrosity obtained 

from oilier logs. In practice the porosity data obtained from tlhe neUJtron. tool is used 

with the porosity data obtained from tile density tool to determine ilie porosity used 

for interpretation, and the porosity data obtained from tile sonic tool is used to 

compliment the result where necessary, such as in. the case of rugose hole. 
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<Won fu~tr([D([]]\llldll\WIID 

As ~oclhirlOlogy z.rilvZJJllres it is lll.keliy tu~at ~ipmrneter ~Qz.' winll bfJ a vruuabk 

suppleme!llla and IJ.llseU more and! more Qo ev~US\re tlue erntire lie£©I~oirro The 

sttuctmrn.TI-dip anele from dnprneter logs is a vruuaMe additiollllru piece of illllformatioll1l 

for well-to-weUI corrdatiolll snll1re it can be us00 to predict expocred changes in 

elevations of strata from one wen to the next (figure 60 1). This facilitates idlentilfica

tion of c.orrespornding beds andl helps in the analysis of sfr.nllctwrnll all1d stratigrnphlc 

Momalies such as faults and unconformities. 

lDipmerer results are usually presented in ''21ITow' • plots (' 6tadpole'' plots, as 

tlhey are sometimes called) as Hlustrated in figure 6-2,-3 wd -<t The srem on eaclhl 

plotting symbol indicares the direction of the dip. The displacement of the symbol from 

the left edge of the plot represents magrurude of dip angle. Vertically, the symbols 

are plotted versus depth. 

His common practice to identify various characteristic patterns on the plots by 

colouring them. lin the jargon of the dipmeter interpreter the various patterns are called 

by the colour names. Figure 6-2 illustrates the red, blue, and! green patterns. 

In a red pattern successive dips increase progressively with depth and keep 

about the same azimuth. As indicated in the figure red patterns ma.y be assodated with 

faults~ channels~ bars, reefs~ or unconformities. Figure 6-3 illustrates red patterns 

seen over a bar or reef~ or in a channel or trough. 

In a blue pattern successive dips with about the same azimuth decrease 

progressively with depth. Blue patterns may be associated with faults, current 

bedding, or unconformities. Figure 6-4 iUustrates schematically how crossbedding 

might show up a.s a blue pattern on a short-interval dipmeter arrow plot. The foreset 

current bedding shows larger dips a.t the top of each bed decreasing in a rather regular 

pattern toward the bottom of the bed. 

A green pattern shown on figure 6-2. corresponds to structural dip. lit is 

consistent in azimuth a.nd dip magnitude and is more prominent if structUiral dip is 

large. 

'fo explore for a stratigraphic trap it is necessary to know its type. internal 
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Weill Well 2 Well 3 

JFngoJirc 6--1. Cross section in which correlation was not readily apparent from electric 

logs alone. Correlation was resolved by the dipmeter run on Wel13. 

(Schlumberger, 1986 ) 
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Figure 6-2. Dip patterns and the geologic anomalies commonly associated with 

them. ( Schumberger, 1986) 

Bar Or Reef 

Channel Or Trough 

Figure 6-3. Red patterns above a bar or reef or in a channel or trough. 

( Schumberger, 1986) 
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!Fllprre ((])..§0 Principle of dip measuring system. ( Allaud and Ringot, 1969) 
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crossbedding, direction of sandl trru11sport, and probable shape. The dipmeter provndes 

data on the pattern of in~emal structures, direction of trnHllspmt andl in some i~rnstances 

the dnrection of HnickeniJDB of the dleposntionallbnrly. 

tiDo~ lM]junnj]l)mmerrn~ 

All dipmeter tools work with four pad-type arms. Four microresi.stivity (or 

mncroconductivity) curves spaced at 90°inrervals armnnd the borehole are recorded. 

Although three curves are enough to dlefnne a dlnpping plane (fngure 6·-5) the fourth 

curve provides valuable redundancy in the dip computation particularly in rugose, ir

regular, or deviated borehole in which one pad may not make good contact with the 

formation. 

Oppusite pairs of pads are independently linked to provide a dual caliper 

measurement of borehole diameter. One of the pads normally contains an additional 

electrode, vertically displaced from the dipmeter microresistivity measurement 

electrode. Data from this electrode permit the dipmeter data to be automatically 

corrected for variations in sonde velocity. 

A flux -gate compass and pair of pendulums permit the subsurface orientation 

of the dipmeter tool to be known. Thus, not only is the dip of subsurface beds 

calculated but the direction of dip is also determined. Borehole deviation and direction 

are determined. 

Gearhart have a Four Electroded Dipmeter (FED) tool. The tool works on the 

principles described above. However, it does not have an extra electrode to correct 

for sonde velocity. In the case of a sticky, tight or rugose hole there could be an error 

in the data evaluation. 

Schlumberger original dipmeter tool was the High Resolution Dipmeter 

(HDT) tool and nowadays it has been replaced by the Dual Dipmeter or the 

Stratigraphic High Resolution Dipmeter (SHDT) tool. The HDT works on the 

principles described previously in the introduction of this section. The SHDT works 

on the same microresistivity principle, and was designed and enhanced to overcome 

some of the limitations of the HDT:-

a) The sonde has been designed to maintain pad contact even in a deviated 

elliptical hole thereby avoiding a .. floating" pad and less reliable(three-
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padl) dlnp oomput~.tio!lll. 

b) The ill1cllinometry system lhlas beell1l built with no moving pms ~o elimillllate 

an frictional! and illlertlla effect§ ilia~ can catTise irrnaccurnte measurl\',;ments Mdl 

sllow Irespo:nse ~limes. 'llhle system has Zlll1l accMrz.cy of +/- 0.2° for tool 

deviation and +I~ 2° for azimutlhl. 

c) The {JEMEX) surrvey curren~ is amtom21ticalTiy coll'ltmllloo at the optimum 

magrrnirudep tlhereby enabling quallity dip resistivity cMrves to be obtililoo 

over irrntervalls wiili ooth higlh~ and now-resistivity formations. 

d) Each of the four pads lhas two ''side-by-side'' electrodes spaced 3 em apart 

(not one). This fearurep rogetlher with a high data-samplilng rate (O.n mch)~ 

leads ro the acquisition of more dip formation (eight microresistivity dip 

curves). 

e) Tool-speed variatiorn oorrectiorns caK1l be made to the dip cmves using data 

from two additional electrodes and! a solid-stare accelerometer. 

With the Rmge amount of data acquired and the computer technology ll10W 

available the SHD'f presents a whole new dimension to dipmeter logging and 

interpretation. The oost of the SHDT to the operator is more than the HDT, but the 

benefits, as mentioned above? ensu.nre that the operator has a much better quality data. 

Figure 6-6 is a field presentation of a SHDT log. Three different types of dip 

processing are available from SHD'f data. 'fwo types search for pad-to-pad 

correlations in order to compure the dip of features crossing the entire borehole. The 

other computer displacement is from side-by-side correlations on the same pad in order 

to detect small events that do -not necessarily have a wide extension.. 

Kf a good correlation cannot be made the heterogeneous nature of the formation 

is clearly confirmed. Under certain conditions (deviated holes. for instance)~ the 

character of the dip curves may differ significantly from pad to pad, yet exhibit 

similarity from button ro button (figure 6-7). In such cases formation dip can be 

determined from side-by-side correlations (figure 6-8) if they are available from two 

adjacent pads (figure 6-9). F'igure 6-10 further illustrates the large number of small 

details that cam be oorrelared between the two buttons of the same pad. This leads to 

better understanding of the sedimentary features and of the environment of depostition 

and consequently to a better definition of the facies. A short correlation interval 
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0 foot or less) is lllormallly u£00 in ~he sidle-by-side correlation in ol!der to r©OOgnnre 

~hns fnne stratigraphic detain. Side-by~sid!e correlation is also most efficient illll Vhe 

dletection of ~igfru dip. 

Before oomput~ng ldlispllacerrnelll~s h~tween CIJ.llrves for dlip dleternni111atioll1 ~he da~ 

arre processed fm spoorl oorrectiolffi. T~is speed correction is aclhievoo in two s12tges. 

lFnrst ilie eight microresistivity dip curves and! the two rnicmresistnvity spredl curves rure 

depth-shifted and! reirnrel!JrollatOO m~illllg tfue accelerometer dana. Second the two s~ 

curves are used during Vhe dnp computation stage ~o remove aJ]y remaining spe00 

flucruation. 

lFor the differellllt dip results there are JTH!merous combinations of presenuatiom;. 

The presentation used depends mn ilie ptnlr]!IDse of the dip meter resuUs and on personall 

preference. One presen~tion? IJ.llSillllg a 22-inch wide display, is shown in figure 6-11. 

lFrorn ilie left to the right are: 

a) Borehole depth? drift? and azimuth. 

b) Two calipers and a GR curve. 

c) Arrow plots corresponding to the two interval-correlation methods of dip 

computation: a triangular tadpole for the Mean Square Dip (MSD) pad-to

pad! correlations allld a circular tadpole for the Continuous Side-by-Side Dip 

(CSB) results. 

d) The eight microresistivity curves with dip curve 1 repeated and the 

correlations found by tlhe feature-correlation (LOCDlfP) technique. WCDIP 

is the name given to a fearure-correlation interpretation technique used by 

Schlumberger. 

e) STRA TIM - a wrap-around image of the borehole based on interpolation 

between the eight microresistivity curves and the correlation links provided 

by the LOCDIP program. 

t) Arrow plot corresponding to the feature-correlation method; a square 

tadpole is used. 

Western Atlas offers the High Resolution 4-Arm Diplog (Dl!P) tool. It seems 

to be cross between the HDT and SHDT. It uses accelerometers to measure 

inclinometry data9 and to correct for sonde velocity. The accuracy is +I- 1.2° for 

azimuth? and +I- OJ~o for deviation. 
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lFng1t1ure r&-~. Field presentation of Dual Dipmeter (SHDT) log. (Schlumberger,l985) 
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~rre ~I 0 Cwve shap:e dliffelfs from pad to pad but not from buttmll w baRtoon. 

(Schlumoorger9 1986) 

Side-By-Side Results Pad-To-Pad Results 
0 90° 0 90° 

1-

1-
-1-

1-fl!:-

- 1----
- 1-- -

-- -1-
-1-1- --

~-"l--1--l 1-

1.515-86 

~ ~0 llligh apparent dips on pad-to-pad results are oonfirmoo by side-by-side 

resullts. (Sch)h.llmberger9 li986) 
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a = ~2 Dip { ~ 
b = s1 

d ; 

J.Fllgumre ~§JJ. Dip computation method from side-by-side data only. (Schlumberger? 

1986) 

Pad 2 Pad 3. Pad 3 

\ L 

---

~~-,' =i i~ 
JFfigmre ~ Ht Side-by-side and pad-to-pad correlation (left) ; detail of side-by-side 

correlations (right). (Schlumberger, 1986) 
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'J['afJ1~ 6-1 :!lhows t©mp~~tature arr1dl pne~s~~re Irat1ngs of the dn]pJMe;rer f:trmLs. 

Compa!'JY Too~ Lwru:. ';:'(f)mT:). Max.lPr(f)S:sJMre fo.tf"'A;m<acy 

rfo"Y' 
'\ ·' I (2r:;J§~.) /\;6:.m~"J.Jtfn ;J)c;vjz:c.T.n:!.l 

G~..x~Z11 I?JEJD) 3~0 18.:§ +/-30 +/.lJ,'jO 

.§dr.Ru~n~1~:i'eer FM[.§ 35i0 20 ·I I·'l}~ +f.i!J,'J,O 

ZIDT 3~0 20 +1-'JP +/-0.)0 

.§JHIDl"' 3)0 20 +/-20 +/-fJ.20 

Wes~em A~s DJDPl 37) 20 +r·L2° +f .. i()),go 

'Jf~lbll!te @-, Jl JDipmeter Tools' btings. 

Witll the impmvemnen~ irl. tech!rnology §chlhllmherger has errtendoo ilieir dipme~ 

rer wdunology andlusmg the same m~suuremen~ oorncept has deve!op00 ilie lForma.tiollll 

Micro.§canllller (FMS) ~oot Tite JFM§ obrtruns two·-dimensiomu~ hlgR'll reooliution 

iimagery of micmresisQ:ivJity variattOKllS armmd the borehole wruli. 

The JPM§ lhas four articuliatoo pads tfrnat oontruns two sets of eloctrorles. One 

set provides the stallldrurd SJHDT measurement and tlle oilier set provides \l:he fooreholie 

imaging. 

Hgure 6- li2 show tile pad oonfiglllrntion for one of ilie imaging arrays. which 

are located on adjaceHlt pads 9Qo apart. lEaclh array has 27 elioctrooes wiili a latelrall span 

of 2. 8 inches. The ~o arrays cover approximately 20 % of an 8.5-mches borehole. 

The FM§ rervk~ provide:; the geologist wifu formatiollll details fuat were 

previously available only from full-hole cores. These are obtainable by ooring with the 

drillstring. The method is lengthy and expensive. For example, oori.ng a 90feet oore 

could take anywhere from 2 to 24 homs. Hence, it is not practical ro oore the whole 

wellbore but just the rone of interest. These features m heterogeneities may 

identify:-

a) Berldling deposited ~.nnder a variety of flow regimes, such as troil.llgh and 

tabulrur crossbeds, ripples9 very thin boos, and! graded foods. 

b) Bedding subject to postdlepnsitional distortions suclh as faulting, foldi.mlg 9 or 

slumpil!llg. 

c) Non boodmg features such as fractures, burrowil!llg, vugs, pebbles. ooncre-
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lFTI~nire ~li2. Formation Microscanner pad configuration. (Lloyd, Dahan, and 

Hutlin, 1986) 
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tions, fissu!fes, styloHtes, etc, 

'llhe loe presentatio:n i:rrc!udes the two··dimensional resistiv1ty dafta and the 

ewy-scale "oore-Hke" boreho~e wall image mappoo from the micmres£si:i.v:i.ty data. 

correspond to ~ow and :h!.gh values of resistivhy rtespectivdy. Co:ou:r i,maees z..::·e also 

available. Fngure 6· B show the FM§ displiay with a core pho~og:rap:ffi through a 

calcinutite sequence that lhas been subjcted to slumping. 'llhe individual laminae are 

broken up and present a bK·occiated appearance. A oomparisoRl! of the lf<'M§ image and 

core photograph show that the tool is capable of defining individual clasts on a cen

timetre scale. 

All the tools mentioned so far operate in conductive mud only. When non~ 

conductive mud or oil-base mud is used, modification to the above tools is needed. 

Gearhart, Schlumberger and Western Atlas modify their FED, HDT and DJDP tools re

spectively by using special knife-blade electrodes. Under these oondition.s, however, 

the microresistivity data that are recorded are seldom up to normal conductive mud 

standards. To overcome this problem, usually numerous passes are made over the 

interval concerned, and then used for interpretation. 

Furthermore, for non-conductive mud operations Schlumberger has devel

oped the Oil-Base Mud Dipmeter (OBDT) tool, and Gearhart has the 6-Arm Knife

Blade Dipmeter (SED) tool. The Gearhart SED tool is an improvement on the original 

FED tool by providing more information on two additional pads. The basic principle 

is still the same as before, and hence the qu~ lity of d;Ha of each pad is~ lso still the same. 

Information from six pads should provide better determination of dip planes, but if the 

data quality from each pad is poor it could lead to a confusion rather than a result of 

high confidence. 

However, the OBDT tool is a completely different tool which does not use 

knife-blade electrodes but uses a theory similar to an induction tool (see chapter 4.3.3). 

The difference is that the OBDT is designed to have a shallow depth of investigation. 

Because the tool is designed specifically for non-conductive mud the data quality is 

vastly improved. The inclinometry system in an OBDT tool is the same as tlhe one in 

the SHDT tooll. 

In the field of dipmeter tools, Schlumberger offers a better range of services. 
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lFnglilln ($-13o Slump breccia developed in a calcilntite sequence. (Lloyd, Dahan and 

Hutlin, 1986) 
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Their too!s a~'e ;ilore advanced and have tlte o.bdity to provide tt.e op~rato:; wi11 ... 

accurate de:~ wit11 c. higher der,:w"e of con~~d~nceo \!V:-Xe both Ge2.r:-::c:.:l c-.:'d \4estcrz: 

Atlrcs are ~till cf:"eriEg the service of the FED ar.ri DIP tooJs respf'.ctively, Sch~u::n

berger seems to hc.ve [eft ~he1~1 far hehi~d with 1l~.e ictrudac~icn of botb the S]ElDT and 

FMS. 

6io3 'U§e mrruc Jl})~1e~\lC([])IJ1) olf Nmll\LDT0U IFrrandiGir~ 

Tin addition to using .the response of well-logging sensors to determine lithology 

and geologic parameters one can also use them to determine naturally fractured zones. 

These zones are important in reservoir rocks be-.cause of the extra drainage and 

considerable increase in permeability they promise. Although fractures can have a 

very significant effect on the total permeability of a rock they usually have very little 

effect on the porosity saturations or petrophysical characteristics of the rock. For 

example, a large number of the Middle East's prolific oil fields owe their fame to 

fractures which have formed the permeable highways through the reservoir along 

which oil can rapidly migrate. If the fractures were not present many of these well

known oil fields would not be viable. 

Natural fractures generally exhibit certain constant characteristics:-

a) They are usually approximately perpendicular to the dip; this does not 

however exclude the possibility of horizontal fractures although horiwntal 

fractures are much less frequent and less extensive than subvertical 

fractures. 

b) They are usually oriented according to one (or more) prevailing strikes. 

Since fractures are often the result of tectonic stresses the prevailing strike 

of the fractures generally coincides with the orientation of the faults in the 

region. 

c) They frequently cause small amounts of rock to be broken off from the 

borehole wall by the drill bit or drillstring during drilling. 

d) They usually occur in compact, competent rocks where the hole would 

normally be cylindrical and in gauge in the absence of fractures. 

Only fractures that are at least partially open are useful from the point of view 

of production. 
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A speciafl p:resen~tion of dnpmeren· micmresnstivil:y measll.llremellllfts ns J!reflm2JJfilS 

one of the simp~est aJnd most effective I:Jr.etlhmlsfor fracture detoctio;m. Wl'nen mt,;;d\ 

fi1t1are invades a fra.cfrnre sysft©Iif1 i~ DJsrulilly ~ll.lls~ a Iowe:r dipmeter mkmresis\livicy 

readine from the pad J.:Ositio:n~ op;;msi~ tlh,e frn.r,;ru;re. A oomparis'Jn of measll.ll:remernts 

from adjacent pads (i.e .• 9Gv apart) Lflldicares lfrncruli'es. lif 110 differernres eiDis~ ilie 

probability of fractures is low; if Rarge differences exist the pmbabilii:y 

is fnigh. §uclh a difference is evidlen~ Rllll figure 6-li til.. Dipmeter curves 1 ru11dl 3 

are measuring much lower resistivit\es fuan curves 2 arrtd 4 over a short mtervall of 

the example. 

This method ns not perfect since the pads oovells only abolllt 40 % of fche 

borehole wall surface in an 8·-nnch borehole. Severely shattered intervals wlhere all 

pads may read the same aiTid thin :frncrures in a steeply dipping formations may not be 

easily detected by this metlloo. 

lilio4lo2; JF([J)rrmmiDltfioiiD Rlililcm§~ll1llllli8II' 'JI'([J)([J)ll 

As discussed earlier the tool has excellent vertical resoYution and! can 

distinguish two fractures as dose as 0.4 inch. The lFMS tool can also distingwislh 

between opened and closed fractures. Figure 6-14 shows the dipping foreset boos in 

a carhonaJe grainstone. A steeply dipping series of Hnear conductive fearunres are also 

evident. There are opened fractures filled by ilie oonductilve drilling fluid!. The llack 

of displacement of llie foeddin1g surfaces across tllese lfractlU!res i:ndlncares fchey were 

nndtllced by tensional stress and! not by shear stress. 
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The Borer'llole Televiewer (JRlHTV) tooli is fu! 2,CDust~c sc&"lne:r" As, i,t is pllllned 
' n ~ • ~ l·h ' ' l . ., . ' . - ' . - -I.H}Jl tr.:C L"!~M''; L.C Sr'r2F'!S C!.c!'; lJ:Of6;ll[ll_(i) W£.:.1 W:t~1 8. ;·o:z_~r::;e; J.llif.SjECer (:!;.lat e::::.!Ri:.Sl 2!. ~OlU:L:!if£1 

UJl~L·awnk be21mo A visttz..lrepr(c;s;T;:n'illtkm of ~be p8.~tern of acousttc reflectiol:':l of fue 

borehole waH lis displayf'All both Olr.l fifm and on the monf:tor scre.~co 'lrhe imar;e s11ows 

the fnotefmo]e wrul as ref nt was split vertically rund laid flat Vertical 17acrurres app:ear 

as straight !ill1les~ while fractures dippnrrtg between vertncal and hmi:roiiTtrrall ap~ as 

sinusodiali lia(',es. 

&tlh §chliumberger an1d Wesiern Atlas are able to offer tllis service u~ing trolls 

of ilie same name. Both tools work on the principle described above. The 

Schliumberger's BHTV tool is rated a~ 351[Jl of and 20000 psi, while the Western A(t]as•s 

BJHTV is rated at 300 of and 15000 psi. 

The probnem with using this tool lis its operational difficulty M1'il its envimrn~ 

menw.lliimit~.ticms. The resuHs are poor in elongated, rugose, or collapsing boreholes; 

and these conditions are common in fractured intervals. 

®o4>o4> §I[Drrn.li~t Meru;1!Drnermn~rmQ§ 

One of the oldest fracture indicators is tlle reverberation of sound waves in and 

around the borehole. · Measurements based on sonic wave propagation respond to the 

mechanical properties of the rock and are little affec~ed by the borehole environment. 

In fracruroo zones~ the appearance of the wavetrain as recorded on the Variable 

Density log (VDL) show sudden chang~;;s such as vague or blurred :w~rnes, chevro~rn 

patterns, etc. (figure 6-16). These features suggest interfaces of differing acoustic 

impedance between the transmitter and receiver of the sonic tool. Such propagation 

anomalies can be caused by open fractures. Unfortunately similar anomalies can also 

occur with changes in the diameter of the borehole or because of thin beds of different 

lithology or even a "healed" (closed) fracture system. 

Recently~ the sonic tools have become popular for the recording of the ronic 

wavetrain (figure 5-1). Figure 6-17 shows a 12 foot spacing sonic waveform in the 

vicinity of a large horizontal fracture. Points A and B are~ respectively 9 the ]!mSitioills 

where transmitter and receiver are directly opposite the fracture. A sharp incr~ in 

the amplitude of fue compressional and shear first arrivals can be easily seem. An oilier 

feature~ clearly discernible? is the criss-cross patterns origination in theoompressionali 
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an.d shf.ar waves. However, anomalies C2li!JsOO by vertkru fra.ctmes are ::nme §fJJ!OlU!f:). 

Tfffie recmdi:ne of fulli wavetraiims at)(e tnsually done by UlSiimB the lo!llger 3pad:ne 

sonic toUJlls. 'fhjs lis to enable a ~eHer deptb of i.r.::ve£~fte;atimn. Gr-ar.(arut, Sd:llt.11:mb~reex 

(es~Jf'.Cia.:ly wiGJ t:hC;; Array~§or:dc (SDT) tcUJL),ZJ:lcl 'iJtlestem Atlas (es~~~il!y w:(:h ::Jie 

CirrctJJmfereAGtiw1 Acuasi~Jog (CAC) !:mJl) aJre an abTie ~o cffe~: tf.I'Jis senrire. 

k. a.ddWo:n ~o VDL arnd s.o~ic wavefmm methods, fr.he SDT C2JJllillre the ©!l"R©lBY 

tlhat arrives at the mr.-eiver to determill1le fracture. The .§DT emits c. fixoo amm:nrrt \Glf 

ell1ergy with fue amount a..niving a~ fue receiver indlicatirng tile oomp:ere!Illce Wl1ld 

tmiformHy of the formation. High sig:l1lall strerngili at dne receiver suggests a oom~ere!Illfr. 

reck wiili now probabm~ of frncttnres; very low signal strernglh sUJggests a higlh 

probabillity of frnctures. Hguue 6-18 is an example of a decrease im sheau eli'llerrgy 

oppvsite a zone where fractures are suspecaed. At the fracrure interface some of ilie 

shear energy is reflected, some is collll.vertoo to oilier modes of wave pmpagatiorn9 and] 

some is refracted. The amount of shear energy reaching fue receiveu is tlherelfore sig

nificantly reduced. 

Western Atlas•s CAC tool was designed to indicate the presence of vertic& or 

near-vertically oriented fractures in fluid-filled boreholes. :Based on a logging methrnll 

proposed by Vogel et al, a circumferentiaHy oriented acoustic transmitter-receiver 

array was developed for tllis purpose. The CAC employs the principle of genernting 

and detecting circumferentially propagating acoustic boundary waves (Setser, 1981; 

Guy,etal., 1981;Guy,etal., 1986;Noblett,etal., 1987). The logginginstrumen~ 

has been designed to enhance the recording of Rayleigh and guided fluid waves by 

eliminating any direct fluid wave component. The tool has four pads 

which are used in contact with the borehole wall. Two opposing pads contain 

transmitting elements which generate acoustic waves that are converted to shear waves 

which travel circumferentially around the borehole. Two receiving elements detect 

the shear waves that have travelled one quarter of the circumference of the borehole. 

The loss of shear energy in two quadrants of the borehole incidates a near-vertical 

discountinuity, i.e .• a vertical fracture. 

The CAC tool also incorporates an orientation section into the logging string 

to measure deviation. of boreholes from vertical plus the azimuth of the reference pad!. 

This information is necessary for determining the directional subsurface trend olf the 
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It ns a;plpaJre:n.t eha~ b:Jt1IT: §d'llhr,:mht;~t·geT and Wester: AS!.c,s h~v10 1\i:cn.~ 8. :\0f: 0f 

1'Z§f'4SCfl. Z:J devdopiJ18 ~coJs io detocs ;:rac~';;JH:; zo:neso ;:~ js certa~rJ !i"::at operat:OI:t£ w~H 

be l'0.'CJ.liiz·rhne l:li!esf; services TI:i:ore and mo:re especially fore theirr explmalio:n wen!s to gfve 

them a oetter 1.Htc1ersmndir:.g of t:hef.il r:eservoin.Jo 

VVhen oormfm:ntoo wWm a fracrure zo:ne it is wortlhl examnlllilllle whether it is 
r.· 

induced fmc~ures (fmm drilling) or na~urrall frnc~~s (fne;ure 6-·19). No logp uood alone 

can furnish unequlivocaR pnmf of ilie presences of :frncrure~t lFrncrure dletoctimTl ns most 

certaill1 when several 1ogs or tedmi.q~.nes oornfirm their presence. The openhole liogs 

would most likely display some of ilie folllowirng anomalous behaviour. llllormally 

oormsideroo as indications of narurru frac\twres:= 

a) A noisy deHa--rho cl!.llrve orm ilie density log (see chapter 5. 1.2.2). 

b) A JroSitive PElF anomaliy if bmte were pl1esernt i.n the mud (see chapter 

5.1.2.4). 

c) A mismatch between ilie resistivity on. fue shallow andl deep reading devices 

(see chapter 4). 

d) The presence of oomlluctivnty spike anomalies on the conventional dipme

ter. 

e) The pre~Kllce of disruroed patrems on the sonic waveforms. 

t) The images of tlle oorehole given by tools Slllch as the BH'TV, CAC and 

FMS-

The combination of methods best adapted to ilie solution of local fracture 

identification problems must be defined after some experimentation and study, during 

which most of the logs offering fracture detection promise should be used and the 

results carefully analysed. 
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Kn 2'.clditio:.:1 to ti:e conventio:Ja.[ O}er.th.ok logs s-:JcrJ c:s res:~6vi~y 8J.-:d po~'C:s~1y 

it is also :iJCssi[}k a<.x!. des:xable to n;:n g-a:mpjr:g l:ools dow::: ti1e ho:eo Essentially there 

ai:'C two mc:lin types of &t::nphr:g tools: m~e for the fo:rmation fluid sarnpie Md cmo!:J1er 

for the forma::ion core sampleo The deptl1s (levels) at which these are taken .ue 

determined fic'Om t~e resistivity and porosity logso 

The information obtained from the sampling toolis can enhance the original 

openhole log data with the imerpre!atuon of the well and furthermore H pmvndes a fast 

and economical method for identifying the production potentiai of the targeted 

reservoirs without having to embark on an extensive coring and testing prograrno The 

recovery of the fluid sample can give the information on the resistivity of the formation 

water Rw if taken in the water zone or information on the type of hydrocarbon present 

if taken in the hydrocarbon zoneo In addition to recovering formation fluid samples 

the same tool is capable of measuring the formation pressure at the same timeo Also 

from the recovery data and pressure recording the permeability of the formation can 

be evaluated. 

The recovery of the formation core sample on the other hand, gives geologic 

information at a very precise depth. The information when used in conjunction with 

the open hole log data should give a fairly accurate idea of the formation composition 

relative to the log readings. This should give the geologist first-hand answers on what 

type of formation e.g. clay compDsitions he has in his well and in doing so it should 

enhance his understanding of the log readings. 

7 oR lForrmrnaJ~iiolill lFhniidl §aunmjplllfumg 

The recovery data and pressure recording taken during formation fluid 

sampling can have many reservoir engineering applicationso The interpretation of the 

pressure curve can give an idea of the formation permeability and fluid mobility 0 

Furthermore, the sampling tool provides an accurate in-situ pressure measurement at 

any desired depth in an open borehole and gives information on fluid type, fluid 

contacts, skin effect, reservoir communication, pore pressure, depleted zones and 

faults. 
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1lJJ r.,'''• · f , ··"' 1 · r. ~ · • r-11 • ~ !:: ermf',aWJHY rrs; a mel\l§Ui(© o · tn© eas© W!w• w 1~c"1. a ronrmJlt'OJi ~xE:r.w a J~tJ.ill(;l 

to flow [hmugh it To be [J?-f::TI!f'.a~l}~e.r.l ro~~f.: O';Jg1 J':lave ;,ntf;rcmm:c;r:t0i)1 p~ms~ty (r.to?:c3 9 

g;;eater permea;bi~ity but tllis is no~ 3.1w<mys tl1e case. l?orre snre, §hal_[Je~ and omttimJJii:y, 

as well as the zmour:1~ ofr vomshy, nrt~lie1lce form2!ti([}:ril ;;rerme21!:D~.ESy 0 

Soru1e fili1le-grroined 11ru1r1s can have high interconJIT.ect©rl];mmsi~, ailltho'Jglh idhe 

individual pores runc1 poli."e clharrme1s are quite sm2!J11. As a resi:Jllt ilie ;paths avru]aUJTie 

through the ll'llarrow pores for ihe movemem of fluid! are quire Irestricre.Dl a\rndl ~orrtuoUlls. 

'ffrle permeabilities of very fine-grained formations may fuerefore he quli~e Row. 

Shales arnd clays which arre oomrwsed of exceerli:ngly fine-grnmoo partides, 

often exhibit very high rwmsity. However, foocause of ilie ]Wires aml.l pnire channels 

ru-e equally small most shalles amd days exhibit, lfm· all prncflicru p1lllqwses, rem 

permeability. 

Other formations such as Hmestone may be oompnsed of a dense rock broken 

by a few small fissures of great ex~ent. The pmosity of the dense formation would\ 

surely be very low but the permeability of a fissure can be elrllormous. lFissuroo 

limestones may thus have very low pomsities but high permeabilities. 

The unit of permeability is the darcy. One daircy is the permeability which will 

allow the flow of one cubic centimetre per socondl of a fluid of one centipoi&.e viscosity 

through a cross-sectiona] area of one square centimetre under a pressure gradient of 

one: ~Jmosphere per centimetre. A darcy lis a vtry iarge ulflit oo, iiil practice ilie 

miUidarcy (rod) is the unit commonly used. 

Using the sampling tool the local formation permeability can be derived from 

the pretest build-up curve. There is an upper limit (klllllx) to the measurable 

permeability which is a function of the fluid properties, the gauge resolution (Sp) and 

the flowrate (see figure 7-1). 

(7~1) 

(Stewart and Wittman, 1979) 

where, 

k - spherical permeability, 
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·-· pmh(;"; fftowrate Rn cc/sec, 

-- Hv1id vn5!cosi~.y ~n cp, 

·- l:o~ system com:~nessifolility in psn-1, 

- toW probe flow time in. sec. 

By inregrntirng the area above the pressure curve in a pre-test (figmre 7-2) it is 

pDssible to derive tlhle flluidl molbHity (mdl/cp). KII1l producing reservoirs a oombmatiollll 

of poor vertical comml.RJnicatiorn combined with differential! depletion frequently Xeads 

to gradients indlependell1la of ahe fluid density as illustrated in. figure 7-3. lln si.llch cares 

tfrne wel!lsite plot olfMobillllty vs. T~e Vertical Depili (fVD) can successfully identify 

ilie fluid! type. 

~) IPS.~Jl"'Y([])fur IF!lunn<dl II<dJ~]]]~ffi~~nmllm 

The pressure measurements alone can identify the reservoir fluid in fresh water 

or oil-base mud environment. (See figure 7 -4~ By presenting the plot of Pore Pressl.11re 

v. TVD it is possible to Jidell1.tify the gas-oil contact and oil-water contact. The 

gradients also represent the density of ilie fluid in place. 

rll} A]pljp!llk2l~ll00§ m llkv~lli1»~rll IPS.~Il"'YOfurn 
In developed reservoirs the pressure recordings and recovery data can have the 

following applications (see figure 7-3):-

i) Characterisation of vertical. and horizontal barriers. 

ii) Information on vertical permeability. 

iii) Identification of thief zones. 

iv) Identification of reservoir length. 

v) Detection of vertical flow and! fluid segregation. 

vi) Waterfront surveys. 

fu producing layered reservoirs ilie various layers are generally deplietOO at 

different rntes. Differential! depletion is revealed by the pressure depth profile, 

providing essential! data for optimal reservoir completion design. 
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<E) 761ill:Jl<.e lL§©iliD~llillJUII 

Determin<~.tio:n of the layeri:nr; of a reseEVorrr R§ partkuTiz.rly important i~ 

reservoir oomp1etioo design and! m2:y ::JOt be apparc:nt on ope:::!:'mie 1oe;s" ITn add;i<J,mn 

tfrne effective desi:en of secondary orl recovery processes based ol.11 nuid deplacement 

depends o:m the fmowledge of permeability layering andl the existence of hmizontan Of 

vertical barriers to flow" Figure 7~5 shows an example of wne-isoTiation. The 

precisiollll pressure measurements provided by the sampling toD!U allow reHab~e 

reservoir delineation. 

ID §1Ul~w~llnaJrrgfilffi~ 

The sandface pressure, which is measured by the sampling tool, may differ 

from the undisturbed formation pressure as a result of mud filtrate invasion. This 

phenomenon known as "Supercharging" is significant only in low-permeability 

zones. The supercharging effect causes the observed formation pressure (near the 

wellbore) to be greater than the actual formation pressure. Supercharging is not to be 

confused with intrinsic formation overpressures. Two mud-related factors which 

affect the filtration rate are (1) the degree of pressure differential (or overpressure) 

between the mud and the formation and (2) the extent of mud cake buildup and its 

effectiveness in preventing further filtrate fluid loss into the formation. The Mud v. 

Formation Pressure plot (figure 7-6) produced at the wellsite provides good realtime 

quality control by highlighting supercharged zones. Kn non-produced reservoirs it also 

allows ail accurate determination of formation fluid density. 

g) ]J)rillirrng A![]]pllillrn~fiom 

The sampling tool pressure measurements provide useful data for the design 

of an optimru mud system. Figure 7-7 is a well site plot showing both t;he mud pressure 

and the pure pressure in the well. With this information it is possible to minimise the 

necessary overbalance and so improve the rate of penetration of the drilling bit. 

lEJtamination of the mud pressure recording permits control of tlle homogene

ity of the mud 9 and the in-situ determination of mud weight illll the welloore. In figure 

7-7 (enlarged portion) it is clear that the mud density increases at the bottom of tlhe well 

and it may be concluded that the mud solids have begun ~o settle out. 
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7olio1l 'Jt11e lFmll~a!'::um} JFilUJJk:J §ak'lTilJ;»~Err:.r; 'li'GJoJo 

Tin general!, all the wireline companies use the same basic prindplles to design 

a formation fluid samplirrag tooL Scbltnmberger has the Rep?.-at Fonnatlion Tes~er Rk<! 

teo~, Western AiJas has fthe FcrG:atio~1 M:JL:.i-'fes~e:r Fl.\h:~.c tQoR, 2.11d Gearrcart hm: t.~e 

Selective Formation Tester SJFT tool. 

These ~oolls provide a short production test. Once tlhe tool is ''packf'Jd .. off'' 

against the fooreho1e wan a flow valive is opened! and fluidls from the fo:rmabon f:low 

i~nto the toon's sample chamber. Sample chamber sires vary dependilillg on the 

company, from one or two small pretes~ chambers of 10 cm3 each to regular li -gallon, 

2 3/4 -gallon, 4-litre, 10-litre, or larger chambers. Througholllt ilhe sampling (flow) 

period a oorntirmous recordirng of pressure is made. Pressure recording continues after 

the chamber is filled in order to obtain pressure buildup data. 

With this technique permeability can be estimated from ilie pressure draw down 

data during fluid flow and from the pressum buildup data following the flow rest. 
The Schlumberger Repeat Fonnation Tester RFT tool (schematic as shown in 

figure 7 -8) has two small pretest chambers of 10 cm3 each and two larger sample 

chambers. The two pretest chambers open successively at differernt rates. lPretest 

chamber 1 opens in 15 seconds, and pretest chamber 2 opens in 6 seconds. Option to 

reduce the pretest chambers to 5 cm3 for very low penneability is also possible. The 

sample chambers are 1-gallon, 2 3/4-gallon, or 6-gallon in size. Normally they are 

run in conjunction with a flow line restrictor (choke) or/and a water cushion to combat 

the problem of excessive drawdowns and excessive flow rates. The flow line restrictor 

is placed in the flow line upstream from the sample chamber to limit eKcessive flow. 

Water cushions are used to accomplish the.same effect by causing the fluid filling the 

sample tank to displace a piston which pushes water through an orifice into an air-filled 

chamber. The flow rate is controlled by installing an appropriate sized orifice acting 

as a choke prior to the job. 

Since the frrst generation RFf tool which was the RFT-A, Schlumberger has 

developed the RFf-B which, although mechanically it is the same tool, electrically it 

is fully digitised. With the advance in data acquisition both the tool accuracy and 

resolution have improved (table 7-1). 
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IFliWJl!Ir~ 7~~. Schematic of the RFT tool. (Schlumberger, 1982) 
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Company Gauge Gauge Accuracy with km21t 

Resolution temp/pressure md 

psn correction 

Scc.hnmberee:r RFT -A .§train guzge 1 ·U-0" 13% of fu::I sc£~:e T. !l 

RFT-A +Quartz gauge 0.1 +/-0.025% FS :) 

RFT-JB Strain gUJage 0.1 +1··0.013% FS 5 

RFT-JB+Quartz gauge 0.01 +/-0.025% FS 22 

Western Atlas FMT Strain gauge 1 +/-0.15% lFS 1 

FMT+Quartz 0.1 +1-0.025% FS 5 

Gearhart SFT Strain gauge 1 +/-0.15% lFS 1 

SFT +Quartz gauge 0.1 +1-0.025% lFS 5 

'JI'mlbllle 7'-R , Pressure Sampling Tools' Limitations. 

The Western Atlas Formation Multi-Tester FMT tool works on the same basic 

principle as the RFT tool. However it only has one W cmJ pretest chamber which can 

be reduced to 5 cmJ for wells where extremely tight formations are expected. On 

sampling into larger chambers which can be 4-litre, 10-litre, or 20-litre in size, the 

flow is through a Variable Pressure Control VPC system. The schematic of the lFMT 

system is shown in figure 7-9. The VPC is a variable orifice valve located upstream 

from the sample tank valve. Both valves are closed when no sample is being taken. 

To obtain a sample the tank valve is opened first followed by the variable orifice valve. 

The variable orifice valve is controlled from the surface and is opened only UJntil a 

sUJitable flowing pressure is attained. The VPC avoids excessive pressure differentials 

and samples are obtained successfully without guesswork. This feature also prevents 

formation plugging in unconsolidated sands. The logging engineer can adjust the VPC 

to pressure increments as small as 5 to 10 psi. Samples can be obtained without damage 

or plugging from formation collapse. In addition, samples can also be taken above 

bubble pnint pressure, thereby eliminating non-representative gas/oil ratios caused by 

the effects of relative permeability. 

The Gearhart Selective Formation Tester SFT tool works on the same basic 

principle of the two previously mentioned tools. Like the RFf tool, it has two 10 cmJ 
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IFnwm~re 7-I!}J. Schematic of the lFMT tool. (Western Atlas 9 1987) 
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pretest chambers. Om sampiine the d'llamlln;:rs ru-e BQ",\lllnppoo wiili wa~er CIJl:>lhnons z,nx1 

metered orifice§. This system 00!1fcmb follrmatiorn fll.llnd erntry by rrne~e~rirrng ilie tmmsfer 

of ilie wai:e1r cUJsfrnioll11. This rlf.-ril\Ulce§ ilie dnance of fo:rmatr.o:n f.llulidl fl:owJnme pl\UlE;E;i:~rug. 

'\JVhen c:s:::1e s!:'l::ru.k:r 1, J:l. P.;a11or:~ sBmple chz_~Ynhers the SF.:."" b~ &r. z.ldlvmJIJ2lgc ovr-r tl1c 

oilier two tools h~\lllse i~ ns able ~o atrtadft to1rre of i:fmese smaE!f.:Jr samjOlk chmmbers to 

tlhe ~ool. Henr,..e fl.IJJlid samnpks m21.y ae fWJ.{ern l!ip 11{1) i:lllree zoRLes mn m silfllgle trip hnw the 

welt Rn addntion 9 t!he SIFT's desngrn ilflldll.:ldes a hllfllgoo oo:rnnoctio:n above ilie sample 

chamber to milruimise tooli stiddng. 

Tool 

RFr 

lFMT 
SIFT 

Max. JPress\Ulre 

JRatimlg (kpsi) 

20 

15 
10 

(C.OO C::a.) 

Tta1lbllte 7='1. . Pressure Sampling Tools' Ratings 

Max Temp. 

Rating (0 lF) 

350 

350 
350 

AU the sampling tools are able ~o perform tile same functions witll a slight 

variation electrically and mechanicallly. Both the stram gauges and quartz gauges are 

made by an independent manufacturer so the acc\Ulracy allld the resolution of the gauges 

themselves are not entirely dependerrn~ o:rn the sampling tools. However if the sampling 

tool is fully digitlStX!, as in me case of Schhumberger's RFT-JB, tile tool accuracy and 

resolution can be vastly improvoo. Also in such a. case, accll.!racy &nd resolution now 

obtained by the strain gauge can match those normally obtained by a quartz gauge 

before, (see table 7-1). 

Furthermore, the downhole conditions can also determine the choice of tool to 

be used, (see tabXe 7-2), Gearhart SFT is only rated to WOOO psi, Western Atlas FMT 

to 15000 psi, and Schlumberger RFf ro 20000 psi. Therefore if ilie well is deep and 

high pressures are expected, the RFr !tool would be the obvious choice. 

Mechanically, the Western Attlas lFM1' lis the only tool which uses fue Variable 

Pressure Control (VPC) valve mstead of a flow line restricror and/or water cushion. 

This is an advantage since it allows control while sampling and elimlinates the need 
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to choose the correct size of flow line restrictor. In terms of taking samples the 

Gearhart SFf is the only tool which is able to obtain three 1.32 gallon samples during 

one trip into the well. This is a distinct advantage in being able to save the time needed 

for an extra trip into the well. The FMT and RFf tools are capable of obtaining only 

two samples during a trip into the well. Furthermore the SFf's design includes a 

hinged connection above the sample chamber to minimise tool sticking. In the case 

of a sticky borehole this should lessen the chance of differential sticking of the tool to 

the borehole wall. 

In terms of operation the FMT is the only tool which has one pretest chamber. 

Having two pretest chambers which open at different rates can be advantageous in the 

case of plugging due to excessive drawdowns and flow rates. Sometimes the formation 

permeability may favour a pretest chamber opening at a slower rate than a faster rate. 

At best, with the option of two pretest chambers, pretest for permeability and mobility 

evaluation is more likely to be obtained. 

On examining the tool specifications, the Schlumberger RFf and Gearhart 

SFf seem to be more desirable. In terms of resolution, accuracy, and tool ratings the 

RFf seems quite superior (see tables 7-1 and 7-2). This is even more so when the 

newer fully digitised RFT-B tool is considered. However, the SFf although at the 

lower range in tool ratings, does have the attraction of being capable of obtaining three 

samples in a single trip into the well. The Western Atlas FMT tool can operate in much 

the same way but it does not offer any extra feature when compared to the other two 

tools. 

7.2 Fonnation Core Sampling. 

Formation cores can substantiate data received from well logs as well as 

differentiate thin zones. Core-derived data integrated with logging information 

provides a more complete description of reservoir properties. In addition sidewall 

cores are less expensive and require less rig time than conventional cores, and faster 

turnaround of interpretive results is possible. Formation core samples recovered by 

wireline tools are commonly refered to as sidewall core samples and they aid the 

following:-

a) Building a lithological description. 

b) Evaluating porosity /permeability. 
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c) ~der,;t~fying thin pmrtucing ~ntervals. 

dl) Recognnsing formatlio:1 c!amage/sr.:nsitivity ~ inclcdine clay typ;;;s. 

e) JPerformirng crude or,: cho:~acterisati,cn. 

7 o2o] lPirEIJ1ldjp.l~iE) 

The fur.1damental p::i~ciple o!f sidewaE corirng !s simple and straitght forward!. 

A hollow cylir.der is propelled at high veloclity fmm a gun irnto the formation. The 

cylinder, containing a formation sample, is retrieved by means of a steel cable 

connected to the gun. Depending on the size of the hole and! the type of guns the 

number of hollow cylinders in one trip into i:he well can range from 22 to 66 shots. 

Sidewall coring theory was previously based on the concept that a high velocity 

is needed to drive the core barrel into the formation. Later and more careful studies 

of energy requirements for obtaining acceptable core samples have shown that this is 

not the case. 

When a rock is penetrated by brute force, displacement of the rock material 

occurs in the following manner : 

a) As the penetrating object breaks the cementation between the grains then 

they become free to move where they are pushed. 

b) The grains then break into smaller pieces resembling powder and this 

material along with the reservoir fluid surrounding the penetrating object is 

driven radially into the formation or back to the borehole. 

c) This action disturbs the reservojr rock and can creale localised fractures and 

a cratering effect. The amount of disturbance depends on the compressive 

strength of reservoir rock and the velocity of the penetration object. 

When the penetrating object is a sidewall core barrel, the volume of pulver

ised and damaged material surrounding the core barrel is greater if increased velocity 

is required to obtain a unit length of core. High velocity also affects fluid pressures 

inside the core barrel. As the barrel aproaches the formation it carries fluid with it 

(figure 7-10). The fluid inside the barrel has its own velocity. Since the barrel fluid 

has mass and velocity considerable pressure can result when the formation tries to stop 

the fluid motion. The faster the barrel travels the higher the internal fluid pressure at 

impact. This hydraulic effect can reduce the length of the core. 

To overcome the problems of exaggerated cratering and pulverising, poor 
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IFngumre 7~]L One cable retainer wire system. (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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qj1)JW([y ~mpnes. roouctimn nn recovery rate. rundl damage to the core b&-TJrell re::n.nllting 

from the hngh-velodcy oollllcept. llogging oompannes hmve made srudi<Ds too ob((&irrn a more 

effud.ef:lt 1lll~e of ilie J1cine1ic em:;rgy w:heEJ tJ1:e ~;ore f:Jmr:re1 rs furerl f::,om tfn:e .e;wm 1J:w"'1i y. Tihui§ 

nllloo~ra.res rooll!ood velocity and! red1strJi'i:mtioJlll of m1:1ss to wlve Ute vmefty of 

probllems eKperiernOO!lJ wifu the rup,Jh-veloci~y tec!lmiqMe. Thll!S U:Jhe dJesigllll of t~e core 

barrel is aHerrerl, and! n~ vGlllocity is decreZ!.Soo. The:lle nrnnjplmvemerrn~ call1l be 

summarised a:ll folllow :~ 

a) The velocil!y of ilie OO!i'e barrel is lfeduOO!ll. The barrel ns trem~ mol!'e Hke 

a piston rman a bunea and its motioi11 is better oontmlloo ~tO me advmntage 

of nnertna. Thns is dom~ by shifting the mass ~o ~he rerur of abe barmel and more 

efficierrn~ vena placement and! siring ~o mill1imnse ilie hydlrnljjlllic effect 

b) lPowder types am1d loods are changed for the new oore 001rrels oo iliat they 

are still tailored to the type of formatioll1l being cored. 

c) The ooll'e barren now strikes fue formation with oruy ilie energy llel:!Uired ro 
take a nomimu length core. Excessive energy is detriment:all to lbotll tlle 

operation and the core. 

d) Improved teclhmques are used to retrieve the core barrel after the gun is 

fired. The newer core barrel is designed to use oruy one cable. Thls system 

uses a centering effect to overoome problems of stress and snapping of dual 

cables during recovery. The design allows the cable to slide and centre itself 

in the barrel, resulting in a strell1lgthened system (figure 7-11). 

7 .z.z 'll'lln® JB4unnJPlmm®rmtt 

A formation core sampling tool is a percussion device fuat fires a hollow 

cylindrical core bullet into ~e formation wall to sample physically the formation. The 

core bullet is shot into the formation by a powder charge ignited by ali1l electric current 

The bullet containing a formation sample is then retrieved by either oll1le wire or two 

wires attached to the gun. Only one core barrel (bullet) is fired at a time. A single 

gun can selectively core up to 30 samples on a single run and! a tandem gun can 

selectively core up to 66 samples on a single run. 

Core barrels are available to sample formations ranging from soft 

to very hard. The oore samples aJre generally large enough to allow a comprehensive 
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core analysis. Cores ranee in size from 0. 7 incfn to 1.0 inch lin dliarnetec and up to 2 

inches in length. 

The SJP or Gamma Ray curve? rum siimuha.noou:sRy with the core S<~.mp1i:ng tco1
9 

provide depth comparisons wit];j the primary suite of logs. 

Company Tool Ratings Hole Size (in) No. of 

Temp. (° F) Pressure (kpsi) Min Max 

Gearhart SCG 350 20 8 14 

Schlumberger CST-W 450 20 5 1/2 n 114 

CST-Z 450 20 8 112 14 

CAT-AA 450 20 8 1/2 14 

Western Atlas scs 400 25 4 114 (7 5/8) 

(Corgun) 400 25 6 (60+) 

'II'~lblle /-3 A selection of available formation core sampling tools. 

(Figures quoted in parenthesis are for tools with positioners) 

Shots 

24 

12 

30 

30 

22 

25 

Logging companies provide a range of core sampling tools for various hole size 

(table 7-3). For larger hole size the tools are generally eccentralised using a 

positioning device attached to the tools. The tools can also be run in tandem giving 

the capability of more cores in a single trip into the hole. 

Gearhart Sidewall Core Gun (SCG) has a capability of 24 cores and when run 

in tandem, 4g cores. Its charges are only rated up to 350 oF. Schlumberger has a range 

of Core Sample Taker (CST) tools and depending on the combination of tools being 

used a variable number of up to 66 cores. Us charges are rated up to 450 op, the highest 

of the group of companies. Western Atlas Corgun (SCS) has a capability of up to 50 

cores when run in tandem. Kts charges are rated up to 400 oF. 

Each core barrel is shot selectively by a powder charge ignited by an electric 

current. Xn general the logging companies use similar method to operate the coring 

tool. For example the Schlumberger CST-C (figure 7-12) uses cable line 19 2 and 3 

to shoot each core barrel. At first only core barrel 19 2 and 3 are armed. Core barrel 

1 uses cable line 1, core barrel 2 uses cable line 2 and core barrel 3 use cable line 3. 

Once core barrel 2 is shot it simultaneously pulls the arming wire which arms the next 
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two core barrels whkn in th~s case are core ba.Jiel 3 anC: 11. Similarly w:.1en core barrel 

3 is shot, core barrtel4 and 5 become armed. Thi1s contnnnes un~ir aH the 30 core barre!s 

are shot Tin this way if m~e of the three Iines go£:s down t~e ope:ration can stiil co,'ltim;e 

becausf.: o:Je co:re bu :.e'l 2'.T::::JS tf;,t: ::1ext twc Jar::e:s of tf:e o1::1e::· two E::1cs., However ff 

two lines are down, then th.e tcol has to he pdlefl out of !~.ole for redress. 

Frequent~y the coring gtms are run in tandem to increase the number of cores/ 

nm. The same arrming as above is stiJ; usr.d and usuaily each gun is fired using current 

of different polarity. An alternate armine method also exists such as is the case of the 

Schlumberger CST ~AA and CST-Z combination (figure· /.13). In each eun core barrel 

no. 1 ,2,3, 10,17 and 24 are already armed and each gun uses 6 firing l~nes, and cable 

line 4 and armour cable Hne 10 for return. The lower gun, CST-AA, is fired by a 

current of positive pDlarity and the upper gun, CST-Z, is fired by a current of negative 

polarity. By using 6 firing lines, each gun is split into 4 blocks of core barrels. In 

this case if two successive misfired are encountered the operation can still continue by 

moving onto the next block of core barrels. The blocks of core barrels start at core 

barrel no. 1, 10, 17 and 24 respectively. 

As previously mentioned, the core barrel design has also evolved over the 

years.BothSchlumbergerand Western Atlas now have very similar wedge-shaped core 

barrels (figure 7-14), whereas Gearhart still operates with the core barrel of the older 

design (figure 7-15). The newer designs of core barrels are making more efficient use 

of kinetic energy and should in theory enable better core sample recovery. In addition 

to the equipment design, skill by the operator who pulls out the core barrel from the 

formation is also a very important consideration in terms of recovery. The operator 

must have a feel for the situation otherwise the wire joining the gun body to the core 

barrel would break before a formation core is recovered. 

In addition to the core sampling tools mentioned, there are also core drilling 

tools available. Knstead of using a percussion device the formation is mechanically 

drilled by a diamond core barrel. This type of mechanical coring tool is designed for 

hard rock applications where the normal percussion device may not be suitable. 
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Company Tool l~atine Lfilole Siz~ (£:n.) No.of 

'femp.(°F) lPIT"esm.:;:re (:'cpsR) Miil:l Max Cores 

Gf'..2Jl'hart HRCT 3.10 ?.0 6'" ,j ).3.C I/, 

ScLll.c;Trtheq~er: :M§CT -100 ?.0 6./..1 L/.. r/'j /.0 

Geru-hrut and SchlUJmberger are Llhe onlly two oomp<rnies offeri.Irng tlle ser-viccc; of 

a mechanical oore sampling touL Both tools opernte by using 21 hydrnTJJllicaHy driven 

diamond core barre! powered by an electric motor. Cores recovered by fthis methoo 

are not compacted as wiU:h percussion coring; thus, actual! pmosiity and permeability 

can be more reliably measured. As in the case with alll sampling toolss oore points are 

selected from open hole liogs and the gamma ray run wiili the oorme tool assuring 

accurate location. 

Although formation core sampling is regarded as an aurilary service the 

iinformation gathered can better enhance the interpretation of the logs and the 

understanding of both the well and the reservoir. The type of coring tools available 

and on offer by logging companies are generally not a deciding fac~or for choosing a 

logging company. 
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measu!lrr;men~ of true foronatiorn nesistivity. §i!l1ce mos~ fmma~io:n wll!.'lers a:~xe quite 

§&,\ill1©9 resistivicy n~,easmcemelillts 2'.lr© mos~ ef~\ective iiTJJ disti!:1lguns!hling lh:ef:woo:m hydm~ 

car~olffi aill:dl waten-beruirng formation. lirA adlditiorn, tl11e: rresistivitcy me@SmremeiTIIQ its 

somewhat unique irrn tlhat, ilirough proper tool deliiigll1, lit reflocw tl'rne resisti.vitcy of ilie 

fomnatioll1 at ~orne distance from tlle borehole with r~sonablle accuracy. 

Unfortunately not an fmmation waters are salme ll'l.Or are alll formations ruw.uys 

saruratoo wHh waters of a oolillstan~ salinitcy. As a wateR' becomes less sruffie1 nts 
resistivi~y inc1reases. liirldOO!il, a water oontafunlirne no disoolvoo srut~ exhliblifrS a very hlgh 

resistivHy, similar ~o ilial~ of oil or gas. lit is obvious that as formatiolill warern foooome 

fresher, resitstivicy measureme!Il~ lose their abitli~y to d!Rstill1lgUJish betvvee~ hydr~

bons ax11d water. 

Quantitative interpretation of the resistivity measurement into water and oil 

saturations requires knowledge of the formation water salinity. llin rome goologicall 

sequences the salinity varies greatly over a relatively short interval Similarly, m 
fields iliat have been under waterfloml for some time, the injection water sallinity may 

have varied greatly over the life of the warerflood and from well to well. As a result 

the formation water has become a mixture of waters of many chemical oompositions. 

ll method that is less depeuuent up-on water salinity and knowledge of water 

salinity, has long been needed to determine water saturation. The measull'ement of 

dielectric permittivity offers one alternative. Table 8~ 1 gives laboratory-measured 

values of dielectric permittivity, e' (relative to air), of some typicall reservoir 

materials. With the exception of water, most materials in sedimentary rocks have low 

values Oess that 8). The measured dielectric permittivity therefore is primarily a 

function of the water-filled porosity. Although the dielectric permittivity of water is 

influenced by its salinity and its temperature the range is relatively mooest and much 

smaller than its ralllge of resistivity. 

Electromagnetic propagation can be described by Maxwell's equation:-
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Relative Dielectric Propagation Time 
Mineral Constant lpt(ns/m) 

Sandstone 4 65 7.2 
Dolomite 6.8 8.7 
Limestone 7.5·9 .2 9.1-10.2 
Anhydrite 635 8.4 
Halite 5 6-6 35 7.9-8.4 
Gypsum 4.16 6.8 
Dry colloids 5.76 8 
Shale 5-25 7.45-16.6 
Oil 2·2.4 4 7-5 .2 
Gas 1 3.3 
Water 56-80 25-30 
Fresh water 78.3 29.5 

Table 8-1. Dielectric constant. (Sen, 1980) 

Amplitude 

I Attenuation 
___ + 

- Signal At Receiver 1 
- Signal At Recerver 2 

Figure 8-1. Electromagnetic propapation signals. (Wharton, Hazen, Rau, and Best, 

1980) 
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Dielectric energy losses at high frequency 

Figure 8-2. Polarisability. (Wharton, Hazen, Rau, and Best, 1980) 
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'Y = 0! + jl3 (Eq. 8-la) 

W21J..E = 132 0!2 (Eq. 8-1b) 

WIJ.C = 2orl3 (Eq. 8-lc) (Calvert, Rau,& Well, 1977) 

where 

'Y is the electromagnetic wave propagation, 

a is the attenuation of the wave, 

13 is its phase shift, 

w is its angular velocity; 

IL is the magnetic permeability, 

E is the dielectric constant, 

and 

c is the conductivity. 

A measurement of a and 13 can, therefore yield the dielectric constant (equation 

8-1 b) and the conductivity (equation 8-1 c) of the formation in which the wave propa

gates (figure 8-1). 

The tookcurrently being offered by the logging companies are:-

a) The Electromagnetic Propagation EPT tool by Schlumberger, 

b) The Deep Propagation DPT tool by Schlumberger, 

c) The 47-MHz Dielectric DCT tool by Western Atlas, 

d) The 200-MHz Dielectric DCT tool by Western Atlas, and 

e) The Dielectric Constant DCT tool by Gearhart. 

The EPT is a shallow investigating device that operates at a frequency of 

1.1 GHz . The DPT tool is a much deeper investigating device that operates at a 

frequency of about 25 MHz. Similar to Schlumberger Western Atlas has the 47 MHz 

DCT tool for deeper investigation and the 200 MHz DCT tool for shallower 

investigation. Gearhart on the other hand presently has only one tool, which operates 

at 500 MHz, to offer the customer.· 

8.2 lPirmcip~e 

Polarisability, dipolar relaxation and conductivity are the electrical character

istics of a medium. They can be represented altogether by a constant e1 which is called 

dielectric permittivity of the medium. 

Polarisability is the ability of electrically charged particles of a medium to 
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oriteiiTltllfte or distort fuem§©lves nn an eRe.cmicru field!. Pr.Elcticallly ~ ani pSllltides 

OOIITltllning electric charges (z&oms9 molocules9 etc.) ru-e more or less S1Uifojoct ~o 

polarisation ill1l oo enectric field!. Some molec1Uiles 21re assymmetric Md tfme ce.'l1ltres of 

"eravity" o:f ~heir positive 2lll1lcl rmegailTtW~ cfma.n,ges do no~ ovedap. liiiTl ililis r~e iliey 

constitute a permrunent eloctrnc dn])Wle. Water ns abmnt tfme onlly mareriall in goologicall 

folfmation ~hat eKhnfoits elr..ctrkal dipole drnaracrteristics. The ~1ipole lfollmoo by tlhe 

electric charges of ilie atoms of fmydrogen and oKygen will pollari~e itself irnl t.l'lile 

direction olf an applTioo electric fiend (fngure 8-2). However at high frequency ilie water 

molecule cannot • •folllow9 
• perfectly ilie fas~ variatio1t1s of fue direction of ilie eliectric 

:field because of its inertia; the Xag in ilie molecule movement wiilh Jres]p~~ ~o the 

electrical! field at high frequell1lcy intmrlures an energy loss which is dissipated m ilie 

form of heat in the medium. This phenomenon is called dipollar rel;uatioo. 

Figun~ 8-3 shows ilhe above parnmeters related to the dielectric perrrnittivity. 

e0
, and their variations as a fuxnctioo olf the frequency of ilie applioo electric field: 

a 
e -j--jex (8-2) 

(J) 

(Sen, ll980) 

Clw is a parameter related to the conductivity losses, 

Ex represents the dipvlar relaxation losses, and 

e' is related to the polarisability phenomena. 

~.2. ll Tin:nll:eirJlllll"eUIIJ:liolDl Mell:lln«D«l!§ 

The shallower investigating tools (equation 8-2) respond mainly to the water 

content of a formation, rather than to the matrix or any other fluid. The water can be 

the original connate formation water 9 mud filtrate or bound water associated with 

shales. Because of the tool's shallow depth of investigation (ll to 6 inches) it can 

usually be assumed that only the flushed zone is influencing the measurement and that 

the water is primarily mud filtrate. 

Under normal fresh mud conditions, tP1 is essentially unaffected by water 

salinity (figure 8-4). However, for waters with resisitivites less than 0.3 ohm-m, tP1 

increases. Attenuation A also increases as water salintiy increases. liJ salt-saturated 

fluids are encountered, the attenuation increases to the eKtent that the electromagnetic 

waves are highly attenuated9 and measurement can become difficult. A variation of 
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Relaxation are represented all together by one parameter 

THE DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY f." 
Dielectric Permittivity r · is a complex number 
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Figure 8-3. Dielectric permittivity. (Wharton, Hazen, Rau, and Best, 1980) 
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Figure 8-4. Variation of tpr and At versus salinity and temperature. (Sen, 1980) 
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propaeation time and attenua6on fof'..cause of charnges in water saliinity alf!ld ~empera~ulfe 

are pre3entoo in Charts 8-1 (JEJFT cor-l) aw:f, § .. /. (SJPT cor-?.). 

;mf'.-ctmmag:netic wave propagation irt miJ{tmes of m3lrerials of dnfferine 

eiectmmae;ll1letic wave propagation, dielectric constant, and co:nducti.vhy has been 

explored thenreticallly and experimentany by several investigators. The most popular 

reUa~ionship to emerge from ~hese studies is a simple weight-average equatimn (similar 

to that used in density evaliuation of mixrures): 

" 'Y (8-3) 

(Calvert, Rau, & Well, 19'17) 

-y" is the resultant electromagnetic wave propagation in ilie mixture, 

-y~ is the electromagnetic wave propagation in the fluid saturating the pores, 

-y" is the electromagnetic wave propagation in the rock matrix, and, 
rna 

<1> is the porosity. 

Applying equation 8-3, individually, to the tP1 (phase shift), the relationship 

becomes 

and to the Ac (attenuation) it becomes 

Ac = <I>EPf ~ 

(8-4 a) 

(Calvert, Rau, & Well, 1977) 

(8-4 b) 

(Calvert, Rau, & Well, 1977) 

The subscripts, EPT, w and rna refer to EPT measurement, formation water 

and matrix respectively. 

In each, the porosity determined is the water-filled porosity. The methods 

assume that the tool responds to hydrocarbons in much the same manner as it responds 

to matrix.JBquation 8-4b also assumes that little signal attenuation occurs in the matrix. 

Comparing <f>EPT with the actual porosity, 4>, of the formation gives the water 

saturation of the zone investigated, most likely the flushed rome: 

(8-5) 

(Calvert, Rau, & Well, 1977) 
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Chart 8-3 (Sxo -1) graphically solves equation 8-4a and 8-5 to yidd Sxo from 

tr1• Chart 8-1 (lEP'f cor-1) provides estir::mtcs of trw a."'ld 'l:pma for wre in equation 

8-Ll,a and Chart 8, 3 (Sxo -1 ), 

Chart 8-4 (Sxo- 2) graphically solves equation 8-4b and 8-5 to yield Sxo from 

A . Chart 8-?. (EP~l' cor-2) is userl to estimate the attenuation in the saturating water, c 

Aw, as a function of formation temperation temperature and water salinity. 

The interpretation of deeper investigating tcols is more complicated because 

the technique has to accomodate' 'dispersion" and changes in dispersion. Dispersion 

is the term used to describe the changes with frequency in the dielectric constant and 

conductivity. It also appears to be a function of salinity (e.g. in a water-saturated rock 

dispersion increases as formation water resistivity, Rw, decreases). 

In constant-salinity or freshwater environments the relationship between the 

water saturation, §w, and the dielectric constants is: 

)£oPT = <P swj£: + <P (1 - Sw)j Eh + (1 - <P)j;: (8-6) 

(Huchital, Hutin, Thoraval, and Clark, 1981) 

where 

e is the dielectric constant, and 

p is a polarisation exponent. 

The subscripts, DPT, w, hand rna refer to the DPT measurement, formation 

water, hydrocarbon, and matrix, respectively. The exponent p can be estimated from 

chart 8-5 as a function of water resistivity. 

~L3 'fillle lBAJJllllfipmenn~ 

The Schlumberger EPT sonde is a pad-type tool Wlth an antenna pad attached 

rigidly to the body of the tool (figure 8-5). A backup arm has the dual purpose of 

forcing the pad against the borehole wall and providing a caliper measurement (figure 

8-6). A standard microlog pad attached to the main arm allows a resistivity 

measurement to be made with a vertical resolution similar to that of the electromag

netic measurement. A smaller arm which exerts less force, is mounted on the same 

side of the tool as the pad and is used to detect rugosity of the borehole. The borehole 

diameter is the sum of the measurements from these two independent arms. 
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This nomograph defines water saturation in the rock immediately adjacent to the borehole, S,0 , using the EPT 
propagation time measurement, tp1, It requires knowledge of reservoir lithology or matrix propagation time (t""'"), 
the saturating wate.r propagation time (tpw). !-)urusity, and the expected hydrocarbon type. 

Water propagation time, trw• can be estimated from the appropriate chart on the opposite page as a function of 
equivalent water salinity and formation temperature. Rock lithology must be known from other sources, For rock 
mixtures the chart on the opposite page can be used to estimate matrix propagation time, tpma• when the apparent 
matrix density, Pma• is known. The estimation does require some knowledge of the expected mineral mixture. 

To use the nomograph, tp1 is entered on the left grid; follow the diagonal lines to the appropriate tpma value, then 
horizontal to the right edge of the grid. From this point, a straight line is extended through the porosity to the 
center grid; again follow the diagonal lines to the appropriate trma value, then horizontal to the right edge of 
the grid. From this point, extend a straight line through the intersection of the trw and hydrocarbon type point 
to the Sw axis. For additional information see Reference 25. 

EXAMPLE: tr1 = 10,9 ns/m 
¢ = 28 11/o 

•Mark nJ'Schlumberger 

Limy sandstone with Pmn = 2,67 glee 
Water salinity= 20 k ppm, BHT = 150°F 
Gas saturation expected. 

Giving, tpma = 7.8 ns/m (sand-lime mixture) 
tpw = 32 ns/m 

And, Sxo = 530Jo 

Clffiaurn: ~-3o Sxo - 1 Chart (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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The nomograph defines water saturation in the rock immediately adjacent to the borehole, S,0 , using the EPT 
attenuation measurement. It requires knowledge of saturating fluid (usually mud filtrate) attenuation (Aw), 
porosity, and the EPT attenuation (AEPTcor) corrected for spreading loss. 

Fluid attenuation (Aw) can be estimated from the appropriate chart on the opposite page knowing the equiva
lent water salinity and formation temperature. EPT spreading loss is also determined from a chart on the opposite 
page based on the uncorrected EPT tp1 measurement. The spreading loss correction algebraically added to the 
EPT attenuation measurement gives the corrected EPT attenuation, AEPTcor· 

These values, together with porosity, inserted into the nomograph lead to the flushed zone water satu
ration, Sxo-

EXAMPLE: AEPT 

!pi 

</> 

250 ns/m 
10.9 ns/m 
280Jo 

Water salinity = 20 k ppm, BHT = 150°F 

•Mark of Schlumberger ~J:r@o~ 

Giving, spreading loss = - 82 dB/m 
AEPT = 250 -82 = 168 dB/m 
Aw = llOD dB/m 

And, Sxo = 540Jo 

Cllnmri ~6.lo SJJ:o - 2 Chart (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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lFfigunir~ ~-5o Antenna pad of the EPT sonde. (Schlumberger. 1984) 
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IF'ngumre ~-tGi. EPT tool. (Schlumberger, 1984) 
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Two microwave transmitters and two receivers are mounted in the arnte:rma pad 

assembly in a borehole compensated array that minimises the effects of borehole 

meosity wd tooll mt (figure 8-5). The two tr:ansmitter receiver spacings of gem and 

n em provide~ acr-eptabi.e deptih of investigation; at t'1e same time, t~e de~ected 

signals have suffideJIT.t arn;JHtude ru1d no possibility of phase wrrap-arou:nd. A 1. 1 GHz 

electmmaenetic wave is sent seql'.Jlen~ialliy fmm each of the two transmitters; at each 

of flhe receivers, the amplitude and! the plhase shun of the wavetraiKT! are measured 

(figure 8-1). 

With reference to figure 8~3 and equation 8-2 it is important to note that around 

l. 1 GHz e is constant, ex is negligeable (versus e) ,and C/ w is small (versus e1 if C 

is not too large). Thus, all measurements of dielectric permittivity made at 1.1 GHz 

will mainly read the parte of the dielectric permittivity, provided that the conductivity 

of the formation is not too large. e' which is also called the dielectric constant (table 

8-1) is in fact a function of the temperature of the medium and, to some extent, of its 

salinity (constant for low salinity). This is therefore the optimum frequency at which 

the tool operates. 

The propagation time of the wave, tp1, , (where tp1 = 13/ w ) and the attenuation, 

A, over the receiver-spacing are determined from the individual measurements . In 

each case an average is taken of the measurements derived from the two transmitters. 

A complete borehole-compensated measurement is made 60 times per second; these 

individual measurements are accumulated and averaged over an interval of either 2 or 

6 inches of formation prior to recording on film and magnetic tape. 

Because of the close proximity of the receivers to the transmitters, spherical 

waves are being measured; therefore a correction factor must be applied to the 

measured attenuation to compensate for the spherical spreading loss, SL. The 

corrected attenuation is given by the relationship 

Ac =A- SL 

where 

(8-7) (Wharton, Hazen,Rau, & Best, 1980) 

Ac is the corrected attenuation 

A is the measured attenuation, 

and 
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SL is the spherical attenuation loss. 

The Western AH:as 7.00-MHz DCT ir:tstrL;ment is a pad··type device with two 

transmitters and two receivers (figure 8··7). The transmitters are alternately fired to 

provide compensation for pad tilt, borehole rugosity, or small instrumentation 

imbalances. This is a similar idea to the Schlumberger EPT tool. The distances of 

transmitter to receiver no. 1 and no. 2 are 10 inches and 13 inches respectively. 

Chart 8-6 is the response chart of this tool. The optimum operating conditions for the 

200-MHz DCT are when the flushed zone resistivities are greater than 0.6 ohm-m and 

the boreholes are less than 20 inches. 

The Gearhart 500-MHz DCT tool concept is similar to both the EPT and the 

Western Atlas's 200-MHz DCT tools. The optimum operating conditions are when 

the flushed zone activities are greater than 0.4 ohm-m and the boreholes are less than 

18 inches. 

The Schlumberger DPT tool is a deep-investigating device. As with the EPT 

tool an electromagnetic wave is launched from a transmitting antenna and its signal 

level and relative phase are measured at axially spaced receivers. These measurements 

are then transformed into attenuations and phase shifts. (For the EPT tool the 

measured propagation time is in reality also a phase shift measurement.) The 

computed attenuations and phase shifts can be used to determine the dielectric constant 

and resistivity or the formation. 

The DPT tool is a mandrel device. Its operating frequency of 25 MHz is about 

midway between that of the standard induction tools (20 kHz) and the EPT tool 

( 1.1 GHz) It has one transmitting loop antenna which radiates electromagnetic energy 

into the formation surrounding the borehole. Four receivers also loop antennas are 

located at staggered distances above the transmitting antenna (figure 8-8). 

The receivers are grouped in two pairs (the "far" pair and the "near" pair); 

the signal attenuations and phase shifts between the two receivers of each pair are 

recorded. These attenuations and phase shifts are then used to compute, through 

equation 8-1, the apparent formation dielectric constant and apparent formation 

resistivity. Chart 8-5 graphically illustrates the solution. 

Depending on the signal origin, several computations of dielectric constant and 
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resistivity are made. These are:-

a) The DPT ''near'' measurements which use the near pair attenuation and 

phase shift. 

b) The OPT "far" mf'.-asuremen!:s which use the far pair attenuation and phase 

shift. 

c) The DPT "cross" measurements which use the near pair attenuation and 

the far pair phase shift. 

d) The DPT "deep" measurements which use a combination of attenuations 

and phase shifts from both receiver pairs. 

The near measurement is the shallowest, followed by the far, and then the cross 

or the deep. These curves correctly indicate the invasion profile. Generally the cross, 

far, and deep are rather similar. Since their accuracy starts to degrade when they 

separate a comparison of the three provides a built-in quality control. 

The receiver spacings and operating frequency for the DPT tool are chosen to 

be as sensitive as possible to the virgin, noninvaded formation parameters of dielectric 

constant and resistivity, over a large range of mud and formation parameters of 

dielectric constant and resistivity. Unfortunately the depth of investigation cannot be 

characterised in a simple fashion. It depends on the charadferistics of both the virgin 

and invaded zones. Typical depths of investigations (diameters) are: 

Near 

Far 

Rt > Rxo 

25 inches 

45 inches 

Rt < Rxo 

20 inches 

30inches 

Both mud and formation resistivity limit the tool's use. The lower the mud or 

formation resistivity the lower are the received signal levels. In addition the lower the 

formation resistivity, the less resolution there is in the measurement of dielectric 

constant. Acceptable accuracy is obtained in conditions where Rmud ;:: 0.2 ohm-m, 

~ ~ 10 ohm-m, and in 8-inch-diameter boreholes. If there is little invasion an 

acceptable dielectric constant measurement can be obtained in conditions where 

Rmud ~ 0.1 ohm-m and ~ ~ 3 ohm-m using the near receivers. In this case, the 

resistivity measurement is accurate to 1 ohm-m. 
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Qualitative results can be obtained in beds 4 feet thick; for quantitative 

applications boo ~hiclrness of 8 feet is rf'..quired. Both i:lhe dielf'..cL'ic constant rurnd the 

conductivity are frrequency dependent and also salinity dependent The ~erm 

dispersion is normally used to describe these changes of the dielectric constant and 

conductivity wntlhl frequency. Therefore the interpretation technique should accomo

date dispersion and changes in dispersion. Two groups of DPT interpretation 

techniques have evolved. One assumes dispersion remains relatively constant; the 

other accomodates changes. 

The Western Atlas 47-MHz DCT instrument is a mandrel-type device with 

one transmitter and two receivers (figure 8-9). Attenuation is determined by the ratio 

of the signal amplitude measured at the far receiver relative to that at the near receiver. 

The wave velocity is obtained by measuring the phase difference between the signals 

at the two receivers. The propagation time, tP1 ,derived from the phase difference 

measurement and inversely related to the velocity is presented as a logging curve: 
e 

1J,I = 360 f L X 109 (8-4) 

(Huchital, Hutin; Thoraval, and Clark, 1981) 

where 

f = the frequency of the transmitted wave in Hz, 

L = receiver spacing in m, and 

e = phase difference measurement in degrees. 

Unlike the Schlumberger DPT tool, the Western Atlas DCTtool has only two 

receivers with distances of 31.50 inches and 39.37 inches respectively from the 

transmitter. This gives the tool a vertical resolution of 7.78 inches (0.2m). The 

response is numerically modelled as shown in chart 8-7. The tool operates better in 

relatively fresh mud systems and where the formation resistivities are greater than 

3 ohm-m. 
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Company Tool Max. ~~emp MaK.Pressure Operal:iKllg Frequency 

(oF) ( kpsi) (MHz) 

Gearhar;: DCJL 20.) 0.7 5CO 
Sc21L: .. md:;e;·gc;:( D:P'r 350 20 25 

JEP"f 3.)0 20 1100 

Western Atlas DC'f 350 20 47 

DCT 350 20 200 

'lranbll~.e ~.,;;0 Electromagnetic Propagation 'foois' Ratings. 

With reference to figure 8-3 and equation 8-2, it is dear that the Schlumberger 

EJP'f tool is operating near an optimum frequency. The Gearhart DCL tool is operating 

at 500-MHz, but has low temperature and pressure ratings. The lower the frequency 

at which a tool operates the less accurate will be the estimation for Sxo determination. 

Hence it seems that the Schlumberger will probably give a more accurate Sxo 

determination followed by Gearhart and then Western Atlas. 

On the deeper investigating devices, even though there is little difference in the 

operating frequency of the Schlumberger DPT and Western Atlas DCT tools, the DPT 

tool is probably better because it has four receivers instead of only two. The two extra 

receivers act as a build-in quality control of the data and also provides the invasion 

profile. 
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sur;;ac~ se:srr:~iJ~ su;;veys are used extensively to deEn~.-ate p~·osp?.-etive st::u~tm; or 

stra~"~erzpf.1ic t~·aps. :~ere:;:t :,mproverr.:ents ir. dieri:al fEtering a"1d precessing techGiques 

bave Ierl to i111igh··qualilty results in favou::-abie conditions. The resolution of seismic 

surveys however, is stiil fundamentalLy lllmited by low operating frequencies. 

When drilling commences, opportunities exist to improve this situation 

through the use of wen logs. After editing and caitibratinr; against check shots the sonic 

and density logs can be used to generate synthetic seismograms. These synthetics are 

extrerneliy valuble ilill verifying refleclioi!ll events in a seismic section and relating 

seismic features to geological structures. Velocity anomalies or inversions which may 

call.llse exploration weUs to be drilled off-structure can be resolved. 

The physical property being measured is the formation velocity. The veloci

ties of the formations are obtained by measuring the time required for a wavelet 

generated by a surface energy source to reach the seismic tool which is positioned at 

various depths in a well (figure 9-1). The recorded travel times of the direct arrivals 

(figure 9-2) are used to adjust the sonic log for drift (difference between seismic and 

integrated sonic times) which is caused mainly by dispersion and borehole effects. 

Sonic logs which hav~ been calibrated in this way by check-shot surveys are the basic 

referenr.es needed to scale a surface Stismic section in depth. 

Borehole seismic records can be obtained by recording several seconds of 

waveform data at one level and repeating the process at frequent downhole intervals 

(figure 9-2). This type of recording is known as a Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP) 

(figure 9-3). 

The total wavefield recorded by the tool in the well consists of both downgoing 

and upgoing events (figure 9-2) which will be separated by computer processing. The 

study of upgoing and downgoing waveforms provides the means of analysing the 

acoustic response of the earth in detail. The complete seismic wavet:rains (figure 9-2) 

are recorded digitally and standard signal processing techniques are used in order to 

enhance the primary response of earth. 
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.\ 

Figure 9-1. Well Seismic field set up, offshore (left) and land (right). 

(Schl umberger, 1987) 
..-----------------

TIME 

GEOPHONE POS ITION 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Figure 9-2. Seismic wavetrain. Recordings at multiple levels produce a Vertical 

Seismic Profile (VSP) . Multiples can be seen clearly on the display . 

(Schlumberger, 1987) 
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1l?figu.nre '9'-3. Typical ray path configurations for borehole seismics: from left, vertical 

seismic profile (VSP), offset vertical seismic profile (OVSP), and 

walkaway. (Belaud, Christie, de Montmollin, Dodds, James, Kamata, 

and Schaffner, 1988) 
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lFng11ue 9-~. Schematic diagram of an electromagnetic geophone. The magnet is 

mounted to the geophone casing and the coil is wrapped around a 

cylinder and suspended from the case by a spring. Relative motion 

between the magnet and coil induces a voltage across the coil propor

tional to the velocity of the particles along the axis of the coil. 

(Schlumberger, 1987) 
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The simultaneous recording and subsequent separation of upgoing and 

dovvngoing waves leads to a better understanding of the acoustic properties of the earth 

throu:gh z. study of the two wavefielCiso WelJ sei.smic <data give better lithoLogy 

co:rreliatimn than surface seismic data because the borehole signal ns less attemnatee and 

has a higher signal-to-noise contenL Also the precise depth of the reflection and 

~herefore Hs correlation with lithology is klnown. 

Applications of wen seismic services include: adjustment of a sonic log for 

drift, time-depth conversion, determination of processing parameters, identification 

of multiples, prediction below the bit and more generally the calibration of all surface 

seismic interpretations. 

~.Z We!Ul §ensrrmc JE1nunnJPmerrn~ 

The equipment generally consists of downhole tool with geophones (figure 

9 0 4), surface recording system, offset shooting equipment, and an air gun system. The 

most commonly used offshore energy source is the air gun. Its safety, reliability, cost, 

broad spectrum, simple signature, and transportability make the air gun a convenient 

seismic source. An array of synchronised air guns can be used if a large power output 

for deeper penetration is neededo The air gun firing chambers incorporate a wave

shaping kit that significantly reduces the bubble effect and produces a clean signal. The 

portable air compressor and air storage bottles provide an adequate air supply for fast, 

uninterrupted operations. 

Other sound somces such as a vibrating truck unit or water gun are routinely 

used in the field depending on specific applications and local conditions. 

When using an impulsive source such as a water or air gun the source signal 

is recorded at the surface by a hydrophone. This allows a precise determination of time 

break and permits continuous monitoring of the gun signature. The recorded source 

signature is used to enhance the signals recorded by the geophone in VSP processing. 

The data are recorded digitally on magnetic tape with the surface recording 

system. The seismic waveforms can also be presented in analog form on film. Several 

shots recorded at the same level can be stacked to improve the signal-to-noise ratio 

(figure 9-5). 

Gearhart has' the Seismic Well Survey (SWS) tool whose seismic source is by 
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IB'figumre 9-5. Field recordings of well seismic signals. (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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IB'figunire §IJ-~. Tube waves generated when surface waves emitted by the source 

encounter a borehole. Tube waves usually travel more slowly than 

compressional and shear body waves and thus may dominate geophone 

response at late times. (Babour, Joli, Landgren, and Piazza, 1987) 
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means of shot·holes, airguns, or vRbrators. The data is recorded via geophones 

downhole which are contained in a ?.·arm probe hydraulically posit1oneu aeainst tr.e 

borehone. 

Schhnmberge:r offers a va."iety of se~smic tools: the Wen Seismic (WST) tool, 

the Seismic Acquisition (SAT) tool, the Downhole Seimic Array (DSA) tool, and the 

Combined Seismic Acquisition (CSA T) tool. The latter three are discussed in more 

detains later on. The WST·tool is a ••single-axis" tool orginally designec1 to record 

check shots, and! was adapted to record waveforms on tape for further processing. The 

basic thoory behind the tool and its operations are much the same as the Gearhart 

design. 

Similarly, Western Atlas offers much the same package in their Seismic 

Reference tool (SRS). Table 9-1 gives a temperature and pressure ratings under which 

the tools mentioned can operate. 

Company 

Gearhart 

Schlumberger 

Western Atlas 

Tool 

sws 
WST 

SAT 

DSA 

CSAT 
SRS 

Max.. Temp. (°F) 

350 

350 

350 

350 

350 
350 

'll'alhlle ~~JL Seismic Tools' Ratings. 

Max. Pressure (kpsi) 

18.5 

20 

20 

20 

20 
20 

As can be seen, all logging companies are able to offer the basic seismic 

services required by an operator. The check shot survey which is concerned only with 

the first arrival break-time measurement is a relatively simple service which does not 

require tools of high technical details. However when running vertical and offset 

seismic profiles which are concerned with both arrival times and with the processing 

of the reflected and direct wavefields seen by the downhole sensors, (khe information 

required is greater than what the SWS, WST, or SRS tool can provide because of its 

''single-axis'' nature. 

The first generation of borehole seismic tools used a single goophone to 
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measure only the vertical component of the particle motion, due to compression (P) 

waves and shear vertical (SV) waves. lVlorlern tools are designed to measure the two 

horizontal components of motion as weli. These are the two components, upgoing and 

downgoing, due to the shear horizontal (SH} waves. lLarge horizontal components 

arise when the reflecting pianes of a formation are not horizontal or the source is offset 

from the well goophone. A three-axis measurement contains the complete wavefield 

yielding improved imaging near the well and estimates of formation density, velocity, 

and anisotropy. With three-axis recording, geophysicists can determine the arrival 

angles of seismic signals and the formation's compressional and shear velocities and 

delineate salt domes, reef flanks, and faults. 

As the understanding of how tools behave acoustically downhole improves the 

borehole seismic tool design has evolved too. Historically geophysicists perceived a 

gap between tool and formation as the most significant source of signal distortion 

downhole. They modelled this gap with an oscillating mass-spring system which 

indicated that distortion would occur whenever the resonant frequency of the tool

formation system fell within the seismic bandwidth. According to the model, raising 

the resonant frequency above the seismic bandwidth to avoid distortion meant 

reducing the tool's mass and increasing its contact area with the formation as shown 

in equation 9-1 below. 

Resonant Frequency = jk!;; (9-1) 

(Washburn and Wiley, 1941) 

where, 

k is the rigidity of the soil supporting the geophone, and 

m is the mass of the geophone. 

Much of such work is based on the work done in 1941 by Washburn and Wiley 

of United Geophysical Co., Pasadena, California. They observed the resonance 

characteristics of surface geophones planted in the ground while altering factors such 

as geophone mass; soil type, and goophone base area. They confirmed that resonant 

frequency decreased with increasing geophone mass and decreasing soil rigidity. 

Furthermore, they discovered that the rigidity factor actually reflected the microscopic 

contact between the soil and the geophone. By placing a thin layer of cement between 
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the base of the goophone and the earth, they filled in surface irregularites and doubled 

the resonaJrat frequency of their geophone-earth system. Applying these results to the 

bor~hole, geophysicists beEevrAi that a high ra~io of a."lchoring force to tool mass 

flattens minor irregularities between the anchoring pad and the formation to increase 

the effective coupling area and raise the rigidity factor by local compaction. 

Working on this principle, geophysicists also believed that reducing the tool 

mass minimises distortion from tube waves that occur when surface waves generated 

by the source encounter the borehole (figure 9-6). The borehole acts as a wave guide 

and traps seismic energy in the form of tube waves which suffer little attenuation 

compared to waves travelling through the earth. Because in most formations, tube 

waves (figure 9-6) travel more slowly than compressional and shear waves, they 

dominate the goophone response to late arriving body waves. 

In the past few years, geophysicists have realised that the main source of 

distortion in borehole seismic comes from vibrations of the tool itself (called intrinsic 

modal vibrations). From the work by P.C. Wuenschel of Gulf Research and 

Development Co., Pittsburgh, in 1976, (figure 9-7), the basis of the triaxial tool 

developed. H was realised that these modal vibrations can be eliminated from the 

seismic bandwidth in two ways: dramatically reduce the tool mass and size which 

sacrifices space for important electronics or somehow decouple the sensors from the 

main body of the tool. 

With the demand from the geophysicists for logging companies to provide 

seismic data of better quality, Schlumberger has managed to use the principles 

mentioned previously to come up with the Seismic Acquisition (SAT) tool, the 

Downhole Seismic Array (DSA) tool (figure 9-8) and presently under testing the Com

binable Seismic Acquisition (CSAT) tool. 

The SAT tool, made of titanium alloy, is lighter and more compact than its 

predecessor, the WST tool. It features triaxial geophones, downhole signal digitisa

tion, and a shaker geophone for evaluating tool coupling. In the gimballed assembly, 

a weighted cylinder contains the three geophones. The y-axis geophone is fixed 

horizontally in the cylinder, and the x-and z-axis geophones are mounted in gimbals 

along the tool azimuth and vertical direction, respectively. Gravity ensures that the 

cylinder always lies on the low side of the well, keeping they-axis geophone horizontal 
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IFiiguure 9-/, Vibration response versus frequency curves for three tool conditions: 

freely hanging, unclamped in the borehole, and clamped in the borehole. 

When the tool hangs freely outside the borehole, the velocity/force ratio 

monotonically decreases with frequency corresponding to an oscillator 

driven at frequencies above its resonant frequency. When the tool is left 

undamped in the borehole, the same velocity/force decay with fre

quency occurs. The velocity/force peaks around 20 Hz are possibly due 

to contact with the borehole. Finally, when the geophone tool is clamped 

in the borehole, the velocity/force curve increases monotonically with 

frequency, corresponding to an oscillator driven at frequencies below its 

resonant frequency. The 500 Hz resonance frequency of the geophone 

tool is well above the normal seismic bandwidth. (Wuenschel, 1988) 
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JFfigunll"~e SD-Sl>o Some of the possible modes of vibration of an oscillating rod. 

(Babour, Joli, Landgren, and Piazza, 1987) 
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and perpendicular to the l:ool azimuth (the x-ax.is goophor.e direction). Similarly, the 

effect of gravnty o:n the gimbals maintains the orientation of tine K-and z-ruds 

goophor.:es. A fourrth goophon.e cal:ed a' 'shzJceli''' lis usf'.£1 to estimate how well the tool 

is in contact wiili the formation. llnsteao1 of detecting vibrations, the shaker goophone 

works in reverse, vibrating the i:ool witfn a signal that sweeps from low to high 

frequencies. Kts vibrations excite the entire tool which exhibits resonances that depend 

on the tool's contact with the borehole. These resonances are recorded by the three 

geophones. In case of poor tool contact, the anchoring force is withdrawn so that the 

tool can be pulled up, reanchored, and tested again with the shaker. 

Xn the SAT tool the intrinsic modal frequencies which have a greater effect on 

the tool's acoustic performance than tool-formation resonances are still present. Any 

oscillating system, such as a metal rod, a pendulum, or any musica.l instrument, 

exhibits intrinsic modal frequencies that correspond to the system's different modal 

vibrations (figure 9-9). For the SAT tool or any borehole seismic tool these frequen

cies remain the same whether the tool is in the lab, cased hole, or open hole. They 

depend however, on how the tool makes contact with the formation and tool length, 

mass and stiffness. 

Fortunately the SAT tool's intrinsic modal frequencies do not threaten the 

operation of the tool. Most of the modal frequencies are above 100 Hz whereas most 

seismic measurements occur between 5 and 80 Hz. Still, tube waves with high

frequency components can cause distortion by exciting these mod!!l frequencies. From 

the work of Gaiser et al, stand-offs (sleeves that are clamped around the tool) help 

stabilise the tool by improving the contact area between the tool and formation. 

As mentioned previously, modal frequencies can be raised by reducing the 

overall mass of the tool. However this tended to be impractical because it eliminated 

space needed for electronics. llnstead, engineers at Schlumberger tried to isolate 

acoustically the geophone sensors from the rest of the tool. The resulting prototype 

DSA tool comprises eight single-axis sensor packages, called shuttles, for multilevel 

data acquisition in cased holes (figure 9-8). The shuttles, weighing 4.2 kilograms are 

spaced at either 15 or 20 metre intervals; each contains a vertical goophone, a magnetic 

damper, a shaker, and electronics to transmit amplified signals to the SAT cartridge. 

The magnetic clamper (figure 9-10) which attaches the shuttles to casing applies a 
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forceof30daN (66.1 lb) for a high force-to-weight ratio of7.2. In one sense the DSA 

tool is an extension of the SAT tool. H bonows the SAT tool's ek.ctmnics cartridee

by running downhoie with the entifc SAT tool to digitise and tr<rnsmit data col:oc!ed 

from an array of eoophones which operate simuharw,ously. 

The eight·geophone array reduces the number of shots needed to complete a 

walkaway survey (figure 9-3) by a factor of one-eighth. Decreasing the number of 

shots reduces source sienature variations due to source positioning, air gun depth and 

pressure variations, gradual unconsolidation of the formation around the air-gun pit 

(on land), and tidal effects on water level (offshore). Kn an offshore walkaway for 

example, the DSA tool collects signals from eight levels while the seismic source 

moves by boat at a constant speed. Getting the same coverage with a single-level tool 

would require eight runs of the boat and the shot locations could never be exactly 

duplicated. 

Although the DSA tool's shuttles are physically linked, they remain acousti

cally independent. This is accomplished with pairs of 0-rings placed between the 

shuttle and its carrier. When tube waves arrive at the DSA tool any propagating noise 

is confined to the cable and the carriers. This helps protect the geophone from tube-wave 

interference. The DSA shuttle's high force-to-weight ratio of 7.2 guarantees that the 

shuttle will move only as much as the particles in the casing and hence the formation. 

A comparison of SAT and DSA data from the same test well in Texas shows that the 

DSA tool design eliminates tube waves visible on the SAT recording (figure 9-11). 

ln 19g8, V. de Montmollin of Etudes et Productions Schlumberger, Clamart, 

France, tested an experimental version of the CSAT tool with a shaker and triaxial 

geophone located inside the tool housing, but decoupled from the main tool. The 

experimental CSA T tool showed intrinsic modal resonances above 300Hz, well above 

the seismic bandwidth. Figure 9-12 shows a comparison of data from the SAT tool and 

an experimental CSA T tool. Decoupling maintains good acoustic performance of the 

sensors even though the mass of the entire tool system increases when the CSAT tool 

is combined with itself for multilevel recording or with other tools for orientation, 

depth control, or measurement efficiency. The CSAT tool has a variety of sampling 

rates in two modes of operation, depending on whether geophysicists want to detect 

signals in the seismic bandwidth or a higher frequency range around 1 kHz. Finally, 
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Undamped 

Clamped 

JF]gunrr-e §!>~RUllo Principle of the DSA shuttle's magnetic clamper. When placed between 

two pole pieces with its north-south axis perpendicular to the casing. The 

permanent magnet generates a magnetic flux in the pole pieces (top). 

Rotating the magnet 90 degrees completes the magnetic flux circuit 

through the borehole casing for clamping the shuttle to the casing. 

(Schlumberger, 1987) 
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JFngulllre §ll-U o Comparison of SAT and DSA data from the same Texas well. The SAT 

data, made with a 120-cubic-inch air gun with a wave-shape kit that 

reduced bubble oscillation, show extensive tube wave distortion. The 

DSA data, made with a 230-cubic-inch air gun, are distortion-free 

because each of the DSA tool's eight shuttles is acoustically isolated and 

has a higher clamping force-to-weight ratio than the SAT tool. 

(Schlumberger, 1987) 
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1Fngumre ~-liZ. Comparison of data from the Seismic Acquisition (SAT) tool and an 

experimental Combinable Seismic Acquisition (CSA T) tool. The SAT 

data show tube wave interference. Data from the experimental CSA T 

tool having intrinsic modal frequencies above 300Hz is unaffected by 

tube waves. (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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the CSA T tool will also be self-calibrating, aU owing geophysicists to characterise the 

behavnour of goopho:nes and doctmnjcs downhole. 
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Jl@. ]_ ]~~Irct:D<D1lilltelcll~ilil 

'fihe J!erl'orating of casing r;oes back to 193?., all]d is one of the most common 

of an the wirellilThe cased hole OJherationso Its major p~:rpose lis to provide effective flow 

communicatioK11 between !he wen bore and! the reservoir 0 Bullet euns weire used for 

many years, ilien after World War II, they were replaced by shaped charges (jet 

perforators) that stemmed from tllle ba:rooka weapono 

The ulitimate goal of perforating is to provide adequate productivity 0 The 

accomplishment of effective flow communication does not hinge on perforating 

equipment alone but must be wedded to the proper completion technique, to achieve 

optimum results. 

H the right combinations of techniques are not employed, damage may result 

to casing, reservoir or perforation, productive zones may be erroneously condemed 

or expensive diagnosis stimulation, repair and reperforating may be required in an 

attempt to correct the resulting problems. 

The very fact that the perforating operation is irreversible in character argues 

strongly for good planning before the trigger is pulled on a gun. Test laboratories 

evolved over the years help to provide means of predicting and improving well 

performace. Today the performance of the charges is determined according to the 

procedures outlined in the '' APK RP-43 standard procedure for evaluation of well 

perforators, third edition, October 1974". 

].@.~ §llnm~dl <Cllnmrr~e§ (JJe~. JPerlorn~olt§) 

In 1888, a man named Charles E.Monroe first observed that lettering 

embossed in blocks of explosives left their image on iron targets at the point of 

detonation. Although a full twenty-two years passed bebore the effect was again 

observed, this time by Egon Neuman in 1910, the phenomenon is still known as the 

Monroe effect. 

The Monroe effect found little practical application until the. observation of an 

effect caused by the dimpled end! of a blasting cap at John Hopkins University. This 

eventually 'led to the developme!Tht of the lined-cavity shaped charge by the military. 

Further developments of shaped charges for mining operations were reported during 

the late 1940's (Carl F. Austin). 
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The first description of a jet gun. suitable for use irn open hole completions 

appearoo niTl 1946 (R.JL. Mdemore, 1946), T111e li:ndnvich.!lru dtaq~es werre fhluee by 

modem s~d®ds and very r.ll1effke:nt as p:e1ifi!Jl1rato:rs. 'l11e ammmt of e]{plosive u~00 

made them destructive wfnlen usoo Ttll1 casing. Krrn the spring of 194 7, ~errious 

develiopment work sta.rtOO. The objective was to prooure an effective shapoo charge 

of lesser explosive weight; o:ne which coulo11be erncased in rubular gl.lln booy without 

undue damage ~o the tube. 

li®JUl §lln2l~<dl Cllnmirgte IEffil'~~ 

from the simple experiment shown in figure 10-1 (Blirkhoff, lPugh and 

Taylor), it can be seen that the penetratirrng pvwer of a cylinder of explosive is greatly 

increased by a cavity at the end oppDsite to the detonator. Taking exactly the same 

configuration as in (B) and placing aWn metallic liner in the cavity (C), penetration 

increases dramaticalliy. This was work derived from hydrodynamic ilieory 

(Eichelberger and JPugh, 1952). 

lL®o~o~ §llnm~ Cllna~~e Meclnmrrmnm 

In its most elementary form, a shaped charge consists of four basic elements: 

a cylinder of high explosive with a conical metallic liner at one end and a detonator 

and a booster at the other. Once the primer is initiated by detonating cord in the gun 

it in tum initiates detonation of the main charge. A detonation front sweeps through 

the charge at about 20,000 ftlsec. and generates pressures on the liner of two to four 
<,; 

million psi. With forces of this magnitude acting on the liner its mechanical reswmce 

is negligible and the process of jet formation can be predicted approximately from the 

laws of hydrodynamics (figure 10-2). 

An oversimplification of the theory states that the shape of an explosive cavity 

focuses and propagates a progressive wave front against the outside surface of the 

metal liner. At the pressures generated, the metal acts as a fluid. Metal in droplet 

form is squirted into a foclllsedjet stream. The resultant focusing force moves particles 

forward and relatively backward to form a jet which lengthens as the wave front 

advances from apex. to base of the conical cavity (figure 10-3). The extremely high 

pressure, particle-laden jet stream breaks down and moves aside any material upon 

which it impinges (figure W-4). Penetration is a result of the amount of pressure and 
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IFiigunre li@..lio Shaped charge effect. (Birkoff, McDougal, Pugh, and Taylor, 1948) 

IFllgunrre li®=2t Shaped charge mechanism. (Birkoff, McDougal, Pugh, and Taylor, 

1948) 
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SLUG 

lFiigiJ.Ilrr~ 11~-J. Jet slug mechanism. (Birkoff, McDougal, Pugh, and Taylor, 1948) 
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! 

VELOCITY OF FORWARD JET: V 1 = 20,000 Fl/SEC. 

lFiigiJ.Ilrre HD-4!. Jet penetrating mechanism. (Birkoff, McDougal, Pugh, and Taylor, 

1948) 
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lFDgMire R®-5. Typical shaped charge. (Birkoff, McDougal, Pugh, and Taylor, 1948) 
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the kinetnc enerey lin the jet stream, i.e., velocity and mass. The greater the length 

of the jet stream the greater the depth of penetration. Temperature and explosion eases 

play a negTiieible role in the penetrating process. However crushing e:md compaction 

of formation mate1ial ~s to be expected and will be reviewed later. 

'file hydrodynamic theory best fits charges with true cone shaped liners. Other 

theories have been developed to explain the jet forming action in liners of hemispheri

cal, parabolic and other forms. Figure 10-5 shows a typical shaped charge. 

1L~.3.:ll. CSJ§fumg l!J)~<nmm~<n~e 

The pressure attending detonation of high explosives used in the shaped charge 

guns can be as high as 4 x 1(}6 psi. Therefore casing damage becomes the first concern 

when perforating a well : the shaped charge detonation should not ruin the casing. 

There is no damage to the casing if the charge is fired from a hollow steel carrier. (A 

more detailed description of the different types of gun follows later.) The expendable 

type of guns where the explosive energy is borne by the casing, lead to some casing 

deformation (Robinson, et al, 1961). 

The amount of damage depends upon:-

a) the explosive load and, 

b) the well condition i.e. the amount of support provided to the casing by the 

cement (compression strength, thickness, etc. )o 

Figu.-e 10-6 to 10-12 show laboratory test results of casing damage by perfo

ration under different conditions. Non supported casing: equal water pressure inside 

and outside the pipe. Semi supported: cement 3/4 inch thick (compressive strength 

35,000 psi) retained by a thin walled metal sheath. Well supported: cement 3/4 inch 

thick (compressive strength 35,000 psi) retained by a heavy walled steel cylinder. 

:n.~.3.2 Jllilily§nrnli lFanrruJille~ern Affedfumg ilie Qllll~<nlifi1y o[ lFerlorn\tllq])IJ]§ mdl IFlroolllldliwfuty 

The penetration of a perforation is very important for the following reasons:-

a) The further the jet goes in the formation, the easier it is for the fluid to flow 

into the well. (McDowell and Muskat, 1950) 
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JFfigunll"e :n.~~. Laboratory setup of a casing test. (Robinson, Hermann, and De Frank, 1961) 
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lF!igun!l"e Jl.t!D-'i.D(;lmaged casings. (Robinson, Hermann, and De Frank, 1961) 
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lFngllllrre R®-§D. Cement strength has little effect on casing deformation. (Thompson, 

1962) 
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b) The perforation must go beyond the damaged zones (see Fig. 10-13). Well 

bore damage (illustrated by the skin effect in pressure measurements) is 

caused durine the driHing and may have different orignns (Nowak and 

Kruegar, 1951):-

i) mud solid plugr;ing, 

ii) clay swelling, 

iii) precipitates, 

iv) particle tilting, 

The penetration of a perforation is strongly influenced by the compressive 

strength of the formation: the more competent the formation, the smaller the 

penetration (Thompson, 1962). (See figurel0-14.) 

One method used to reduce the plugging of the formation after perforation is 

to flow the perforated zone immediately after shooting (see figure 10-15). The 

influence of the clean-up is clearly illustrated on figure 10-16 where the Core How 

Efficiency is plotted against the time of flow or injection through the perforation in 

the laboratory tests. If fluid is injected rather than produced, the injection ''CFE'' is 

small. 

Hll3.3 Ge{])meall'kmll JP>mrnmeaern IImtiflluneiiDcfurng allne Qunmlill~y olf JP>eriornaiim:lls mmll 

~ll:lle JP>Il'odlundiivii.ay {])[ all:lle Wellll. 

m) CllearniiDce 

Gun clearance which is the distance from gun to casing along the axis of the 

jet, can have an important effect on the quality of the perforation (Harris, 1956). The 

best perforations (largest penetration and entrance hole) are obtained with clearance 

less than one inch. With large distances from gun to casing, the perforation 

characteristics are generally reduced (Godfrey,1986, and Robinson, et al, 1961). 

]t)) IPhruiing 

The perforation pattern changes the distribution of the flow around the well

bore: Harris showed that shooting in several directions(for a given number of shots 

per foot) increases the productivity ratio (see figure 10-17). (fhe productivity ratio is 
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the ratio of the productivity of the perforated cased hole to the productivity of the open 

hole). Note that the productivity ratio may be larger than one; this ns because the 

perforations increase the "effective well bme radius". 

The above leads to a dilemma: if a multiphased gun is used (i.e. a gun 

shooting in several directions), the clearance of some charges is not zero, and the 

penetration is smaller : the gain in productivity due to phasing may be more than lost 

by a high percentage of poor perforations (see figure 10-18). 

As could be expected, the solution to the problem is a compromise:-

i) If the diameter of the gun is not too small in comparison with the diameter 

of the casing, the adverse effect of the clearance is not too impurtant and 

then phasing helps. 

ii) If a gun with small diameter (through-tubing gun) is used the clearance may 

become too large if the charges are shot at random. Therefore with that type 
t· . 

of gun, in-line shooting is prefe~ and the quality of the perforations is 

helped by a positioning device (see figure 10-19) which is either magnetic 

or by meamof a spring. 

~e) §lhlot lDlemnty 

Harris ( 1965) showed that increasing the number of shots increases the 

productivity ratio (see figure 10-20). Today the maximum shot density with available 

guns has increased from 4 shots per foot of early days to 12 shots per foot. 

dl) ComJllllletnmn 'foclhliiTLfiqJ1tn~ 

Ideally it would be most beneficial if all perforations could be done with large 

multi-phasing guns and at the same time if all perforations could be flowed 

immediately after shooting (reverse pressure perforation). However this is practically 

not possible because flowing the perforations means perforating with pressure at the 
0 

well head: the tubing, packer, well 'head and flow line must be installed first and 

hence introducing a large gun into the well through this hardware is not possible. 

Perforations are therefore carried out either by using a big hollow carrier 

casing gun (positive pressure perforating) or by shooting a small through-tubing gun 

with clean fluid in the well under reverse pressure (LeBourg and Hodgson, 1952). 

These two very different technique are best illustrated in figure 10-21. 
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JFrom the point of view of overall quality of tile pe~rforating (i.e. the final 

productivity of the weB) the reverse pressure methoo is the best (Huher? et al 9 19)0) 

bocause with the posiltive pressu~re methoo o~rnly a few perfmations may be unplugged 

when production starts(figure 10-22)whilewith the reverse pressu~re methoo the initial 

surge of fluids can dean most perforations (figure 10-23). 

The versatility of the reverse pressure technique can be illustrated by the two 

stage method adopted for high production gas wells (see figure 10-24). JHlere9 first a 

high-permeability zone near the bottom of the well (1-2 feet interval) is perforated by 

a debris-free gun as the trigger zone. The well is then allowed to flow until the 

completion fluid has been cleaned out of the well. This is followed by the (1st stage) 

perforation of the lower permeable zone. Expendable guns can be used iater and the 

well is produced under the highest drawdown possible for several days. Finally the 

higher permeable zone (2nd stage) is perforated again with expendable guns. The well 

is then flowed, cleaned up and allowed to produce. 

e) DeJPalln t1oll]tir101ll 

Depth control for perforating is most important for obvious reasons and is 

almost universally obtained through radioactivity instruments run in the cased hole in 

conjunction with the electromagnetic casing collar locator (CCL). Accurate correla

tion of radioactivity logs with open hole logs establishes the position of casing collars 

with respect to the formation to be perforated. A short "sub" in the casing string is 

highly desirable to eliminate ambiguities with CCL identification particularly when all 

joints of casing are about the same length. When a gun is run a CCL is attached to 

record a second collar log to compare with the first collar log for depth matching. 

Generally a gamma ray tool is not run with a gun because of safety and practical 

reasons. When running a gun it is not desirable to send current down the wire unless 

the gun is downhole and on depth for shooting. Therefore, if a gamma ray tool is to 

be used it would have to be powered from a battery within the tool. Such gamma ray 

tool provides a log of poor resolution. Furthermore, there are problems which can 

arise from destruction of the detector crystal due to perforation shock and from the 

battery supply itself in the case of numerous runs or high temperature within the well. 

A perforation run is a simple service and by using a second collar log run with a gun 
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to correlate with the base collar log, depth controli can be acfnievoo accurately and 

efficiently in a short time. 

TI.aJlAon JD)e~I[Jirman:nrm~ ZCI[JI[]nn!Jllormermtl:.§ 

All shaped charges within a gun are fired by mean of detonating components. 

There are two main types of detonating component9 namely the electrical blasting cap 

and the detonation cord. 

The electrical blasting caps are devices used to initiate detonation of high 

explosives. Electrical blasting caps operate in the following sequence:-

a) Electrical current passes through a wire causing it to heat. 

b) The hot wire ignites a compound mix that bums. 

c) The ignition mix heats the primary explosive (lead azide) causing the lead 

azide to detonate. 

d) The detonation of the lead azide detonates the RDX (Cyclonite or Hexogene) 

base charge. 

All electrical caps are generally fitted with safety resistors. They are safety 

devices to prevent accidental firing from stray voltages. Generally there are two main 

types of safety cap, namely fluid desensitised and pressure tight safety caps. The 

former is used for applications where the cap is not exposed to well pressure. The 

purpose of fluid desensitisation is to prevent cord detonation and charges of a hollow 

ca..rrier gun into which well fluids have leaked. Should a liquid filled gun be allowed 

to fire it would swell and/or crack, ruining the carrier and possibly causing a fishing 

job to retrieve it. Desensitisation is accomplised by leaving an air gap between the main 

section of the detonator and the booster. If this gap becomes ftlled with liquid, 

· detonation will not be transmitted across the gap (see figure 10-25). The pressure tight 

safety cap is made to withstand several thousand pound pressure because it is exposed 

to the well fluid (see figure 10-26). 

The electrical cap detonates the detonating cord which transmits explosion 

from the blasting cap to a number of individual charges. Since the velocity of 

detonating wave is about 7000 rnls 9 initiation of all charges is practically simutaneous. 

The detonating cord consists ofRDX, PETN (Pentaerythritol tetranitrate)orsulphone 
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explosnves covered by a plasticised braid jacket or in some cases lead sheathed. 

1l((Jlo4lo~ Glillil]§ 

Tlile myriad of shaped charges and guns commercially available tooay may be 

generaHy classified into categories for the purpose of considering their operational 

characteristics and applications. These are.:-

a) The retrievable hollow carrier gun. 

b) The non-retrievable or expendable gun. 

The retrievable hollow carrier gun (figure 10-27) consists of a steel tube into 

which the explosive shaped charge is suitably secured. The gun tube is sealed against 

hydrostatic pressure. Therefore the charge is surrounded by air at atmospheric 

pressure. When the charge is fired the explosive forces slightly expand the carrier wall, 

but the gun and debris within are fully retrieved from the well. 

The non-retrievable or expendable gun on the other hand, consists of 

individually pressure sealed cases made of some frangible material such as aluminium, 

ceramic, glass, cast iron or steel. A charge is contained within each case and, when 

detonated blasts the case into small pieces. There is no carrier to contain the blast. Case 

debris remain in the well. There are two types of non-retrievable guns:-

a) Fully expendable (capsule guns): everything is left in the hole (charge and 

carrier strip). 

b) Semi-expendable : the carrier strip can be retrieved hence debris is reduced 

(figure 10-28). This is an improvement over fully expendable guns. 

Service companies who offer perforation service, all have a selection of guns 

for their client. Depending on the type of completion the guns are designed for casing 

operations or through-tubing operations. For casing operations, generally retrievable 

hollow carrier guns are used because they are reliable, debris-free, resistant to well 

bore chemicals, fast running, inflict no casing deformation, and have multi-firing 

capability for shooting numerous guns. For through-tubing operations the gun size is 

reduced, and the well completion program will decide on the choice of either 

retrievable guns or expendable guns. The expendable gun has the advantages of being 

light and flexible and has the ability to use stronger charges. With through-tubing 

operations, the amount of explosive that can be used is limited by the swelling of the 
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(Schlumberger, 1987) (Schlumberger, 1987) 
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carrie~ therefore the performance is reduced as compared to an equivalent diameter 

expendable gun. 

Examples of guns available are as listed in table 10-1 below. Obviously the 

names will vary but the basic principles are stiH the same. 

Company Gun Type Gun Size Shots/ft Max Temp Max lP'ress 

(in.) Temp.(°F) (kpsi) 

Gearhart Hollow Carrier 4 4 325 20 

Gowinder 2 4 325 20 

Strap Jet'~ 2 4 325 7 

Tornado* 2 4 325 15 

NL McCullough Hollow Carrier 4 4 340 20 

Omega Dome 2 4 340 20 

Steel Wire* 2 4 325 15 

Tornado* 2 4 325 12 

Schlumberger High Shot 3 6 340 20 

Density Carrier 

Hollow Carrier 4 4 340 20 

Hyperdome 2 4 340 15 

Enerjet* 2 4 340 15 

Western Atlas Hollow Carrier 4 4 325 20 

Slim Kane 2 4 3.,4;: 
&..J 

,..,... 
L.V 

Link Kone* 2 4 300 10 

'II'Sllblle Jl @- Jl A selection of gun types.((*) denotes expendable guns) 

HD • .Q.loJ Cllllaurges 

The choice of charges available is vast. An operator generally chooses the 

charges which he thinks are best for the well performance. The type of completion 

can determine the type of gun to be used and hence the charge type too. Depending 

on the terms of the contract, the perforating company generally is the same as the one 
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who carried out the logging too. Appendix B gives APll RP-43 Test Data for 

perforating charges of Gearhart, L.L. McCullough, Schlumberger, and Western 

Atlas. 

As Appendix B shows, the choice is vast and almost limiUess. The main 

question for an operator is who gives the best charge performance for his needs? 

Generally he is also limited by economic and logistic reasons. Tit would be most 

impractical to use charge'' A'' which is only manufactured and used by company ''A'' 

in the U.S.A. to perforate in the densejungleofindonesiaa well which company ''B'' 

has the logging contract and charge ''B'' readily available. The problem envisaged 

naturally favours the job to be perforated with charge ''B'' even though charge ''A'' 

may give slightly better performance. 

Furthermore, the API RP-43 Test Data should not be treated as the perfect 

standard for comparison. The Test is merely a procedure laid down by the American 

Petroleum linstitute, but it is not actually carried out by the API or any other 

independent body. All testing is carried out by individual manufacturing companies 

themselves. Therefore there is no guarantee that the full RP-43 procedure is followed 

or not. For example, the charges tested may not be a true representative sample of 

the batches which are on the market. Until there is an independent body to control and 

supervise the testing, all published RP-43 data should only be used as a guideline with 

limitations. 
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n n 011 IlliilQ!fi(JI([j]Ulldnilll!IIl 

When a well is put on production it is often desirable for the operator to monitor 

the performance of the well not only at the surface but also downhole. At the surface 

by means of pressure gauges, flowmeters, separation tanks etc., he is able to determine 

the well performance in terms of flowrate, well-head pressure, gas-oil ratio, water cut, 

and the densities of the gas, oil and water being produced. However the surface data 

merely gives him an overall picture of the well's performance and does not give him 

a full understanding of what is happening downhole. Kt is important that the 

operator knows how well each of the perforated rones is performing and the 

percentage gas, oil and water produced from each zone. 

·To enable a better understanding of the well at downhole conditions, it is 

necessary to run some logs to evaluate the performance of the well. Generally, the 

types of logs run are as follow: 

a) Water saturation logs. 

b) Production logs. 

:RLZ WaQeir §a1t1lllrn1tnoliil lLog§ 

Throughout the production life of a well there will be changes in the water 

saturation within the produced zones. Generally, it is desirable for an operator to know 

the water saturation within the produced zones. From this data he can predict how 
hew 

water influx has affected his well performance and hence1~t will affect his well in t'le 

future. 

Depending on the water salinity within the wellbore, there are two principl! I 
methods to evaluate water saturation : 

a) The Pulsed Neutron System. 

b) The Neutron-Gamma Spectral Method. 

:R:R.ZoJL 1I'lhle IP1J11Jlsedl Ne1lll1tll"'nn §y§1tem 

When the water salinity is high and known, this method is preferable to 

determine water saturation and to detect changes in water saturation throughout the 

production life of the well. 
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H oZo li. li J!Drrnrrnd[!]ile 

Pulsed Neutron Captllilre (PNC) logging was originally developed to meas

ure the quantity Sigma (2:), (Youmans, et aL). Sigma is the thermalneUJtron absorption 

cross-section of the formation surrounding the instrument. Tlhe measurement is 

made by analysing the time rate of decay of the thermal neutron population. Sometimes 

it is also referred to as the "Thermal Neutron Decay Time" method. 

Many improvements were made later to PNC techniques, and new systems 

were introduced. The most noteworthy improvements were in the increase in the 

statistical accuracy of the Sigma measurement. Several parameters were added to 

monitor system operation and log quality but the basic applications of PNC logging 

remained the same. The recent introduction of PNC logging systems with the borehole 

decay component as well as the formation Sigma represents a significant departure 

from past trends. 

The PNC log provides a measurement which indicates the rate at which thermal 

neutrons are captured by the elements of a formation. Chlorine is the strongest neutron 

absorber of the common earth elements so rhese logs primarily reflect the amount of 

chlorine (sodium chloride) iri the formation water. Sigma, the macroscopic neutron 

capture cross section of the bulk formation, discriminates between hydrocarbon and 

salt water. In saline formation waters the Sigma curve resembles an openhole 

resistivity log with which it is easily correlated. The display of the two neutron 

count -rate curves provides a quicklook indicator of gas, and the ratio of the count rates 

provides a porosity index. 

liL2aL2 JMnunfijplllillennt 

Tools which are available for the thermal neutron decay time log are listed in 

table 11-1: 

Company 
Schlumberger 

Western Atlas 

Tool 
TDT-M 
TDT-P 

NLL 

Max. Temp. (°F) Max. Pressure (kpsi) 

325 17 
325 17 
300 20 

1I'21Me U-L Thermal Neutron Decay Time Tools' Ratings. 
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Western Atlas offers the service of the Dual Detector Neutron Lifetime log 

(NLL). This tool uses two detectors to measure the macroscopic thermal neutron 

absorption cross-section, Sigma. The tool uses the new state-of-the-art electronic 

techlllology developed by Western Atlas known as the PlDK--100 system. lit is a new 

downhole microprocessor which enables better processing of the raw data. 

Schlumberger offers the services of the Dual-Spacing Thermal Neutron Decay 

Time (TDT) tools which are either type "M" or "P". In the TDT-M, measurements 

of the thermal neutron decay time constant are made a short time after the neutron 

source is turned off. The capture gamma-rays are detected by two scintillation 

detectors which are placed at different spacing to provide "near" and "far" data. 

:Each detector counts gamma-rays over 16 different Time Gates. The duration of these 

time gates depends on a Gates Scaling Factor selected by the software while the log 

is being run. 

The TDT-P, however, is a new generation tool and is substantially different. 

The TDT-P is different from the TDT-M in both the way neutrons are generated and 

in the way gamma ray radiation is collected and processed. Neutron pulses are 

generated in pairs, a short pulse followed by a long pulse. Using the sixteen available 

gates to collect data from a dual neutron burst dictates that background radiation can 

no longer be estimated by using the trailing gates during each burst cycle. Thus, in the 

new tool the background counts are collected using the "Burst-off Background" 

method (neutron generation is inhibited every sixteenth cycle for background 

collection). 

The sixteen collection gates are grouped into four sections:-

a) Short duration pulse inelastic gate, during the short neutron burst. 

b) Short duration pulse decay gates. 

c) Long duration pulse inelastic gate, during the long neutron burst. 

d) Long duration pulse decay gates. 

Two methods have been developed to implement the diffusion processing. One 

is a fast, real-time wellsite computation based on a single-component diffusion model 

of the media. It simultaneously uses information provided by both short and long 

neutron bursts and from both near and far detectors to obtain a diffusion and borehole 

contamination free formation capture cross section. 
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l'he second is a slower, modified nonlinear least squares fit to all of the data 

using the fun two-comJJonent diffusion model. It performs a level-by-level fit of the 

diffusnon coefficients to provide the best agreeme111t between the model and the 

measured decay curve. Data from the dual burst arrangement is used in such a manner 

that a borehole sigma is obtained by measuring the decay rate of capture data foHowing 

the short burst. A formation sigma is obtained from capture data following the long 

burst. The capture data is background substracted and dead-time corrected before the 

computation of Sigma. 

The time-dependent transport of thermal neutrons in the borehole and 

surrounding formation is approximated by the neutron diffusion equation: 

1 o«f> Cr, t) - D ( r)\?2 4> ( r, t) + :t
8 

( r) 4> (r, t) = S ( r, t) (11.1) 

'\) 

where 
--<> 

4>(r,t) 

nCr) 
:ta ( r) 
s (r. t) 

'\) 

'\12 

ot 

= 

(Olesen, Mahdavi and Steinman, 1987) 

neutron flux; 

thermal diffusion constant; 

macroscopic absorption cross section of the medium; 

thermal neutron source; 

speed of a thermal neutron; and 

= the Laplacian operator. 

The above model accounts for the nonexponential neutron diffusion and 

capture in the formation and the wellbore. The benefit of the method is that the 

measured cross section is the intrinsic formation capture cross section and its value is 

independent of the borehole fluid. Analysis of the decay curve by this method also 

makes the results independent of tool design features such as neutron burst width, 

counting gate widths, and counting gate positions. Thus the stable answers needed for 

monitoring projects can be provided over many years even though tool hardware may 

be modified or wellbore conditions may change. In addition, in operations such as a 

log-inject-log project where a higher degree of accuracy is required, the tool is ideally 

suited. 

Furthermore, a porosity computation is made from the ratio of selected gates 

of the near and far detectors following th~ long burst. This ratio is transformed into 
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a porosity that has a response similar to other neutron porosity tools (see chapter 5.3). 

The Dual-Burst Thermal Decay Tnme (TDT-P) logging tool with an innovative 

neutron burst timing technique and a physically reallistic model of capture gamma ray 

detection seems to offer a better answer than the old TDT -M and Western Atlas's NLL 

tool. Hs data processing accounts for neutron diffusion effects directly rather than 

treating the decay as a sum of exponentials from the formation and the borehole 

environment. Hence, the TDT-P service seems to provide a more accurate formation 

sigma with better statistical precision in common wellbore situations. 

].L~o2 1I'Il:ne Neun~ll"'IJ]-Gmnmurrrnffi §][]~~rnll Me~llnl!}d\ 

The Neutron-Gamma Spectral method is useful for formation evaluation in 

reservoirs where formation water salinities are either unknown, or too low for the PNC 

log interpretation. 

]_]_ o2o2 0 ll IP1rnlllltCTIJPllle 

In the Neutron-Gamma Spectral method both the inelastic and the capture 

gamma ray spectra, providing a detailed measurment of formation response to neutron 

bombardment. Eight essential elements are identified and their concentrations are 

determined. Measurements of carbon, oxygen, silicon, calcium, iron, chlorine, 

hydrogen, and sulphur are used to compute the hydrocarbon saturation, salinity, 

lithology, porosity, and shaliness of the formation. 

Unlike the PNC method, the principles of induced gamma ray spectroscopy 

are applied to LI-te in-situ measurement ai1d detection of hydrocarbons (Heflin, et al.). 

Using a similar pulsed neutron device, the energy and intensity of gamma rays 

resulting from neutron irradiation of the formation are measured, rather than thermal 

decay. 

llL2o2o2 IE{j[ufipmelllla 

Company 

Schlumberger 

Western Atlas 

Tool 

GST 

MSX 

Max. Temp. COF) 

300 

300 

Max Pressure (kpsi) 

20 

15 

Table 11-2. Neutron-Gamma Spectral Tools' Ratings. 

Schlumberger offers the service of the Gamma Spectrometry (GST) tool, and 
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Western Atlas offers the service of the Multiparameter Spectroscopy Instrument 

(MSK). Both tools look at the gamma ray spectrosopy emitted from excited nuclei in 

the formation and borehole. The excitation is either n<ilturnlly occming (Natural 

Gamma lRay Spectroscopy) or nnducerl through bombrurdment by some particle such 

as the neutron (Knduced Gamma Ray Spectroscopy). 

nL3 Inrod!IJ.llcQncrJJiill w~§o 

Production logs are most often used to determine the nature of fluid flows in 

producing wells such that decisions may be made on how to rework the well to improve 

the oil or gas production. Normally there are three pieces of information that are 

desired: 

a). Where are the inflow/exit points of fluid? 

b) What kind of fluid is coming or leaving (oil, gas, or water)? 

c) How fast is the fluid moving? 

Knowing where water is coming in identifies the zones that need to be closed 

off such that unwanted water production can be reduced. Knowing which zones are 

actually producing oil and gas also provides guidance for making completion decisions 

on other wells producing from the same reservoir. 

Frequently the task of determining the nature of downhole flow is complicated 

considerably by the fact that the downhole flows are very turbulent and composed of 

several phases. This makes the interpretation considerably more difficult and requires 

the engineer to have a good understanding of both tool physics and fluid dynamics to 

obtain good results. A wide variety of sensors are required to provide a reason.. 

able database for this interpretation. 

Sometimes a production logging string is also used for well tests. This is 

normally an area of interest for reservoir engineers, whereas classic production 

logging runs are more a concern for production engineers. The purpose of well testing 

is to:-

a) Determine the ultimate flow potential of the reservoir. 

b) Decide from the skin effect number whether flow is being choked off at the 

borehole by either poor completion efficiency or drilling damage and if so, 

choose a remedy (acidising or reperforating). 
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c) Determine the arM..) extent of the reservoir. 

(These are de1ermir.ed by measuring permeability (k) + skin effect) 

1I'he downho~e dlata are often acquired simultaneously with surface flow and 

separation equipment. 

llL3oll IMn\lllnjpl11111lerm~ 

A production logging string combines numerous sensors to provide wellbore 

measurements needed for analysis simultaneously. Generally it combines the follow

ing measurement sensors: 

a) Flow Rate 

b) Fluid Density 

c) Temperature 

d) Pressure 

e) Caliper 

f) Gamma Ray 

g) Collar Locator 

The Gamma Ray and Collar Locator tools are run for depth correlation 

purpose. The caliper, using a potentiometer, measures the inner diameter of the 

casing. This data is used to evatuate the flowrate. 

llL3oLll JFllow Ifunae 

A flowmeter tool incorporates an impeller which is rotated by a moving fluid 

The rotation impeller is arranged to generate a series of electrical pulses which are 

transmitted by the wireline for receipt by surface equipment. At the surface, the pulse 

frequency is detected, permitting measurement of the number of revolutions per 

second (RPS) of the impeller. The flowmeter tool continuously generates useful 

measurements even as the cable is moved with or against the direction of fluid flow. 

Because the purpose of the flowmeter tool is to measure the velocity of the 

moving fluid it is necessary to relate revolutions per second to fluid velocity. This 

relationship, called the response curve, is presented in figure 11-1, where revolutions 

per second are represented on the vertical axis and fluid velocity appears on the 

horizontal. It should be noted that until the fluid reaches or exceeds the value V T (the 

threshold velocity), the impeller does not rotate. As the fluid velocity increases above 
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lFngwre U-:L Flowmeter response curve. (Schlumberger, 1984) 
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V T• the RPS values nncrease linearly with fluid velocity; therefore, the fluid velocity, 

is readily obtained from a measured RJPS value, provided that the relationship depicted 

by the response curve is known. 

There are a Kllumber of impnrtallllt considerations related to the respo:Illse curve 

which are summarised here. First, the response curve is somewhat idealised especially 

at low fluid ve!odties. Second, the response curve relates revolutions per second to 

fluid velocity when the flowmeter tool is stationary in the moving fluid. Third, the 

slope of the response curve depends on the diameter of the pipe in which the fluid 

moves. Also, the siope of the response curve is significantly affected by the viscosity 

of the moving fluid. Finally, the value of VT varies somewhat with the adjustment 

of the impeller shaft bearings and with the viscosity and density of the moving fluid. 

H is possible to derive response curves from surface data that are applicable 

generally to all flowmeter tools in all surveys. But one of the most accurate response 

curves is derived by calibrating a particular flowmeter tool in its downhole environ

ment, whereby the effects of diameter, viscosity, etc., are compensated automatically. 

Company Tool Max. Temp (OF) Max Pressure (kpsi) 

Gearhart HSF 300 15 

Schlumberger CPS 350 15 

FBS 390 20 

Western Atlas CSF 350 18 

TabRco :RJ .. Jo Flowmeter Tools' Ratings. 

Gearhart offers the High Sensitive flowmeter (HSF) tool; Schlumberger offers 

two tools: the Continuous Flowmeter Sensor (CPS) tool for high flowrate and the 

Fullbore Flowmeter Sensor (FBS) tool; and Western Atlas offers the Continuous 

Spinner Flowmeter (CSF) tool. All these spinner tools work on the same basic 

principle described earlier. 

Jl.lL3oJloZ 'li'em~Irn11lllii"e 

During a temperature survey, the temperature instrument is suspended in the 
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wellbore by the cable, which transmits measured wellbore temperatures to related 

surface equipment for recording and display. lin fluids the temperatures may be 

recorded continuously, i.e., while the instrument is in motion. However, in gas 

environments, stationary measurements may be necessary. 

Company Tool Max. Temp. (°F) Max. Pressure(kpsi) 

Gearhart DTI 400 15 

Schlumberger MTS 350 20 

PTS 350 20 

Western Atlas Tl 350 17 

Talblle U -~. Temperature Tools' Ratings. 

All the logging companies use a linear wirewound sensor element to detect 

changes in temperature. The resistance of the wire changes with the temperature. A 

Wheatstone bridge is usmi.lly employed to measure very accurately changes in the 

measuring filament resistance. 

Gearhart has the Differential Temperature (DTT) tool; Schlumberger has the 

Manometer Temperature Sensor (MTS) tool and the Pressure Temperature Sensor 

(PTS) tool ; and Western Atlas has the Temperature Log (TL) tool. The Schlumberger 

PTS is a new generatinn tool which combines the pressure, temperature and fluid 

density sensors into one tool. 

Jl.11..3.L3 lFlhiDiidllDlemnty 

The Fluid Density instrument measures the density of a downhole fluid, and 

transmits a signal representing the measured value through a cable to the surface, 

where the density is logged typically in units of grams per cubic centimetre. 
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Company Tool MaK. Temp. eF) MaK. !Pressure (kpsi) 

Gearhart FDJL 37) 15 

Schlumberger GMS 350 20 

PTS 350 20 

Western Atlas lFDlL 400 IS 

1I'mlbll\? U-§o Fluid Density Tools' Ratings. 

Both Gearhart and Western Atlas use a nuclear measurement technique to 

record density of the well fluids. Using a chemical gamma ray source, the density 

measurement is made by observing the relative absorption of gamma rays passing 

through the borehole fluid in a sampling channel. The basic unit of measure is a count 

of residual gamma rays. This counting rate is inversely proportional to the density of 

the sample and is a function of the activity of the gamma ray source. For example, the 

Gearhart tool output is approximately 600 counts per second in free air and 250 counts 

per second at 1.2 glee fluid density. 

Meanwhile the Schlumberger tool uses the pressure technique. Figure 11-2 

shows the schematic of the Gradiomanometer (GMS) tool. The pressure difference 

measured by the two sensing bellows is converted by a semiconductor device to an 

electrical signal, which is then related to the density of the fluid. Similarly, the PTS 

tool uses the pressure technique. The pressure difference between two ports connected 

by a tube of silicone oil and spaced two feet apart is detected by a transducer and related 

to the density of the fluid. 

]_ L3 ell A JP1rew1Ulre 

Wellbore pressures may be surveyed with a high resolution gauge or a strain 

gauge. A high resolution gauge transmits frequency signals representative of measured 

values through a cable to a surface computer. At the surface a received frequency value 

is converted to its corresponding pressure value in psia. A strain gauge uses the same 

principle as those found in openhole pressure sampling tools. Often the temperature 

of the gauge is also measured, and this is used to compensate the detected pressure 
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value, achieving greater accuracy of measured pressures. 

Company 'fool Max. l'emp. (°F) Max . .!Pressure (kpsi) 

Gearhart BHP 300 20 

Schlumberger MTS 350 15 

HMS 350 15 

.!PTS 350 15 

Western Atlas HP 300 20 

'll'a!bllle U-~0 Pressure Tools' Ratings. 

All the logging companies offer the use of the quartz pressure gauge, usually 

made by Hewlett Packard, to detect the pressure and the change in pressure. When the 

pressure is exerted on a crystal, it changes the frequency under which the crystal 

oscillates. Figure 11-3 shows a schematic of the measuring section of a crystal gauge. 

However, in some cases a pressure measurement from a strain gauge may be 

sufficient. Such a service is offered by the Schlumberger MTS and PTS. 

Production logging, as in openhole logging, is generally done with numerous 

sensors downhole simultaneously. All the logging companies are able to provide such 

a service. However it should be noted that the Schlumberger collection of production 

tools seem to have both better accuracy and resolution (see table 11-7). 

The Schlumberger fluid density sensor tools have the better accuracy and 

resolution. This could probably be explained by the difference in measurement 

technique used. Schlumberger uses the pressure technique, whereas Gearhart and 

Western Atlas rely on radioactivity technique which is more dependent on statistical 

variation and hence is both less accurate and has worse resolution. 

Concerning the temperature sensors all the companies use a similar method to 

measure the wellbore temperature. Hence all the tools have similar accuracy and 

resolution. However the PTS has better accuracy and resolution. This is probably 

because of the digitised hardware used downhole in the gathering and transmission of 

data. 

Generally quartz pressure gauges are bought off the shelf from Hewett

Packard and there are therefore no differences in the tool performance. When a strain 

gauge is used, the accuracy and resolution are reduced. The figures quoted are similar 
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to those quoted for the openhole pressure sampling tools (see table 7.1). Again, the 

PTS has better accuracy and resolution because the tool electronics are fully digitised. 

Schlumberger Western Atlas Gearhart 

PLT PTS 

FLUID Ace +13% +13% +Is% +Is% 

DENSITY Res 0.005 glee 0.005 glee 0.01 glee 0.01 glee 

TEMPERA- Ace +11% +I0.5%FS +n% +11% 

TURE Res 0.1 °F 0.02 °F 0.1 °F 0.1 °F 

MANO Ace +I 0.15%FS +I0.3%FS +I 0.15%FS +f 0.15% FS 

STRAIN G. Res 0.5 PSI 0.1 PSI 1 PSI 1 PSI 

MANOHP Ace +1_0.025% of reading ditto ditto 

QUARTZ G. Res 0.01 PSI 0.01 PSI 0.01 PSI 0.01 PSI 

FLOW- Ace + 1_3%(FBS):+ 1_10%(CFS) +flO% +flO% 

METER of the total flowrate of the total flowrate 

Res O.l(FBS): 0.5(CFS) RPS 0.5 RPS 0.5 RPS 

CALIPER Ace +11.4%FS +t2% FS +12% FS 

Res 0.1 inch 0.1 inch 0.1 inch 

1I'21lblle U-7" Production Logging Tools' Accuracy and Resolution. 

The accuracy quoted for each flowmeter sensor are similar. However, the FBS 

has a better accuracy and resolution because it has larger impeller blades. Also the tool 

has six coils to measure each revolution of the impeller whereas all the other tools have 

only two coils. The final accuracy of the flowmeter data also depends on the response 

curve. In most cases, the data will be more qualitative than quantitative i.e. percentage 

contribution of each individual zone to the total amount is generally of more 

importance than the exact amount in terms of barrels per day. 
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]Jt CA§lE IHIOlLJE A1!Jl,\KlLHAIRlY §lEJRVJlCJE§ 

So far, it is noticeable that electrical well--logging has primarily been used for 

gathering data in the open hole. However, even when the well has been casoo there 

are still some useful logs that could help evaluate the performance of the well and 

hence the reservior. These logs are usually from a family of production logs as 

mentioned in chapter 11. 

In addition to production logs, there are also quite a few other services in the 

case hole which could prove most valuable. These services can be termed "auxiliary 

services", and the major auxiliary services can be grouped as follow: 

a) Directional. 

b) Cement Evaluation. 

c) Corrosion Monitoring. 

ll.2.ll. JDfi~recHorn.all 

When deviated wells are drilled it is in the operator's interest to know the 

bottom hole location and well trajectory. Originally, while the well was drilled, the 

direction and trajectory are controlled but in some cases this may not be sufficient. 

If there are many wells being drilled in the area a more accurate determination of 

bottom hole location and well trajectory may be needed especially during and after 

the well is drilled. For example, this is the a case in the North Sea where there are 

numerous operators and numerous blocks being leased out by the government. In 

fact it is a requirement by law that all wells drilled in theN orth Sea are to be surveyed 

directionally. This is to ensure that an operator is not drilling into another opera

tor's block. However, in some other places, an operator may control such a vast area 

that he feels carrying out a directional survey only while drilling is sufficient. 

Being in a cased hole environment it is not possible to use tools which 

contain compasses. However, tools which use accelerometers to determine hole 

direction and trajectory can still be used. These tools have already been mentioned 

earlier in chapter 6. 

With the advancement in technology, some logging companies have incor

porated the use of a gyroscope (figure 12-1) into their tools.lln doing so, it is possible 

to obtain a very accurate measurement of bottom hole location and well trajectory. 
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]2.JLR lPlffilllldJPie 

The principle of the above tool is based on an inertial platform with a 

gyroscope and accelerometers. The tool houses a gyroscope stabilised platform 

which contains sensors that allow the exact position of the tool within the earth to 

be determined when it is moved from a known starting position. Thus, a directional 

tool, having been given the X-Y -Z coordinates of the drilling rig may be run in the 

hole and be used to establish the precise vertical and horizontal departure of the 

hole at every point in the well. 

By the use of a self-calibrating inertial guidance system similar in function 

to the types used in aircraft the tool in calibration mode aligns its internal gyros with 

the earth's spin axis. This is accomplished by fixing the tool stationary within the 

surface casing just under the rig and waiting several minutes while the rotation of 

the earth has a chance to cause the gyro's to precess a few fractions of a degree. 

Jl2.Jl.2 Eqll!ipmena 

There are presently only two companies who can offer the service based on 

the principle described above. This service is generally referred to as a continuous 

guidance survey. Schlumberger offers the Gyro-Continuous (GCf) tool, and 

Christiansen offers the Ferranti Gyro tool. Both tools work on the same basic 

principle. The Ferranti gyro tool is a larger tool due to the size of its gyroscope and 

hence will only work in wells which have 13 inch casing or larger. This unfortunately 

is a slight limitation since musi we lis use 13 inch casing or larger only at the surface 

levels. 

The tolerances of the GCf tool measurements are: 

a) 0.1 degree on the azimuth measurement. 

b) 0.03 degree on the deviation measurement. 

c) Geographic north direction is found within + 1- 0.15 degree (at 45 degree 

latitude). 

d) Maximum reference azimuth drift during the survey is less than 0.1 

degree per hour. 

In a 4000 metre deep well, with a 2000 metre horizontal departure, the GCf 

tool will determine the position of the bottom of the hole with a maximum error of 

10.5 metres in the horizontal plane. The Ferranti Gyro tool also has a similar 
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accuracy, but unfortunately its diameter is over 10 inches and its temperature rating 

is only up to 150 °F. The GCf is 3 5/8 inches in diameter, and is rated to 300 °F. 

Both continuous guidance tools have found their best application in areas 

where compasses do not work well due to the proximity of the magnetic poles, such 

as in Alaska and the North Sea. With more and more development wells being 

drilled in clusters, these tools will probably be used increasingly to reduce the risk 

of well collision and to position accurately a well within a reservoir. 

12.2 Cemen~ EvaH1i1!2!allOil1l 

Once casing is run into the open hole and cementing is completed, it is often 

desirable to evaluate the bonding between the casing and the cement and between 

the cement and the formation. A poor cementing job could be the cause of the 

following:-

a) Communication between zones. The communication between gas-oil

water zones is undesirable, especially when it is uncontrolled. 

b) Pressure trap in the annulus. U there is pressure trap in the annulus 

(between the casing and the borehole) this may build up large enough to 

cause a blow-out. 

c) A blow-out. If the casing is totally free in the borehole, sooner or later it 

will blown-out of the hole. 

The cement bond log (CBL) becomes a valuable source of data pertaining 

to the effectiveness of the cement sheath surrounding the casing. 

12.2.1 IfDrnll1lcnJPHe 

Using the sonic tool principles and inmost cases probably the same tools, the 

data are obtained by evaluating the effect of the casing, the cement sheath and the 

formation on an acoustic wave emanating from the cement bond log instrument. 

The amplitude curve of the reflected acoustic wave is maximum in unsupported 

casing and minimum in those sections in which the cement is bonded to the casing. 

This amplitude of sound pulses is generally produced by a transmitter-receiver pair 

spaced 3 feet apart. 

One of the essential requirements when running a cement bond log is the 

centralisation of the tool. Eccentering of the tool even by 1/4 inch can cause the 
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amplitude signal level to drop drastically (figure 12·-2). Rf the tool is poorly cen

tralised a poor bonded section would be seen by the tool as a good bonded section. 

Rn addition to the CJBL curve a second log generally from the transmitter

receiver spaced 5 feet apart is also presented. This is usually presented as a 

wavetrain or/and as a "peak and valley-width" bar chart (variable density). Figure 

12-3 shows a typical cement bond log presentation with the variable density log. 

Note the gamma curve and the casing collars are also recorded. The former is used 

for correlation to the base open hole log and the casing collars is used for correlation 

when a perforation service is run. The variable density (VDL) log is used to identify 

the wave path and confirm the interpretation of the CBL curve. When complete 

bonding is indicated, the through-the-formation wave is identifiable and can be 

used much like the open hole acoustic log. 

ll.2.1..2 1Eq1lllfipmend 

The tools used for a cement bond log are the same sonic tools which are used 

for open hole logging. The only difference is the mode setting for the tool operation, 

and this is usually software controlled. 

With further development, Schlumberger has two more tools to evaluate 

cement bond. The first tool is the cement bond ( CBT) tool, which gives a continuous 

measurement of the attenuation of sound pulses. This measurement gives attenu

ation independent of casing fluid and transducer sensitivity, as well as being self 

calibrating and less sensitive to eccentralisation and sonde tilt. Standard spacings 

are 2.4 feet and 3.4 feet The CBT additionally gives the attenuation of sound pulses 

from a receiver spaced at 0.8 foot from the transmitter that is used in fast formations 

where the formation signal may arrive before the casing signal at the longer 

spacings. 

A CBL curve is computed from the three attenuations available to allow 

comparison with CBL logs made on 3 foot spacing. This computed CBL continu

ously discriminates between the three attenuations to choose the one most suited 

to the well conditions. This results in a CBL log which is less sensitive to noise and 

is less affected by fast formation signals. An interval transit time curve for the casing 

and a VDL log from a receiver on a 5 foot spacing are also recorded for interpre-
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tation of the cement job. 

The second tool is the cement evaluation log (CET) tool. ~:-·he CET tool 

investigates the cement radially and gives eight separate indications of cement 

distribution and quaiity in addition to measurements of casing diameter, casing 

roundness and tool eccentering. 

Eight ultrasonic transducers, operating as both transmitters and receivers, 

are positioned radially around the CET sonde 45 degree apart. Each transducer 

emits a beam of ultrasonic energy in 300 to 600kHz band which covers the resonant 

frequency range of most oilfield casing thicknesses. 

The energy pulse from the transducers is directed perpendicular to the 

casing wall. The sound energy enters the casing and bounces back and forth 

between the impedance boundaries at the front and back face of the casing. With 

each bounce of the sound pulses at the boundaries, diminishing portions of the 

sound pulse are returned to the transducer. The transducer sees these returning 

pulses as a decaying oscillating waveform. The vibrations die out quickly or slowly, 

depending on the material behind the casing. The majority of the energy is reflected 

back to the transducer where it is measured and the remainder passes into the 

casing wall and echoes back and forth until it is totally attenuated. Each time the 

pulse is reflected off the inner casing wall, some energy passes through the interface 

and reaches the transducer. A ninth transducer continually measures acoustic 

travel tLme of the casing fluid column so that the eight transducer travel times can 

be converted to distance measurements. This fluid travel time can be presented on 

the log, if desired, to indicate the type of casing fluid. Figure 12-4 shows a typical 

CET log presentation. 

:ll.2.3 Conosnmn Mollllnao~rnllllg 

As the life of a well increases, the casing within such a well will most likely 

be affected by corrosion. There could be sufficient decrease in the casing wall 

thickness that the casing may not be able withstand the formation pressure. Or there 

could be cases where holes have developed on the surface of the casing, or else are 

beginning to develop. 

Therefore, it may be desirable for the operator to investigate the condition 

of the casing in his wells. Obivously, it is impossible and impractical to pull the 
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casing out from the hole. Thus he will have to rely on the services offered by the 

logging companies to inspect the extent of corrosion developed on the casing within 

the wells. Downhole corrosion problems are many and varied, requiring many 

techniques for their detection and monitoring. A combination of measurements are 

available, and their principles are acoustic, electrical and mechanical. 

Corosion monitoring has many applications, and these can include:-

- Internal Diameter. -Mechanical Wear. 

- Casing Thickness. - Corrosion Rate. 

- Scale Detection. - Condition of Multiple Strings. 

- Pipe Sections. - String Composition. 

- Hole Detection. - Monitor Effectiveness of Anti-

- Metal Loss Detection. Corrosion system. 

12.3.1 Acoll!saic 1'ooll 

Presently, Schlumberger is the only company which uses acoustic principle 

to provide data on corrosion. The tool used is the cement evaluation (CET) tool, 

whose principle has already been described earlier. In addition to giving cementa

tion quality logs, the CET can also provide via its eight ultrasonic transducers: 

a) 8 oriented acoustic radii with a resolution of 0.1 mm. (0.004 inch). 

b) 8 absolute casing thickness measurements with a resolution of 0.7 mm 

(0.0275 inch). 

c) Pipe roughness indicator. 

The advantages of the CET tool are the fact that it is a non destructive 

ultrasonic measurement, and that the cementation quality can be obtained at the 

same time. Figure 12-5 shows a presentation of the CET calipers. 

12.3.2 lElecarical1'ool 

Electrical corrosion montoring tools generally use electromagnetic prin

ciples to provide the required measurements. The tools available are:-
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Company Tool Casing Range(in). Max. Temp.(°F) Max.lPressure(kpsi) 

Schlumberger ETf 3.50- 10.75 350 20 

PAT 4.65- 10.20 350 20 

Western Atlas CJPP 4.50- 13.38 300 20 

MGL 4.50- 10.75 300 20 

VTL 3.50 <> 10.75 280 12 

'll'allbRe Jl2aJL Electrical (Corrosion) Tool's .!Ratings. 

Schlumberger has the Electromagnetic Thickness(ETT)tool and the Pipe 

Analysis tool (PAT). And Western Atlas has the Casing Potential Profile ( CJPP) tool, 

the Magnelog (MGL) tool, and the Vertilog (VTL) tool. 

The Schlumberger ETT tool uses a transmitter coil to generate a magnetic 

field and a receiver coil to measure the created electromotive force. This electro

motive force is out of phase with the transmitted signal and the difference is 

primarily proportional to the average thickness of the casing in front of both coils. 

This information can be used for a macroscopic evaluation of the casing condition 

but it cannot provide details on small defects or identify whether a defect is on the 

inner or outer wall of the casing. Interpretation is greatly enhanced by having a base 

log, run early in the life of the casing, to compare with subsequent logs. The ETT 

wall thickness measurement sums through all concentric strings. 

The Schlumberger PAT tool uses a high-frequency eddy-current test to 

detect flaws on the inner surface of casing and a magnetic-flux-leakage test to 

inspect the full casing thickness. With these measurements, small defects and 

corroded areas in pipes can be detected and defects on the inner and outer walls of 

a single string of casing can be identified. Although small defects are easily seen on 

the lPAT log, larger defects such as casing splits often cannot be identified. 

However, using data from both the PAT and ETI logs, severe corrosion and 

defects can be detected and identified as on the inner or outer casing of a double 

string. 

Western Atlas CCP survey records a succession of voltage differences 

measured along the inside casing wall. Each recording is made with the tool 

stationary, while it measures the voltage difference between two depths whose 
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spacing is selected before the survey. Examination of a depth plot of the measured 

voltage differences identifies intervals over which electrochemical corrosion is 

actively removing metal from the outside casing wall. Generally, it can be used to 

forecast corrosive damage, probable rate, and where cathodic protection would be 

effective. 

The Western Atlas MGL tool uses ac electromagnetic measurements to 

record information which determine the circumferential average of the casing wall 

thickness. Other measurements recorded by the MGL tool indicate the presence of 

small defects on the inside casing wall as well as variations of the circumferential 

average of the casing's internal diameter. While the MGL curve may be used to 

detect corrosion of targeaerialextent, its principle uses are to assess internal pipe 

wear, detect weight changes in a mixed casing string and to identify the bottom of 

external casing strings. The MGL tool responds to metal loss both internally and 

externally. 

The Western Atlas VTL tool uses de electromagnetic measurements to 

determine the degree of penetration of casing defect, whether the defect is internal 

or external, and the defect's circumferential extent. Figures 12-6 and 12-7 show flux 

lines of the VTL tool in non-defective casing and in defective casing respectively. 

ll2.3.3 Mechalllical Tool 

Corrosion monitoring is also possible by mechanical means. Generally it is 

done by using a tool with caliper arms. Table 12-2 shows the tools currently 

available. Gearhart has the Pipe Inspection Caliper (PIC) tool, Schlumberger 

Company 

Gearhart 

Tool Casing Range (in.) Max.Temp.(°F) Max.Pressure (kpsi) 

PIC 2.38- 10.75 350 10 

Schlumberger MFC 

Western Atlas MCL 

4.50- 13.38 

2.38- 10.75 

350 

350 

20 

16.5 

'JI'alble 12-2 Mechanical (Corrosion) Tool's Ratings. 

has the Multi-Finger caliper (MFC) tool and Western Atlas has the 

Multi-Finger caliper (MCL) tool also. All the tools use the same basic princi

ple of using· multiple caliper arms on the tool. The number of arms can range 
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from 30 to 72 depending on the tool size and casing size. The measurements 

generally show the greatest and least internal radius of the casing. The Schlum· 

berger MlFC tool is the only tool which divides the caliper fingers into three sections 

thus giving three minimum and three maximum radius readings. The tool can also 

be arranged to give six maximum radius readings. 

Case hole auxiliary services will for the near future remain auxiliary. The 

industry is in a slump and an operator is unlikely to decide to run an auxiliary log 

unless absolutely necessary. Generally, by the time a corrosion log is run the full 

benefit of the log is lost. A corrosion monitoring log, as the name implies, monitors 

the corrosion within a well. As already mentioned, the nature of corrosion can be 

electromagnetic, chemical or/and mechanical. If proper planning is followed it is 

desirable to monitor the corrosion within a well from the start of production and to 

continue monitoring annually, or more often if necessary. The importance of most 

case hole auxiliary services is generally overlooked and this is mainly due to the 

unwillingness to spend more money. 
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The unsettled economic climate that oil industry recently experienced has 

resulted in lower and unstable oil prices, and in record cuts in exploration budgets. 

Back in 1985, the oil price was around$ 35 a barrel. Then in 1986, it fell to around 

$ 15 a barrel and kept fluctuating. Towards the end of 1987 and early 1988, it 

stablilised at around $16-$18, but then the world political situation made the price 

dropped again to $10-$12. Even now, the price is fluctuating between $10- $16. 

This being the case, the operators have had to rethink their plans. The smaller 

operators have been bankrupted or else have to re-evaluate their resources. The 

larger operators have become more conservative and also have to re-evaluate their 

resources. 

Offsetting the drop in high risk exploration has been a rise in re-evalution 

and re-exploration of oil fields using improved or new technologies. Economic 

factors aside, the main reason for renewed interest in old fields is the refinement of 

reservoir models. A key element in this refinement has been the improvement of 

wireline methods, tools, data processing, and interpretation. The wireline compa

nies have tried to respond as best they could. Unfortunately with the economic 

climate, some of the smallerwireline companies have been unable to compete and 

have thus been bought out by the larger companies. Alternatively their resources 

have been limited and thus they have been unable to expand and carry out a large 

program of research and development. Take-overs and mergers are becoming the 

norm in the oil industry as in the rest of world industry. 

One such example is the case of Gearhart Industries In 1984-85, Gearhart 

used up a vast amount of their resources to avoid a take-over bid, then came the oil 

price collapse of 1986 which left Gearhart in the red. Presently it has been 

acquired by Halliburton Co. Ltd. Since 1984, Gearhart having limited resources 

were unable to continue their normal research and development program. This was 

reflected by the services they were able to offer when compared to other major 

logging companies. 

The major reason for mergers and take-overs is the fact that the service 

company can come up with a complete package offer starting from surface seismic 

to finally putting the well into production. To the operating companies especially 
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the smaller few, this is an economic advantage and can ease the whole work process. 

However, some larger operating companies with more resources may still prefer to 

work with a range of service companies. Thus a competitive atmosphere is achieved 

and this to the operator, can be to his advantage. 

As shown through this thesis all the logging companies can provide the same 

basic group of services. These basic services especially in the development fields, 

can be sufficient to bring a well into production. This raises the question as to why 

Schlumberger have more of the market share (82%) than all the others. Schlum

berger was the first company in this field and it managed to expand with the oil 

industry expansion to cover the globe. By the time the competition arrived on the 

scene it already was in a dominant position. It already had the necessary network 

to provide field support and to offset the high cost of starting remote operation 

bases. The competitors generally are unable to compete especially in remote envi

ronment due to the high cost to establish the initial base. Schlumberger can 

therefore fund a large research and development program and hence it is the 

logging company which has monopolised the overall world market until now. 

However, in the U.S.A. and Europe where communication and logistics are 

convenient, companies such as WesternAtla" are able to obtain a fair amount of the 

market share. 

With most of the major fields already discovered the operators are now 

renewing their interest in old fields . The refinement in reservoir models is 

achieving better quantification of basic reservoir parameters (via the logging 

companies) in zones where bed thickness varies from a few inches to several feet. 

This has always been a long-recognised logging problem. 

Therefore, more attention is being given to thin beds as exploration and 

development have increased in so-called down-dip, or deep water, sandstone 

facies. These sand-shale sequences are commonly composed of sandstone bed 

thinner than the resolution limit of the typical logging suite. In these facies, better 

estimates of basic reservoir parameters are critical ;,/~\.assessing the commercial 

value of wells and fields. Without this knowledge, reserves will be bypassed from 

too pessimistic an interpretation or money will be wasted from decisions based on 

too optimistic an interpretation. 
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There is no internationally recognised definition of a thin 

bed but the consensus of opinion has been to place the dividing line bet

ween thick and thin beds at about l.S centimetres (six inches). Efforts have 

been made, however, to classify rock strata according to thickness. 

The arbitrary nature of thin bed classifications probably arose because 

practical difficulties limited the apparent vertical resolution of logging tools to 15 

centimetres or greater. At the time many logging tools were developed but digital 

transmission of data along logging cables and surface computers had not been 

introduced. 

However with the improvement in surface computer hardware and software 

more data can be obtained and better interpreted. This has led to "High

Resolution Logging". Using the conventional logging tools and if the tools' 

hardware permit one can obtain a more detailed sampling rate to gather data. 

Today however new technology tools and new data processing methods are avail

able to bring the vertical resolution of bulk volume analysis of formation to a 

resolution of two inches. The enhancing of density and neutron logs (using higher 

sampling rate and better processing) associated with the Digital Sonic Array tool ( 6 

inches vertical resolution) can provide better effective porosity evaluation. The 

PHASOR tool will help to provide a more accurate R
1 
log. Then there are other 

tools such as the Electromagnetic Propagation tool, the Stratigrahic High Resolu

tion Dipmeter, the Formation Micro Scanner tool, and the Circumferential Acousi

log tool, all of which should enhance a high vertical resolution evaluation of 

reserves and accurate reservoir boundary definition. 

One of the methods used to obtain better processing is known as "Enhanced 

Resolution Processing". This is a method used by Schlumberger. Enhanced Reso

lution Processing is ideally sui ted to tools in the nuclear family which generally have 

one and two detectors. 

The near detector will provide data of higher vertical resolution but the data 

are highly affected by borehole fluids and mudcake and thus are less accurate. In 

contrast the far detector has a deeper depth of investigation and hence lower 

vertical resolution. Its data however suffer far less from borehole effects. En

hanced Resolution Processing combines the high resolution of the near detector 
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with the more accurate averaging of the far one. This procedure is explained with 

the aid offigures 13.1~13-4: 

JFigure 13-1: This shows the raw data as recorded by the near (green) and far 

(red) detectors. The blue line shows the true reading. 

JFigure 13-2: In order to commence Enhanced Resolution Processing the 

two readings must be depth matched to ensure accurate results. 

JFigure 13-3: The near detector curve is resolution-matched to the standard 

far detector reading. The difference between this curve and the uncorrected one is 

the high frequency information, the thin bed and boundary layer signals, missed by 

the far detector (green and red shaded areas). 

JFigure 13-4: Differences between near detector readings (green and red 

shading) are added to the standard far detector readings. The resultant curve is the 

vertically enhanced far detector signal. 

This process involves depth and resolution matching of the near and far 

detector responses (figures 13-3 and 13-4). This means that the near detector 

reading is averaged so that its resolution matches that of the far detector. This has 

the adverse affect of smoothing the near detector's signal, but it does reduce the 

influence of environmental effects. By combining this averaged near detector 

response with the far detector signal using the "spine-and-rib" technique (chapter 

5.2.2), a resolution-matched compensated response is obtained. Then, substracting 

this new response fmm the original near detector response, we obtain the informa

tion missing from the resolution-matched compensated measurement (figure 

13-4). 

Typically, with a sampling rate of 6 inches (15 em), this process improves the 

resolution of litho-density data from 18 inches (56 em) to 12 inches (30cm). With 

a 1.2 inch (3 em) sampling rate this value decreases to a mere 4 inches (lOcm). With 

the CNL tools, a 24 inch (60) resolution becomes only 12 inches (30cm), at a 

sampling rate of 6 inches vv bile at a 1.2 inch sampling interval this value becomes 

8 inches (20 em). 

The only drawback with the higher sampling rate is that it requires a logging 

speed of 900 ft/hr (260 m/hr) as opposed to the usual1800 ft/hr (520 rn/hr). Poor 

borehole conditions can limit the use of higher sampling rates as the effects of the 

borehole on the near detector can become very pronouned. 
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Figure 13-1. Raw data of near and far Figure 13-2. Depth matching of near 

detectors. and far detector data. 

VERTICALLY ENHANCED 
FDSIGNAL 

Figure 13-3. Resolution matching of near Figure 13-4. Vertically enhanced far 

and far detector data. detector signal. 

N.B. Figures 13-1 to 13-4 are referenced to Johnston, Watfa, Nurmi, Andreani, and 

Flaum, 1989. 
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Furthermore, to enhance the high-resolution logp;ing and data handling 

capability, the possibiHty of using fi,ber··optic cable instead of wire cable b. as already 

been expe:rimented by Schlumbereer. TI1e primary advantage of the optkai system 

is a SQ. ,fold inc:·ease in bandwidtl~ :resultine; in~ ':lew type of teleoetry p:~otocol for 

well logeing. Kts most significant feature, transparency, al!ows for simpler two-way 

communication between the surface computer (CSU) syste.n-:: and tools (Le., data 

is delivered as if they are hardwired). 'fhis removes many of the restrictions, such 

as fixed sample rates and limited combinability ohools, that formerly hindered tool 

designs. AJthough the main motive behind the optical system is to allow develop

ment of tomorrow's data-intensive tools, the system also offers several advantages 

to users of existing tools: 

a) New types of tool combinability. 

b) Faster logging time. 

c) Improved data reliability. 

This system is still experimental, although some engineering challenges 

have been solved: 

a) Fibre purity: By the early 1980's, when Schlumberger's optical-telemetry 

system was just evolving, glass-fibre manufacturers had perfected fibres with low 

losses in the 840-nanometer(nm) range, but achieving equally low losses in the 

1,300-nrn range eluded them. In 1982, Corning Glass Works and severalJapanese 

manufacturers found ways to reduce concentrations of hydroxyl radicals in the 

~rlass. which lowered attenuation in the hiP"her w:werlenP"th. '-' ~ '-' . - u- -

b) Optical emitter/ fibre alignment: Making optical emitters work at 200 °C 

is not as big a problem as assuring their axial alignment with optical fibres within 1 

ppm over temperatures ranging from below 0 °C to above 200 °C. This problem was 

solved by mounting the emitter and fibre together in a rigid, hermetic package using 

novel assembly techniques and materials. 

There are still problems unresolved: 

a) Crystal oscillator technology in the downhole tool: A quartz crystal 

oscillator in the downhole telemetry cartridge serves as the clock for the logic chip 

that demodulates all transmissions as they pass through. 'fo do this within an accept

able digitisation error, each bit of the 5 Mb/s must be segmented into eight 
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subdivisions. The crystal must therefore oscillate at 4G MHz with a tight tolerance 

of 0.01 prcent. Rn. the past~ suitable downhole designs had a 20 MHz limit, which 

permits only a 2.5 Mb/s maximum data rate. 

b) Gate··array technolo8)' in the downhole tool: Much of the downhole 

electronics employs gate arrays. Existing technology supports only a 2.5 Mb/s 

telemetry rate reliably at borehole temperatures. Engineers are trying to extend 

the range of gate arrays to support 5Mb/sat 200 °C. Typically, at high temperatures, 

gate arrays slow down, lose bandwidth, and latch up. 

c) Downhole printed-circuit (lPC) board design: A PC board that can handle 

1 to 2 MHz is easy to design, build, and use. The parts are spread out and long lead 

lengths have little effect on performance. With analog circuitry designed for a 

300-Hz gain-bandwidth product, long leads create inductive and capacitive 

parasitics that degrade the circuitry performance. 

d) Ease of fibre-optic cable splicing: The first fibre-optic logging cable hac! 

one splice performed under controlled, laboratory conditions. Making the splice 

was not difficult but the process must be simplified before it can be done in a field 

service centre. Splicing now requires several steps, including the use of a high

power laser to weld the fibre. 

e) Handling increased data volume : The optical system is expected to get 

data to the computer 40 to 50 times faster than the cwrent system. Engineers are 

working on the next system generation to be able to handle this faster rate. 

The next generation of well logging methods are already emerging. How 

quickly they are introduced will depend largely on the economic climate worldwide. 

If and when the price of oil is perceived as high and stable enough then newer 

technology should be applied more routinely and frequently, but until then the well 

logging methods will be limited to the basic services with additional extra services 

when needed. 
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AIT11 overview of ekctmlogging withirn ilie petrokum i~dustry toeelher wiili ilie 

principles of tll'ne mcc.:lhods used t:Jas beern presentf'Al. For trae suJtvey Md oompmson me 
tools and their specifications have been chosen from the loggnll1g compru1ies of 

Gearhart, Schlumberger and! Western Atlas who together have 93% of the world 

market. 

Although the tool ratings from the three logging companies are generally the 

same in practice the operator seems to obtain better result both in terms of accuracy 

and repeatability of the data fmm Schlumberger especially in exploration wells and in 

wells which are deep (> 10000 m) and hot (>280 °F). When deep and hot well 

conditions are expected logging tools are normally heat-checked in an oven prior to 

the operation. In general it has been shown that the tools developed and used by 

Schlumberger provide the operator with a better service and reliability, although this 

is not always the least expensive. 

The principle of the resistivity tools is relatively simple however in practice the 

determination of the virgin zone has proved to be more complicated. Even though all 

the logging companies are able to provide this service Gearhart and Schlumberger 

stand out in being able to offer the High Resolution Induction tool and the PHASOR 

Induction tool respectively. Both these tools have better accuracy and provide data of 

better resolution. 

The operation of nuclear tools is dependent on measurement of radioactive 

counts which cart vary due to statistics. The improvement has been made by means of 

generating higher counts and the use of two detectors to compensate for one another. 

Also the data obtained from each porosity tool is used to compliment each other. In 

the family of nuclear tools, the Schlumberger Litho-Density tool and the Western Atlas 

Compensated Z-Densilog tool stand out in being able to offer more than just bulk 

density and porosity data. They also offer lithology information through the use of the 

photoelectric absorption index. 

The acoustic tool can also offer porosity information but nowadays the 

operator seeks a more detailed analysis of the data to provide him with information on 

fracture systems and rock elastic and inelastic properties. Hence more data acquistion 
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with the acoustic tool is necessary. Schlumberger has foreseen this :market wnili tlhe 

introductimn of ~he Array-·Sonic tool. The appliC2!.tions and full pote!:lltiru of tf.IJ!is ~ool 

stin remailffi ~o he tapperil. Western Atlas 1rrtas ;iJ]so develtopoo U:he :Circumferential 

Acoustilog tool to C2liter for ilie determilTllatimn of fmctme sys~ems to compliiment r:heir 

existing sonic tool. 

1'he detem1nnation of geological structure is very importrul!t to the operator. 

lFrom tlhis i~rnformatn.on a program is carefully planned and! foHowoo. 1'he tonRs which 

can determine accUJJrate dips of the geological structure within a weB bore therefore 

become very useful instruments. The irntroductiolTll of the Stratigraphic High Resoh.!

tion Dip meter tool? Formation MicroScanner tool and the Oil Base Mud Dipmeter tooK 

by Schlumberger makes them the leader in this fneld. 

The acquisition of downhole pressure? fluid! pressure and formation core 

sample further enhance Q:he understanding of the log response within a wellbore. All 

the companies seem capable of providing the operator with this information. 

The use of electromagnetic properties to enhance the determination of water 

saturation is still relatively new. The difficulty seems to be in designing the tool 

hardware capable of measuring the dielectric permittivity accurately. Schlumberger 

leads this field with the Electromagnetic Propagation tool and the Deep Propagation 

tool. These tools operate at the more optimum frequencies and have the means to 

crosscheck the acquired data. 

The importance of borehole seismic is generally overlooked. However 

through detailed analysis of this data with reference to the logs and surface seismic data 

the operator can enhance the knowledge of the reservoir. The introduction of the 

Seismic Acquisition tool, the Downhole Seismic Array tool? and the Combined 

Seismic Aquesition tool by Schlumberger shows that they understand the importance 

of this field and hence, makes them the leader of this field too. 

The decision to perforate a well to bring production is very important. Hence 

the selection of the correct charges and guns are also important. An operator has a vast 

selection of charges and! guns on the market from which to choose. However he may 

be constrained by the terms of the contract of the whole electrologging operation. 

Once a well is produced tile importance of monitoring the production is 

sometimes overlooked. All the logging companies can provide downhole information 
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of tine production. The use of the thermal decay time Rog cwn help mon.ntoil (the warer 

ililfltm within 21 reservoilr anC: hen1ce help pRan the p:r~uction of the reservoir. T'he 

iiG~bcorill.llctio~ olf ilie DU2!J Bwrrst Thermal Decay 'Erne tool whildrl. uses ilie diffusion 

morlel to de~ermine fue intrii.il1lsic formation capture cross section independen~ of 

borelhlole ernvi.Jron.mern~ is a wekome instrument to help re:rervoii.Jr monitoring over a 

perioo olf marny years. 

Furthermore there are other amdliiary services slllch as directional survey 9 

cement evaluation and corrosion monitoring. The declline illll the oil market has at 

present (1989) made these services secondary. These services are generally not 

requested ulllless circumstances force the operator to request them. 

The next generation of well logging method will look towardls data.-illlltensive 

technology. Hence fuere are needs for better surface equipment (i.e. 9 computer 

hardware arnd software) 9 cable system, and downhole equipment. Already, high 

resolution data acquisition is being used to enhance evaluation of reserves and accurate 

reservoir boundary definition. 

Overall, the three logging companies using basically the same established 

principles are able to provide the full range of basic services. However Schlumberger 

seems to stand out ahead of the three by offering a more complete range of services 

which are more informative to an operator. This together with the fact that they started 

in the electro logging field very much ahead of their competitors and have the available 

resources to conduct an active on-going research and development program, have 

made them the leader and have enabled them to obtain the majority of the market share. 
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of the pmductioK11. The use of the thermal decay time ~og wm lhe!p monitor the water 

£:nfhm witlhin a reservoir aumd hence help plan the pmductiorr: of the ne~:ervoill. The 
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JFurthermore there are other auxiliary services such as diJrectional survey, 

cement evaluation and corrosion monitoring. The declllne in the oili market has at 

present (1989) made these services secondary. These services are generally not 

requested unless circumstances force tile operator to request them. 

The next generation of well logging method win look towards data-intensive 

technology. Hence there are needs for better surface equipment (i.e .• computer 

hardware and software), cable system, and downhole eq'l.!lipment. Already, high 

resolution data acquisition is being used to enhance evaluation of reserrves and accurate 

reservoir boundary definition. 

Overall, the three logging companies using basically the same established 

principles are able to provide the full range of basic services. However Schlumberger 

seems to stand out ahead of the three by offering a more commplete range of services 

which are more informative to an operator. This together with the fact that they started 

in the electro logging field very much ahead of their competitors and have the available 

resources to conduct an active on going research and developmt:nt prograrn9 have 

made them the leader and have enabled them to obtain the majority of the market share. 
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Testing of e<triy bullet and jei: perfmators was carried out b a var:ety of 

target materials9 such as mild steel, concrete, neat cement and alum£dum, etc. for 

the most part at surface conditions (Krueger,1956). 

To make rea:istic comparisons bei.ween the perforators offered by several 

companies, there was a need to standardise the testing procedure for the perfora

tors. This lead to adoption of American Petroleum Institute Recommended 

Practice RP-43 Standard Procedure for Evaluation Wen l~erforators issued 

October 1961 which was last revised in October 1974 (figure A-1). 

Each service company has the option of testing their charges under either 

one or both of two methods. 

- AlPX RP-43 Section 19 is an evaluation of penetration and hole size in a 
'Yl 

steel casing and concrete simulated formation at surface coRitions 

(figure A-2). 

- APK lRP-43 Section 2, is an evaluation for hole characteristics and flow 

efficiency from single perforation; in sandstone under simulated well 

conditions (figure A-3). 

The API requires that charges are randomly selected from production 

stocks and will be substantially the same as the equipment which would be furnished 

to perforate a well for any operator. 

].. AJP>l! RP43 .§aarrndlau-d!IP'mced!Mire c .§ecttli.orrn ll 

The purpose of this surface test is to determine the physical characteristics 

of holes made by a multiple perforating gun. Section 1 test data are developed in 

a simple concrete drum-type shown schematically in figure A-2. A regular field gun 

containing six or more shots is placed in the casing and eccentered to check 

clearance effects. Several shots are fired simultaneously to assure that charges 

being fired in close proximity do not interfere with one another (which could result 

in reduced performance or "charge interference"). Before firing, the concrete 

target must be cured for a minimum of 28 days and must have a minimum tensile 

strength of 400 psi, which corresponds to about 4000 psi compressive strength. 

The Section 1 test provides data on penetration and entrance hole size: both 

average values and individual shot values at different clearances are reported (see 
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.\rrH·rH .111 I •, lr ,d,•urn I ll"ltlnl• 

lH. Ori..:inal l·:rr,. .. tiv<' l't·nn .. ahility, h .. Tht· 
ttrr~:rn;d dftTii\'t' ·\"'rm.r•ahilit,\' 111' ;r_Hr·n·<l s;~nr~sltlrll' 
t'on· Ltrgl'l, dt•:-.t·n u·d Ill l'ar 1·1, ·1:1, and ·lh, IS thr• 
dlr·tlt\'t• JW!'Illt·:thdttv to kt·lu:-.tl\t' ol il :1-~l IIi Ill di:tm 
t•(t'l It\' 1'.!., 1.-r. IK·.·'.!.!· '.!1·, or '.!..i1n. lt·ngth corP (l:{ 

til :-.tll'h .t w;~y th<ll tht• lh·dding pLIIH'!'-1 an· par<di.,J 
t•r tlw .t:-.1~ rrf tilt' l'llfl' t;~rgt'l and to tht• din·r·tion of 

llrtt t I II, 1\~ 

:L!I. l't•rfonolt•d Efft•ctive l'<'rnwahilitY', /; 1,. Tht• 
pcrlorcttr·d dft·r·ti\'t• pt·rmt·t~hility of ;,1 Ht•n•a Sit!HlstofH' 

corr· Lrrgt'l 1~ thl' <"fh·cl!Vt• fH'rnll'ahility to kr·rnsine 
111' tlw con· t;1rgr·t :rflr·r it has hel'n perfnr;1tt·d at ttw 
IIUtlln\'·." r•nd It_\' il hullt'l nr sh;qwd chaq{t', based on 
tlw trrt~!lll:d cross st·ct11111 nnd lt•ng-th of tht' t·on· tar· 
gd 

:w. ltlt·al l't·rforatt•d l't·rmt·ahility, /;, Tht· 
tdr·;~l rwrfor<llt•d IH'rlllt't~hlitt.\' qf a Bt·rt·OI SitndstCJfll' 
t·rwt· l:tq.!t"! is tlw c:tlcuLilt•d !ll'rnw:thilit~.· to ki·f·•~j,,,. 
ol tl~t· r·~~n· t;1rgr·t cnnt;tining an idt•al JH·rfllration at tlll' 
oul\ltt\\' t'IHI !J;t~{'d otl tht• tTIIS~ ~l't'ti!Jrl ;tnd Jt•flglh 
or tilt' '~··t't•;t :-\:!lld:-;tolll' ('tll't' usr·d in rlt'terrnining tlw 
JH·t'it•r.t!t·d l'l!tTil\'t• pt•nJW;thility 

:11. Expt•f"inwntal l't•rml'ahility Hatio. Tht• !'X 
pt·rttn•·nt;d pt·rmr·altility ratiD t ),· 1• h .. J is tht· rtttir, of 
tht· pt·rfor:tlt•d t•llt•l'll\'t' pt'l'llH';dulity to tht• t~riginal 
t•!'ltTtt\'t• p('r!llt':thilil.\' Tlwst· perml'ahilitiL•s an• dt>tl·r· 
llllllr'd fl't~tll l1o\\' tt·sts on lht• ('Hrt' targ(•t. 

:1:!. Tht•oretical l'l'rmeabilit\' Hatio. The th<·o· 
rettc;tl pt·rttu·ahilit\' ratio fh, h··l iS thl· rntio of the idral 
))t'l'f11r:t\t"d pt'l'lllt';thilit.\· tn tht· tlliginal pfft't.'livt' Pl'r· 
tlH·:thtllty Tht·sr· diitil an· ohtainr·d from tlw tahlt· pre· 
st·ntt·cln' :\~IH'tHiix A. 

:1:1. Total Target l'<•net ration (TTP). Total tar· 
gt•l IH·_nt'lrat~on. TTP, ts thl' distarH'I' from th£• exle.r.ior 
st,.,. I<H'l' ol tht• core targt.•t to dw probl' dPpth. I he 
proht· dt•JHh shall hl· dt•lL'rrnint:d h\· thL• maxirnum 
dt•JHh !'rom th{· t·Xtl'rior ~tl'rl LtCL' to lhe del'!Jt•st point 
th;ot can ht• pn.twd with n ll.l·in. Oil tube u"ng ,-,o 
psi ;11r prt·ssurt• and a proh(' force not exceeding 10 
JltHliJd . ..; 

:1·1. Tot<d Core l'cr1l'tration (TCI'). Totnl core 

IH'tlt'lriltton. Tl'P. is thl' dist;~ncp from tht' original 
1,t·rt·a :o;<tndsttHH' con· fac<' to tht: ch•pth prubed. h 

is tdlt;tirH·d hy suhtrn<"ting from tht• total target pt'lH.'· 
tr;lli"n. TTl'. the cnrnhinl'd thickrH•ss nf the steel and 
1/ydmlllll , .. C.\/" 

:l.'\. Cnre-Onw Efficicncv ll'FE). Cno·, .. f1nw efft· 
t·Jt·lw,\· 1."' tht· rollin of thl' t'XJH:Iimrntnl pt•rrn~·:thilit~· ra· 
t_io to the tlwon·tic:tllwrmt•:lhilit~· ratit.),f/.-,., !•:·''.'~.'; _Jr.,,, 
!t•r tlw =--amt• tota crll'l' pendrntlt•n. I hl'nn·tH·al 
pr·rmr·;rhilit,\· ratios an· ralcul~ttt'd \·;tlu(•S for tl'SI 
t·nrt· l:ti'J.!'t"ts <"ontnining ciL•an. undamagt•rl twrforations 
""d an•t;thulntt•d in Appl'ndix .-\. \'nluPs nn• ,n, ... n fnr 
:wn:·tr::tinli ~~•'!Jtl,:- !'itllJ..!'tllJ.! lrolll II. I 111 tn '..!.:!. 111. 111 
in('rt'ml'nls of 0. I in. An.·rngr JH'rforation dttllnt'lC'r 
\\';ts a:-:suna•d to IH.' tl.·l in. Tht• corr·tlow pfficH•nc\· 
l'FI·:. is onr•of tht· mt·:t~urrs of tht• ellt·ctt\'('lll'~S of d~~· 
pt·rft•r:ttlflg tool under C'ondition:-; of tht.• test. ll rt>prr· 
st•nt:-: tht• n·latin.• i._•ffl'ctin•nt•ss of tht- pPrf'oratinn for 
t'll!lductinf..:' lluid l·omparPrl to an undarn;1gt'd holt•. ThP 
cnn··l1ow I'!Ticipnc~· f11r a pprft..,rtl~· drnn. und:tmag-t.•d 
ll!'rforntinn will he l.ll. Pt•rforntions thnt an• dnma!(!'d 
qntrti;tl)~· pluggrdl in the pron·~!-> of perforating the 
cor(' L1rgt't het\'t.' It·~~ thnn theort'tictll !low cnpacit~·. 
('.,n•·ilow Loffil'iPncy cif.clilll'> with rll'l(fl'f' 11f rlamagt• 
frr'm 1.11 to zt•ro for a cornplt•tply pluggPd conrlition. 
Tlu·rt·fill't', wht>n two diffen•nt pl~rforat,·r~ ;11'<' com· 
pan•d. illW pro\·lding unit dt•J>th of pt·nt'tr:tlinn and n 
t"irt't··ll"w t•ffil'it•!H'Y' of ;tpproximatt>ly I () would h:.l\'f.' 
,tiljl\11 tht· s:tnw t.'fft•t·ti\'(• !low capanl.\' n:-> ont· pro· 

1\I'J .. .!l.,l• ro·d 
.\d.rnt ... ...:1 
"ltl•·r 

tr,tdo• ll,\tl\1'. l' :-' 
( 'h~t·;q,.:" lllti\HJ!" .. 

(;,p:--nln (".,mp:lll_\· ;tJtJ \\' 
1irui~ji. ;I\ .ni.Jhl,· ,ql 'l'i'l'litl 

vidtttg !will' tht· pt·rwtration and a con•·flt,w pfficit•nt·y 
r1f ;tppro:\tm;tlt'l_vo.:~ 

:IIi. Efft•t·tivl' ('on· l't•nl'trntion (};CI'J. Efft·.-tivP 
ron• pt•nt·tratwn, r:c 'I', i~ tht• product of ttw total core 
pt•nl'lratiWl nnd thl' con•- flow t•ITtcH•ncy f'f'( :P x CFE). 
Tlu· t•flt·cltVt· L'on· pl•netration I!-. anolht·r rncasun• of 
dw t'fTtTti vt•nt>ss of the pl'rforati ng tool under condi· 
ti{tn:-. of tht· tt•st i!nrl <'orn·~pond.s to a d•·an, undam· 
;lgt·d holt• that hilS tilt' SHtnl' 0nW Cilpii' 1ty as the 
ll'!-il pt·rforalion. It perrnits a comparison ,,f the tlutd· 
rarry1ng capacity, undrr these test cnnc.btlf,nS, for two 
dillt•rt•nt pt•rfurations with differ~nt penf'lrations, the 
samt• lt•nl{th core, and different core·f1ow •·fficiencies. 
Till' lll'rft~ratinn with the highPst effectiv•· •·ore pene· 
tration in a gi\'l'rl corP-target lt•ngth, rt·gardless of 
total corP \H'IH'lration or eorP·flow t~fficif'n•:y, will pro· 
dun• ;tl ;t rig-h(•f' Oow ratP undt>r ll g-iVPrt differential 
Lt·st pn·ssun·. 

:17. Porosity (<j>). Porosity,¢, is the p•·n-Pnta~e hy 
volunw rd pnrl' ~pilCl' \Vithin tt sample. It 11o1 dt•lined as 
tht· ratitr of /mrt• volume to hulk ~..·olurnr·. mulllpiied 
by I 00. Tlw {t>n·tt sandslrHH' con•, after tjv•·n drying. 
1s t·v;H·ualt•d ;~nd :-;aturalt•d fullv with ~alt water. It is 
weighl'd hoth in thl· dry state. and in tht· saturated 
Sl;tll'. Tlw diff,•n•EH'L' in weight divirlt•d by the density 
of til!' '"It watt•r gives pore volume din·ctly. The bulk 
\·11lunll' i:-. calculatt"d using the physical dJrrlr•nsions of 
th•• C'llrP. 

:lH. Fluid Saturation. Fluirl saturatio•• " tht· !Jt·r· 
('t'llt of t~w total ~on• volunH• o(Tupit•ci hy salt watPr 
(or kt•rttslflt'l distrihuted through a s;t!ur;tlt•d Hen•i\ 
:-;andstont• ron·. 

:w. Maximum Sufe :l4-Hour 1\•mperature. Max· 
1mum safe ~-t·hour lt:mpPrature is thf· maximun1 
tempnature at which a gun can he held f,,, 24 hours 
in a well without self-ignition of the exploe> 'I''· 

40. Entrance Hole Diameter. Entrance hoiP 
diameter is the av<•rage diameter of the h•,le through 
tht• :; H·in. siPPI face plate on the cnre tar;:•:t. It shall 
be nwasured twice at right angles and th•, averag~ of 
tht> two ml'asurt:>ment.s re(HJrtNI. If this cetno_ol he done 
lH•causp of ~om£' obstruction, this inforrn;JtJon should 
ht• noted on API Form ·l:lll, Certification I J;,ta Slwet. 

41. Burr lll'ight. Burr hl'il!ht will hf' rrwasurt·d as 
tlw mnximum protrusion from the fau· plate. If <1 

C'i.l!Tol or ;tlher dt•hri;-; i~ lodgt•cl in thl' hoi•· and <:tHHlol 
lw n•mo\·l'd \\'ith fing{'r pn•ssun• alqr,• tht! total 
hl'ight wdl lw ml';t~Urt'd ~ts burr nnd ;1 r111ll' of t.•x· 
plnnation plncf.'d in thl' n·m;trks s1·r·l1''n of API 
~'nrm ·LIIl. 

4'2. Clearanct.•. ( 'lt.•:~r<IIH't• is tht• rninimr~rn distniH't' 
nlnn~ thl' ;txis of jl't or bullet hl'LWC'Pil th•· gun horly 
tlr rh:~rg{' ~:!::l' ;ind ~h~· ::.ul'f:.ar...·t· of tht' I'Of(> Utf~E·t. 

-l:L Measurl'lllt"lllS. rv1PaSUI'l'llH'IltS an· tt) ht• madr 
with appropriatt• in!-'tl'Uillt'llts and ilr£' to iw rt'ported 
in incht>~ Hnd in decimal frartions thC'n•ot t11 tht· near· 
r•st (U)J 1n .. t•.g., t•ntr;HH't' holl• diamPter -· IJ.;il in., to· 
tnl t;tr~t·t pt'IH'tration- l-i.7~ in. 

BEREA SANDSTONE COHE TAHGET 
·'·L Tt·~ts will lw conduC'tt•d using Berht sandstont' 

t'lll't' l;trgl'! .... mnUJltt'd as shown in Fig.~ .. "I r,r·s~· targt·ts 
will ~''""ist .,f: t II a :1 ~·in. hot·rollt•d .. -.,\E - A·7 
full.-· <IIIIH'aled. milthlt't,'l.l'nd .platt• whir'' ha,; ~ll'."ll 
butt w•·ld!'d on ·I' ,.on., lh.hll·lh ft droll ptp•· •21 a •·111. 
l;tn·r nf Hnfrolllit•··C'M; ;tnd 1:11 a llt•rr•;, "'""!stnnt.' 
('t;n, h;n·lng a pnrnsity not IPss than IIJH'ff j·nt or n_·u.lrl' 
than'.!.'.!. pt'tTent. ;1nd an orig-inal t'fft•t·ti\'e r,,·rllwahlllty 
not It·"' than Hlllmd or nwn· than :lllll md 

I'HEI'AHATION OF BEHEA SANDST(JSE 
COHE FOH THE COHE TAH(;ET 

·1.>. Tlw HPn·a :-:andstone corr..· shall r,,. prt'p;trl'd 
:ts fnlluws: 

Terminology as Described in API 43 

lFagmre .Aall., API RPA3 Testing Procedures. 
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IFngunn A-2. AJPK test. Section 1. (API, 1974) 

4 - I /2 ~- I 6 • 6 L B j F T DR I L L P I P E 

HVDRDMITE CEMENT 
HYDRAULIC 

...... · .. · ... · . . . .. 
. . . • I . ' • , • . ' • , . ~ . 

. ·: · ... · :.·.·: ·-~·-·.-. -=··: .. ·~.::. ~-·.~::.· -~~~-. 
- - '"·'·'"' 6--.l ; •• ~::l --r--

. , ... 

. . . . ' 

0 • .' • 

5" MIN. 

T C P - T 0 T A L COR E PE 1\l _ 

TTP-TOTAL TARGET PEI\J. 

IFngmre A-3. APK test. Section 2- Berea sandstone target. (API, 1974) 
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figure A-2). ;3urr height (the lip of mct21 around the periphery of the perforated 

hole) is included. 

The Section 1 test is oot intended to throw light on cleanliness aspects of the 
) ·~ '"' 

perforation. This is !ef(; the Sectio::1% flow test. Also the Sectio::1 1 test resui.ts are 
i". 

not representative if the formation is of different composition and compressive 

strength from that of the target. The slug and debris postition are not always 

indicative as tests are made at atmospheric pressure. 

2. AJIDIT RJP'u4l §~a!IT!.dlarrdllP'rrocedlMire c §ednmn 2 (fn.gMire A<~) 

The Section 2 test is a laboratory measurement of flow from a perforation 

in a berea sandstone target after shooting under specified pressure conditions at a 

temperature of 180 °F. Kt is intended to show whether the perforation will liberate 

debris resulting from the penetration process, and whether clean-up under the 

stimulus of fluid flow will occur (lBell,et al, 1972). 

Depending upon the intended use of the charge that is fired, two types of test 

are performed: the positive pressure flow test (figure A-4) that simulates perforat

ing in mud (casing operations) or the reverse pressure flow test (figure A-5), that 

simulates perforating through-tubing with flow into the well bore immediately after 

shooting. 

After the test target is perforated, it is flowed with kerosene at a differential 

pressure of 200 psi until a stable flow rate is achieved. Following the procedures 

outlined in the latest edtion of API RP-43 , a Core Flow Efficiency (CFE) is then 

calculated as shown in figure A-6. 

CFE is essentially a measure of the capability of the perforation to flow. The 

flow from the actual perforation is compared to flow from an ideal hole of the same 

diameter and with the same open hole depth as the shot perforation in the particular 

target. CFE is related to the perforation damage ( e.g.,crushed zone). 

CFE represents an improvement over the Well Flow Index (WFK) used in 

the original test procedure. WFI was strongly influenced by depth, particularly as 

the perforation approached the end of the 15 inch long target used. The relation 

of WFK with depth is shown in the plot of ki/ k
0 

(WFI of ideal perforation) versus 

depth in figure A-6. Since CJFE is a ratio of shot-to-ideal perforations, the depth 
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--=-=-=======·=======-~-~-~-=-=-================================~ 

BEREA SANDSTONE 

{ 

1500 PSI I 
WELL ~~ it.·.· ...... f. ... 

ESTABLISH: PRESSURE ~~ If. .. · .. ·.'· .. .' : .. ·. 
(9.6 LB. GAL. SW). (, 

ClEMENT 

{

1500 PS~ 
PERFORATE WELL 

& INFILTRATE: PRESSURE 

SW 

llP"' 500 PSI 

BACK FLOW TO { IOOO PSI 
. WELL 

STABILIZATION· PRESSURE 

STEEL 
CANISTER 

1000 PSI 
CORE 

PRESSURE 

IFligmre A..a4l, Positive pressure flow test procedure. (API, 1974) 

PERFORATE {1000 PSI 
8 FLOW TO WELL 
STABILIZATION PRESSURE 

1200 PSI 
CORE 

PRESSURE 
(KEROSENE) 

IFnguJre A..a§, Reverse pressure flow test procedure. (API, 1974) 
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A)-DF.Tf.RMINE 
ORIGINAL K 0 : 

BF.REA_ 
CORE 

Qo.Aio Lo 
Ko"" 

Ao jj, Po 

B ) _, C A L C U L A T E 
PERFORATION Kp 
FROM TEST: 

'"" - Qp.MpLo 
"'p-

A0 jj, Pp 

K I K K 
C) C FE= P 

0 = P 
K ·I K K · 

I 0 I 

--WHERE Kj I K0 REPRESENTS 
THE RATIO OF THIE EFFECTIVE 
PERMEABILITY OF A TARGET 
CONlAINING AN I DEAL (DRILLED) 
PERFORATiON (01-- THE SAME 
DEPTH a DIAMETER AS THE 
PERFORATED ONE) TO THE 
ORIGINAL TARGET 
PERMEABILITY K 0 

0 
)( 

/L... KEROSENE 
\!"viSCOSITY .)4

0 

SAME CORE 
MOUNTED IN 
CANISTER, 
PERFORATED & 
KEROSENE 
FLOWED, 
VISCOSITY.f..L p 

NOTE: DATA SHOWN IS FOR A 0.50" DIA. 
DR~LLED PERFORATION a A 15" I 
LONG BEREA TARGET. ~: 

,1!1.~11 

~l::tl !UI I I~ 
0 I 2 3 4 5 IS 7 3 S 10 II 12 

ACTUAL BEREA PENETRATION (INCHES) 

JF'iglllre A-6. Core Flow Efficiency (CFE) determination. (API, 1974) 
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sensitivity problem is avoided. Furthermore, the modified API procedure requires 

that the target length is selected so that a minimum of5 inches ofunpenetrated rock 

remains (as opposed to the original requirement of 3 inches), regmdless of depth 

of penetration. Thus the possible influence of depth of penetration on perforation 

clean"up characteristics is minimised. Short and long shooting charges should show 

approximately the same CJFE if equally clean (about 0.70 to 0.90). 

Besides the CFE, more details on individual shots are provided on the 

certification sheets, including a perforation configuration and information on 

debris remaining in the perforation following flow test. 'fhe results given are (see 

figure A-3):-

a) Total Target penetration :TIP 

b) Total core penetration: TCP = (TIP-1.12) inches 

c) Overall penetration : OAP 

The Effective Core Penetration (ECP) is the product. 

ECP = TCP x CFE 

ECP is another measure of the effectiveness of the perforator under the 

conditions of the test. Figure A-7 is an example of an API Section 2 certification 

sheet. 
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CEHTIFil'ATION n.\TA titiEET 

ti!.'rvlro <.'omp:tny Sch 1 !Jmh!'\.r.9f'l'-'"'----------
Gun01londllral!)'n::ll10n 2 1/16" Enorjot-
ChcraoNom:J, ______ .£.nr-L.])J'eoct'----------------

TyJ» ~~~r(ur::lor ___ <;.b.n.p_0.CL.c;"'--:'-"';1'3----.,----cc----
H«ommt-ndrd Minimum l'lpf' OU ----- _A~l/Jl -- -in 

Btnndord Gun l~nalh _l..QL'---------,.,----- h 
Moumum Gun Ono Hun __________ _..h.>'--- ohot~o 

SpocmaAvdloblo, ------ __ l_t-_o_~lhu!~>-lh 
Phneinuo Avdlobl" d!·ffre<! 

Fmn:1 Ord~r _ _X . Top down, Hottttm up 

Avctloblt Fnina &!lt<"ilvo, _.X_ Ru.,ultunrou" 

<'hur11;· W, 1!:hl ____ u_...;,_ ____ ,rn __ _JjB .. QJlXL ____ po'(Jdor 

;-.: ••• uru:un .'I huur T,·ml.u'"':ur .. -----,-!.5..Y.,=--------
;\1.,h.unun, l'rodn\HI' ·--~ _ ----P" 
Curn.-r Mol!rnal ___ ...s.JW!J[l.l _____________ _ 

II>.~ II• I ()II-------------- in.,l..oncth ___ in. 

lkl.n" Wnuh! Uf•llrho.rca 

!Jdmglloo;nvuun --------------

J.Lnurla ------------------------

UECTION 1- CONCHt-:TETAH(:t·:T 

Ca~in 11 Unto ·--~~-------OD. -----~404-!i------ ibth, ------='J__,,_,5,_,5._ ____ ,., --· _ ~ Al'l Orado 
Tnr!ll'{ l>nto .. ____ 4 Ull, Ttnailo Surn!!1h _..:;,:!,.0_ _______ p;i, Cumprr~•l'<r Strtn[!'th ___i__~- _ ('till 

Uu\rfl!,Tr,t ___ __L,L;L..L;!~~----------- Atr.•ulT!Hill'l _____________ _:::~----do yo 

Sh<JI Nu 

C!f'Mnnrt, in 

Nu I 
_Q 

0 34 

l'Ou'J. Nn :J 

__Q __Q, 
_._34 _.J..2 

No.4 No.~ No 6 AvoftltfO 

__o_ ___Q __o._ --'l. 
___.3.0 ---..10 __J.O ..D-U Cu~inullnJp llnunt•trr, ~hnrt t\10.111, in. 

Ctwnl! llolr lliamrtrr, l.unu A:do, in. 

Avtrnl!t' l'.utnu ltolo D1omrtn, in. 

,34 ___l6 __JJ __3.A ---..18 ---1.Jl J:L:Jb 
_._;j_1 __._l5 __l5 __.32 __.,14 --3.2 ~ 

1'otallhpth,ln. ll.2.5 l..tl.....A..2 2.JLl2 1Jl...i) 18.40 L1.-M lJl.....tl 
Jl_.,QJ ....(l_Q4 ..Q....Q2 _!1_.111 ~6 ..D.....U3 ..Q....DJ 

lkpth 1u Jott lll'hri~ or llullrt, in 17.25 l..tl.....A..2 2.JLl2 J..a.A2 .J..a...hO l.1....M l.!l.....D 
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,, 
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o~ERFORMANCE DATA 
r---------~- -----,---

Cooctolo T a.rgol 6oroo lorgol Aotlng ID .. I 

Numoe, DO 00 EHO Ponotrollon EHO CFE 

~O~M~L~O~en~·~·~Je~I~X--------+-~0~22~37~0~1~~·~·~~)~'~'·~--~-~s~··~·~'---+-·"'IO __ ~·~·I~Q~·----~.l~l~t-~I0~.~~~--~~·3~~~r-·=Q~7~--~71U~~~~~=-t-~~==~ 
Don~ Jet x 021-3701.000 ) 1tt1· Steel 10 4-IfT" .39 899 .4.S . .SO 9.33 2'0000 20000 

OML Oon11 Jal XII Oll·l101·101 J 118 Steel 12 •·HT .36 12.31 .35. .G8 10.04 20000 2000D 

f-·~·ooo=··_:G~o=D·~·:::"---------+--'0"'22"·3-.:108=.oo!>='-J'--'''-'.:o'":.:··--~t___:.'~'·"•:_' --~ ~ 59* 9.02 .59 .02 7.24 20000 20000 

I-'D:::":::L:o_::;D:::•":..'::..'::;J•::.•c..':.:'":__ ____ -4__:0.::22:_·3:..'..:;0.;_~{)0=)--1~~3-'·lc::'"- -~- --'~-~~!~ 38 12la .45 .9& 0.93 20000 20000 

1-':.:•:::v:::J•~'.c':_:"~' -----------4--'0c:.22:_l:::'.::.O:::'"""='-jf-'lc::lc::·~, ___ _2te~· _ -~6- __ ~~-f-c·~'"!__+-''"~·.".:'5!__ __ -1f--C·'~8c_f-.:!89!_+..!'.!:'·!:25!_j-!~~:"!_+-~20000~!__j 
~O~M~L~O~~':::"~··~J~ei~X;::O~V------~~0::;2c:.2.;:l::_IO~'c::<lO~J-t-~3:::''~8~--- ~e-' ---~-·--~---~-=·3~9--~1~2~.4::_7 ____ -+~·~·2~4-~·D:_:I __ +-~9~.1=0-4~~~~~20000~~ 

I-'D::;•~"~''c:J~•.::•~·-----------4--'o""22,_·l:::'.::.O_•~='-j__:lc::~c::•:__ __ +-.::.S'-'''~'~'---- ~~--~_:·~··~,,~··~---+·~·o!_+~9.~~!_----~··=o!__f-~~~5--~~o~.ro~~20000~~4-~20000~~ 
:OLLOW DenS! Jet x 022·3701.000 t' Steel •o S-Hr .37 9.30 20000 20000 

STEEL OML Oonsi Jet XIV 022-HOS-OOJ Stol!l ~H/1~ .34 11.11 20000 20000 

CAR AI E AS OMl Oons•·Jot XVIII 022·3703.039 4.. Slee••_ ----f--~'Oc_+~S·~IQ:!'~· ~--I-"·'~'--~!:""'·26~----+'".3~5-I-".B5~--f-'0'"'.35~+.!20000~~j-!20000~~ 
OML Oonsl Jot XIX 022·3703.(}97 4· Sreol 19 ~tt1" .48 18.8!t- .SJ .8~ 11.13 20000 20000 

Oonsi Jot XIX 022-370.1-000 ,.. Slee• 19 ~-112.. -~ 12.31 .53 .75 tl.tO 20000 20000 

Donsi Jer lOX 022·3701.4)06 ,... Sree' 19 r·· .•& 13.23 .53 .JS 11.10 20000 20000 

,_•m~o•~o~··~a~O=-M~L~''~'~"------+-~o~>>~·l~ro~J=-~~'-'-1------··-~---·-1r-~'>=-'--~'~·'~'> __ ·· ---~~··~J--~n~.·~'-----+-·~·~5~__:8~3c_+-~'·~·ro~4-~20000~~~20000~~ 
··n<r Den'\• Jet 012 J10l090 Sr~~~ 20 5-tt?.. 69 * 11.01 .74 .19 8.97 20000 20000 

r-'-'v:_:_Je~'-'-',"------------t~O~>>~·l:_I~Ol~~~l-'9--t--------+ Ruo\ ~~S~"-t__:>~1--4-~'"-·-·----~~.J~7~S~-~~9~.~~----t-·~·~7~__:.M~~-~~~~.~~f-~~~~~~~~ 
Dens• Jet X lOW 022-3109<135 1-s;-~. 31 9-51'8' .77 18.13 .80 .82 11.20 20000 20000 

oCiiCuUHion 022·3710-020 )-tt8'' SIUI .SI 114 IO 3Ja A 20000 20000 

0 CircuiDI•On 022-3710.030 Slee• .4Q u• to 3ta A 20000 20000 

TornDCJo Jet OI-Wire 011·3405-{)79 1!1116" Alum 1.2!1 •-112" .12 2.84 .15 .23 2.Sl 20000 15000 

Tornbdo Jot 91-Wiro 011-3405-003 ,.. A tum •-tf2'· .15 3.03 .19 j,9 2.65 18500 1.0000 

Tornado Jot 81-Wiro 017·340!t-004 t-111t'' Atum 2.5 4-112'' .19 3.55 .23 .00 3.15 15000 12000 

TornD<Jo Jet Bi·Wiro 017·3~ 1-11•"' Alum 5 2-318" .30 4~1 .29 .69 1.91 1«)00 14000 

Totn~O Jot Bi·W•re 011-3~ 1-318'' Alum 2-318" .30 5.68 .26 .88 4.80 1~ 14000 

Tornado J818t·WIIe 011-J'(l!.-001 1-11116' Alum 1J 2-71~r 36 7.39 .37 .00 8.35 uooo 13000 

EXPENDABLE Torncelo Jel Bi·W•ro 0'-4L 011-340~-05>8 ~-'-"-'6~- Alum----If--'''-' --~-----+~-+---------f---~,---~-----+-""=0004__:1::3000=--1 
RETRIEVABLE rorn~oG•uret B•·W•ro 017-34~.011 111n6 Gta~:!. 13 1-JtB" .36 6.34 .31 .88 5.82 9000 1000 

STEEL WIRE TornDdo Cmumic Bi-Wiro 017-32Q.4.Qfi0 1-11116' CerafT'•C 12 5-1f2' .2~ ~-ll .32 ..80 5.42 20000 t5000 
BI-WIRE Tornodo Corom1c 81-Wiro 017-310-4-061 £1-118' Cer•m•c 22.7 S-112" .ll 8.05 .42 ..84 7.58 20000 15000 

AND Tomcdo Jot 81-Wirq 011-34-M-008 2·1111" Alum 12.1 2-718" .44 8.92 .4& .91 7.69 1~ 12000 

i\!t.EDLE JETS TomDdo Jol BI·Wiro 011·3~ 2·118" Alum 22.7 S-112" .41 a~ .48 .91 7.® ~~ 12000 

Tom.odo Jol 81-Wiro OML 017·3~72 2·118" Alum 22 1~ 12000 

To.-nodo Gtoai<JI B~Who 011·3~13 2·118" Glass 22.7 2-718" .43 8.31 .•1 .85 7.53 toOO 1'000 

TOfnodo GltiDjol 81-Wiro 011·3~-()t) 2·118" Glast 22.7 7" .32 7.13 .41 .45 7..53 8000 1000 

Twin NH<Jto Bt-W•te 017-3212·005 1·11116" Alum I 5 ~-~.:._1~ --t~·c::•O~·-·+....!;Z.~68"------if--:.''!.::Oc_f---~f--!;2.30~~-·~IIOOO~C+_..!!12000~~ 
~oc'::.•.::B.c.•·W=""'~-~--+~o~'.:.'·.::l::.c>•.:c2_006~= 1'18 r--~~ __ .... __ 3_5 __ ~-H1" .12·· 3.87 .12 115 16000 12000 

_l:.:w:.:'"::.o:N::•""::;-~'•=B•:_:·W.::•:::••~----+--'0"-1~7 ::;l1:_:1;:_1<l0='--if-O>_:l::.:"c.·. ___ Alum • ~ _ +:.:·•~• ·-·~_::'::..·':::'----~~·,::14:.._+-----f-.:•:.:· t~O-t....:.:'l~500:::_4-..:.'2000~~ 
o C~rcuiDhon - ROd Noa.o 017-l~-082 15116' Alum .24 113 to 114 6. 15000 

o Circulation - Red Noso 017-3~.083 ,.. Alum .30 118 to 114 6. 14000 

oCitculOUon- Rod Nooo 011·~ 1-tt8" Alum .38 tAl to 114 A 12000 

oCitculoUon Groon Noao 017-~43 1-11•.. Alum .36 lla to 112 A 14000 

oCkcut.otlon- Rod Noaa 017·340S-044 1-IU" Alum .43 114 to 3la A 14000 

o ~rcutanon Gro!I>W1 Noso 017-3-40!t-OM 1-318" Alum .45 7116 lo 513 A 14000 

oCirculoUon- Rod Noso 011-3405;-090 1-318" Alum .45 Sone to 7t16 J:;. 14000 

oCircuiDiion- Red Noso 0T7-l•0~-11Sl 1·11116- Alu"' .53 ~A 14000 13000 

Tomado Jol FotmOd Wite 011-3-40-4.()08 1·318' Alum 2-318" .30 5.68 .26 .88 •.eo I~ t4000 

I--.:..:Tom=O<Io=..:J~oi:_-~Fc::o::.:'"'.:.:""=-.W=iro:.._+--0 •. "11·3404.000 1-11116" Alum 13 2-7id" .3& 7.39 .37 .eo 6.35 14000 13000 

lor. JOI-FOf'mod Wiro OMl 011·3-404.()65 I-nn&" Alum 12 14000 13000 

Tor. Gloatot-Formod Wito 017-32'04~ 1·11f16" Glut tJ 2·318" .36 6.34 .lt .88 5..92 8000 7000 

EXPENDABLE f--T"a<~G~I::;os,ro,_,<.::-:_F..::o:_:rm::;:od,.-_:W.::•:,:ro:.._+-~0:_1:_:7·~l:IO'=.oo!>=~f'---..,-'_"..:;6·_· -~f---'G:..••~•:::•--'-j--~ll:.-+.::.5...:·•-=Q-" .27 5.76 .31 .88 5.82 8000 7000 
AF.TAIEV.-4.BLE Tat CorDmte-FormodWuo 017-3104.0t2 1·11116- Ce•am•c 12 !io-111" ----f~·;!~~+2;~·.:!:33"------l--'·32~-f....;!!·80'!.._+~!1.~4Z~j-!20000~~+~'~~~ 

Slf:EL WIRE for CeramiC-FormO(JWue 011·3204-01) 21'8 ~afY'•t 1?1 ~-112' 33 8.05 .U .84 7.58 20000 tSOOO 

FORME 0 WIRE t-'""o'-'"""":::a~o_:;J_•c•_-_•...:or'-m_oo:.::_.wc;__""::__+-..:"c..'_'..:. J•_o•_<J_<_o --+-l. •:~ _ _.._ !.~::__ ____!!.!..__~~- -·· -~...:·'~'c_4-.c8!::.5~2c_ __ ~~·48~-+~·.!.91!__+--':.:·88~~_:':?.~~~_..!!'2000~~ 
JETS rornaaoJf't-FOfmedWore 011-J.ao_•~ _1_'..!._ ___ -~---- 121 1· .42 8.14 .48 .91 7.89 15000 12000 

lor. Jet-Formed Wile DML 011-H04066 2·1'8 .t,lu.., 22 t5000 12000 

Tor. GIUjet-FOfmed Wiro Ot7·32'04.0n 2-118" Glut 227 2-7t8" .43 8.31 .41 .85 7..53 8000 7000 

Tor. GlnjcJI-Fonnod Who 017-310-4-011 1·118" Glass 22.1 7" .32 7.13 .•1 .85 1'.$3 8000 7000 

Tor. Mognum FOfmod Wiro 017-3404-086 1-318.. Stool &.5 2-118" .30 &.07 .26 .81 5.35 15000 1.&000 

Tor. Magnum-Formed Wlro 017-3404-092 1·112" Steel 2·118" .30 8.B8 .29 .8.5 6.12 1$000 14000 

I-T...:"'cc·~"'"''•:=g•n~um"'---..:.F.="':.c.mc:od~W.:ci:.:••'-+.......:Oc:.''-'·::.300.=.000='--ir-'-·'...:':..."::.6'_· -1-=sc:••=•' ----+-''"''--+-5~·:::m~·-· --~-=·l~'-f-.~8:.!·'~•-----+...:·~30!_4-~·M~~.....:.7.::.3:!.7-+_..:.:'4000~~e-:':!l000~--l 
Tor. Magnum-Formed Wire OH-3404.045 1 1)116" Steer 13 ~-112" .32 8.54 .39 .83 7.78 14000 14000 

Tor Moanum-Formed W11e 017-360H)88 2-H8'' Steel 22 7 !t tt1" .42 9.64 .51 .93 8.62 15000 14000 

To'n~oJe!-L1nk 018-3101.00.. ,.,.. ••u..... , 5 lJ'A .30 4~1 .29 .09 3.91 1..000 14000 

TQfnado J&t-l'"" 018-3101 ~ t )-'8 -~G~-~~-f--~~ ~~- -·f-.l::;0:,_+-~~~6~3~--~~·28:!'-_-+~·~88~+--•:::·80=~..:':::~:=~_..:.:14~000=-! 
f-T':'o~rn:::o~d'='o~J~ei~-::,:L:::r•:::•~------ 018-3100-01!.__~~-~~-- 13 27'8" .36 1.39 .37 .90 8.35 UtOOO 13000 

Totnado Jel- Link 018-JHX).(I11 1-11116' Alum 1l ~-112" -~~·lO:::_~__:'..:·l~•-----4-"""3.!;7~f--'·B0=.,~.......:6::.35:::....+..:'.::4000=~-~~3000:::0:::'-
.. ~ .. Tornado Jot-ltnlt 01&-310CJ..061 1-11118" Alum 13.5 4-112" .51 5.02 .Sl .ae 3.38 14000 13000 

Tomodo Jot Unfl OML 01&.3100-080 1-t f116" Alum 12 1<1000 13000 

TomodoJot-Unk 1·WDV 018-311)0.()51 1·1lll0" Alum 13 5-112" .30 7.34 .37 .ro G.l5 14000 13000 

Stlrt Jot OML 1~oy OtB-3102-405 1·11110" Alum 12 14000 tlOOO 

Tomodo Stitt Jot 01~3102001 2·1118" Alum 21 15000 12000 

EXPENDABLEr-'"om~~='='_,S:::II:::li~J~ot~O~M~l~---+__:D:_:t~~~lt~~~<J0~2~~2~·•~n~a-" __ -!-~A~<u~m~--+--~~~f------·--~----~--------t---~~---+----~__:t::~~-+-'~~~~ 
ALUMINUMI-T'-'orn=ocso=..:J::::••c..-~L::"'c.:':__ ____ 4__:o:.:t~=3':::C»>=•:::~'-jf-'>~·•c:ota:...··-·-~<um -·· -l--2~2..:'~..:2::·':.:'"'-.. - .•• 8.92 .48 .91 7.G9 t~ t~ 

LINK TomadoJoi-Unlrl 018-3100-04~ 2·1f8" Alum 227 5-112 .41 8.52 .48 .91. 1.69 15000 12'000 

JETS I-T~om=Dd=O.::Jot~-...:l::.ln.:c•:__ ____ 4~oc:.•~~l::.l:::OO~<J~•.:.:..~ ~'..!....___ Alum ·- __ +--"22'-''----1--'-'-·· -·- .42 8.14 .48 .91 7.89 15000 12'000 
Tomcdo Jot-link O.,l 018-JHl0.075 2-118" Alum 22 15000 12000 

TomDdoJot-Unk 1·wDy 018-\Jt()().()SJ 2-H8" Alum 22.7 5·"2" .41 8.52 .48 .01 7.89 15000 12000 

TomDdO Froc 018-313:0-002 J-3i4H Alum 90 •·11'2" .66 18.02 .7t 14.7& 13000 12000 

Tomcdo Ftoc 010-31l0-002 l-314" Alum 90 $-112" .67 18.82 .71 14.75 13000 12000 

TomDdo Froc 018-3130-002 3-JU" Alum eo_ ~_:7_"----~·.!;71~-j-..'.IF!..:.2~1~-~f....:!·7C,!I __ f----J....!'4::;.!..:1S!....i~I~3000~C+_..!!I2000~~ 
oOtculaUon-Gtoon Nooo 019-J10t-OJO 1-114" Alum .3:8 313 to 112 A 14000 14000 

oCitculcUon-Aod Nooo Ot~l10t.Q03 1-114" Atum 286 +~·4!:3c_+-:!'14~I0~3/3~!:1>4----+----+-----+-''4000~~f-c"'~ol000~c...j 
oCJrcutaUon Gtoon Nooo 018-3101-009 t.)tb" Alum .45 711G to Jla A 1~ 14000 

ocnculaHon Rod Nooo 018-3101-010 t-.MI'' Alum .4~ 511810 7118-.0 t~ 14000 

oCirculcllon Rod Noso 01&-3101-032 1-11116" Alu"' .~3 Ml 0 UOOO 13000 

Slrop Jet 020-3202-001 1-11116' Atum 2-718" .28 6.18 .25 .86 5.89 UOOO 13000 

Sllap Sand Control 020-3201-004 t-11116" Alum 2" .10 15000 15000 

~s~u~·~·J~~~~---------+-""~~3~~~<l0~2-;~'~··~~~"---+~AI~u~m~--+---''~0--~2~·7~~~ .. ----~·~••!__+_7~.7~5L----1~~~~~~~-4--7~.3~7~~~~~~~7~000~~ 
Strap Sand Contf~ 010--3201-005 2-J!t8" Alum 2 2-7.'0" .11 ~ H 
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o Cltculllllion - Rod Nose 017-Jcc»-OB2 

o DtculaUon - Rod Noll<! 017·3~.06J 

o Ctrcui01fOn - ROd Hos.o 017-3.e<Js.ofl 

o ClrculoUon - Greon Now Ot 7-3.eM-04l 

oCirculoUon- Rod Noao 011-3«»S..044 

o CitculoUon - Groon Nos.o Ot 7-340~-0~ 

o CllculoUon - Rod Nose 011·3~-0£0 

!-'-="'-"-='-do_Jo'--1--_'-="""-'od""--W'--•--'•o'-I-=-0-11--"-3.a()4 004 
TQfnbdo Jet-Formod W••o 017-l.e.Q.t.()()!) 

Tornodo Jet-Formo<t w"o 011-34()4.QOa 

Tomooo Jot-F01moa Wtro 011·3~-007 

TOfnb<JO Jo1-Fonnc;:d WKO 017·3~-008 

Totnodo Joi-Fonnod w;,o 017-3~.000 

T01. Gloa;ot-Fonncd Wuo 011--3204-005 

EXPENDABLE To<, Glnojoi-Fa<mod W•o 011·320H)~ 

RETRIEVABLE fOf. COiamH:-FotmO<I WtiO 011-32(}4-012 

STEEL WIRE TQf C&Uitn•C -F~ITIO(J WKO 017.J204-01l 

FOAMED WIRE TornoOo Jet-~f"QtmOd Wore 017-3404.010 

JETS Tomado Jei-F"o'"lOG W"o 011-3404-010 

TOt JOI-Formod WlfO 0Ml 011·3404..()66 

Tot. Glor._joi-Fonnoct Wllo 017-3204-0:11 

Tor. Gloo)ol-fOtmcd Wwo 017-3204.011 

TCH. a.4ognum-Fonncd Wko 017-3404-o£3 

TCH. MQ1Jnum-Formcd Wtro 017·3-e04-092 

lOf. Mognum-FonncdWko 017~~ 

T01. Magnum-Fonnod w..-o 017-3«14445 

Tomodo Joi-Unll 010.3101.()()4 

T01n0o6o Jot-llnb. OU~3101-oo$ 

TomodO Jot-Link 019-3100..011 

TornotJo Joi-Lintl Oto-310D-011 

''500" Tomacto Jot-Unlli 019-3100-031 

Tomodo Jot-Unll OML 010-3100480 

Tomoclo Joi-Unb 1.,oy 010-3101Hl51 

SUII Jot DML 1..,01 010-3102.000 

Tomodo SUit Jot 01&.3102.0()1 

EXPENDABLE Tomoelo suu JOI OWL 01&.3102002 

ALUMINUM TO<noelo Jo1-Link 010-310004! 

LINK Tomi>Cio Joi-Link OIQ.31()(H)ol5 

JETS Tomoclo Jo1-llnk 010-31~45 

TomOCio Jot-link OML 01B--lt00..07S 

Tom COo Jot- Unll ~~- OtG-31QO..OS3 

Tomodo Frac 010-3130-002 

TomDdO Froc 01G-31m.oo2 

Tornado Froc 019-J130-002 

oCtrculoUOI\-Oroon Not-0 018-3101.030 

OCkcutotlon-Rod Not-0 018--3101.()0:3 

OCirculohon-Greon Noao 01&-3101.(109 

OCIIC.ulotlon-RO(J Noso 018-3101.010 

Strop Jot 020-3202.()01 

SUop Sand Control 02Q.320Nl04 

Strop Jot 020-3202.()02 

Strop Sond Control 020-3201~ 

_!~cw:to Cor!~~~iL_ . _ ~~~ 
Tombdo Gtoso Stnp Jot 020-320J..004 

1~16 14 ll81o11•b. _ _ _ __ -~-~ 

Alum 

1 .. 
l-'30""--t.--"'"8::..:.:•o,_•::.••:__::A'-4--+--+----+- __ ',~ 

J6 118 IO 11• A cvvv 

Alum 38 liB lo 1f2 A 14000 

Alum .. J 114 10 lta 6 14000 

Alum •5: 7116 IO 5/a A _ _ ICOOQ 

t-Jra· Alum -r- •5 ~·a •o 1110~ ----t----t--~ _ _ _ _ ~~ 
Alum 5J ~ 6. 1•000 13000 

1~,116 -t-~~- --~ . II} l--'"-t----'2'--8-•---t-'.C.'-•t-'--"--t--2:-'-2-1l-10000~.c_~ 
1 A'u"" -· _ ~__!_ __ -'-'-"-- __ !-'-'' ''--+--'3'--0ti:::_ __ +-''::.8_1- ..:>.:.9_1-_.;:2_:6::._> -+-''6:.:>00=+-'-.:'000=-i 

I· 118 1\lu,., -l--'''-'''-lf-'-'·.:.:"co.'·-· _ l--''""-t-.::.3:_:>:.::> _ _::.-+__:.2;:._) -j'--0"8'--f---']:C. ':.::'-+ _.-:.'-o>OO<l-::::_ ~ 
Hl4"" Alum :l-Jt8 30 •.51 l9 69 391 ISO()() 14000 

l·liB·· Alum :1·318"" JO ~.68 :16 86 4.80 ISOOQ 14000 

1·11116" Alum I] :HIS.. .36 7.39 .37 .90 6.35 UOOO 13000 

1·11n&·· Alum 12 

1·11116'" Glou 2-31'9"" J& 6.3-4 .lt 

1·11116'" Gtass tl ~-11"1"" .11 5.16 .31 

1-11116'" Corom•c 1:1 ~-112· .2'S 5.33 .32 

2·118 --1-C:..:•cc'':m._'::._' -jf-.:.22:_1 +-='-'..:''-· --1-3'-'3'--+--'":::·0:_:>_;_-t-"'.:.'-
}-t;e Atum 11 P 'S-112 ,41 8.~2 48 

2118 Alum 117 .42 8.14 48 

2-MJ" Alum 22 

2·Ml" Gtoss 22.7 r 
1·319" StoOl 6 5 2·718"" 

1·112" Stoot 2·71'8 .. 

1·11116" Stoot 13 5-112". 

1·13118'. Stool 13 5-112'" 

2·118'" Steel 11.1 S-112"" 

1-114"' Alum 2·318'" 

1-11116'. Alum 13 2-718". 

1·11119"· Alum 13 5-11'2" 

1·11116- Alum 13.5 4·112" 

1·1 tn6.. Alum t2 

1·1 1110·· Alum 12 

2·1118- Alum 21 

2'·1116" Alum 20 

f.tli)'" Alum '12.1 l-118". 

2·1/(1'" Alum 22.7 ~-112"" 

2-tta·· Alum 22.7 r· 
2-tla" Alum 22 

.<3 

.32 

.30 

.30 

.31 

.32 

.• 2 

.30 

.30 

.38 

.30 

... 
·" 
.•2 

8.31 

7.13 

6.07 

8.96 

8.14 

8.s-

5.63 

7.39 

7.34 

5.02 

7.34 

U2 

8.52 

8.14 

" 
·" 
.28 

.28 

.38 

.39 

.51 

.29 

.26 

.31 

.31 

.53 

.37 

.• 8 

.<8 

. .a 

.00 

88 

.80 

8< 

.91 

91 

8~ 

8~ 

.81 

.85 

.88 

.83 

.93 

.89 

.88 

.90 

.90 

.89 

.80 

.91 

.91 

.91 

5.82 

5.82 

5.42 

1.58 

7.89 

7.89 

7.>3 

8.12 

7.37 

7.78 

8.82 

3.91 

•. 80 

8.35 

3.39 

6.35 

7.89 

7.89 

7.89 

2·113.. Alum 22.7 S-112" .41 6.52 .48 .91 7.89 

J..3H.. Alum eo 4·112.. .e.G 18.02 .71 14.75 

3-314- Alum eo S-11'2" .81 18.82 .71 14.7S 

14000 1)()00 

8000 1000 

8000 1000 

10000 1>000 

20000 1>000 

I~ 110()0 

1~ 11C()() 

·~ 11000 
8000 7000 

8000 1000 

15000 1'()00 

15000 14000 

1.&000 13000 

·~ 14000 
14000 t•OOO 

15000 1&000 

••000 13000 

><000 13000 

1<00() 13000 

1<000 13000 

1<000 13000 

1<000 13000 

1>000 12000 

15000 12000 

·~ 12000 
15000 11000 

15000 12000 

~~ 12'000 

tSOOO 12000 

13000 12000 

130Cl0 12000 

3-314" Afum 20 ,.. .71 17.21 .71 14.7!) 13000 12000 

1·114'' Alum .30 313 to 112 6 14000 14000 

1-u4·· Alum .43 1'4 to 318 l:l. 14000 uooo 

1-318. Alum .45o ~1610 711B_A 1~ 1"000 

1·t1ti6'" 41um .!'3 $18.6. l.t()QQ 13000 

t-11116" Alum 2-7re·· .28 8.19 .25 .86 5.89 t4{X)Q 13000 

t:t1ft6" Alum 2'" .10 t!I(X)() 1~ 

2·118"' Alum 10 2-718"" .41 1.1~ .34 .80 7.37 8000 7000 

2-311&"· Alum 2·718.. .11 3.25 15000 ISOOO 

1·11tt6" ~Ot'O_'!"IC 12 S--112•· f-'.2"'!'--i--'5=.33=---+".32"--l--'.&0=-'---!-!00 .• .co2'--i 20000 1_SOOO_ 
1·11116". Glass 13 2-318- .38 6.3-t .31 .86 5.82 6000 

Tomodo Gloss Strip Jot 020-3203-004 1-1 ma·· Glass 13 5-H2"' .30 8.33 .31 .86 5.82 8000 

TOfnado Cetam~e Slnp 010-3203-419 2·t18"" CetamiC 227 ~-112'· .33 8.05 .42 .8-4 7.S8 2()'X)() 15000 

EXPENDABLEt--'~"'~"~~~~G--''•~·~·~S~1•~'•~J=-"'-----+-~o20-~3~20=3=-®:..:.:.l-+~2·~'~=-----~~~·~·--·~~~22~''--t--1·_· _____ ~-3~''---+-~7~.1~0'------l--''~~--1-·=8'~+-~'·':..:3~f-~8000~-+--''~ooo~~ 

RETRIEVABLE~G='=··~·..:D~M~L~S~·~ .. ~·~J·='-----+~~~·3~20~'~=~~1-~l~·~q· --·+-G=·~·~··~--+-----+--------+----1---------~----+----1~----~~~~+-~~~~ 
STEEL Gruo Stup Jet 02'().3207-()(Y.) l-117 Gtass 22.7 1-112"" -~ 10.21 .~ .78 9.95 20000 10000 

STRIP Oloeo Sutp Jol 020-3207~ 3-112'" Glooo 22.7 S.t/2'" .-43 9.96 .so .78 9.95 20000 20000 

Strip Jot 020-3207-oos 3-112·· Alum 22.1 t-1/2"" .$3 10.36 .81 .79 9.85 1~ 15000 

Slrlp JOI ()20.3207003 ).112·· Alom 22.7 !>112'" .53 10.20 .81 .79 9.11! 1!1000 1>000 

Strip Jot 020-3207-oO:a J-.112·· Alum 22.7 7"' .<13 10.33 ..81 .19 9.8~ 15000 15000 

Strip JOC OWL 0'20-3207.0-tl l-112- Alum I~ l:wlOO 

Glooo Sooor Jot 020-319&-001 3-$JS.. Gtuo JT •·1f2- .39 SU1 .42 8.62 12000 11000 

GIDID Sabot JDI 02().3199-003 3-5/a'" Gll:lsa 80 1·112'" .13 11.94 .10 13.31 12000 11000 

Glue Sobol Jet 020-31e9-002 4·$JS"" GlliU !10 1"" .49 12.83 .53 11.03 12000 11000 

Gloot Sobor Jet ()20.Jt99-00J 4-$1'9. Gtots 80 7·· .62 \7.39 .70 13.31 12000 11000 

Stlcll Jol 019-300().()01 3-112"" Alum 1$ 4-112'" .40 7.60 .41 7.SO 12000 11000 

EXPENDABLEI-S~•~~~·~J=ot~D~"~L~--------+--=0-'1~'--~:..:.:."-=~~;-~l~1~12_··---t~A~•u~m'-----+--1~l'-;--------t-----r---------+----+-----f-----+-~'2000~~--=1~1000:..:.:.-i 
ALUMINUMr..:S~1~~·~J~~~~----------t-7o~1~~~~-t~~~~~~··-·---t-'A='="m~---t~2=2.~7-t-'!~·1~12~'"----+-·~~~;--~~•7__: __ -1~.!~1--t-~=9~1-~7.=91'---t-1~!1000~~_.:.:12000~~ 

TUBINOr...:S~1~~=·~Jot~D=M~l~--------+-~0~1~~~~~~1-j~~~1~~-··---1-=A~~~m~--f--'2~2--~-------4----~---------+----+-----~----+-~1~==~--'1~2000~~ 
Slick Jot 01e.JOOO.OI)J !1-1/T Alum 22.7 7" .511 12.33 .83 .00 0.~ 12000 11000 

SUcb: Jot OML 01&-30CJ0.05,2 ~112'" Atutn 22.7 12000 11000 

DML '"' Jol 111 011·3307·103 •-enu- Stool 3 ~•n- .24 $..32 .25 .aa 4.82 20000 20000 

(GOWINOER) OCI<culotoon 
OCkcutot~n 

ocneutoUon 

OCircuiOUon 

021-3618-010 r Slool .42" • 114 to lla A 20000 20000 

021-3618-0tS r· Stoot .43" • W 10 tl2 A 20000 20000 

Specll:ll Porlorotoro ono ColnOfO dolO ovolloblo on roquont. 287 
o Tho.oo el\orgoG otO uood to pcnotroto tho primC:fY otrlng 'Clt1h0ul ponotrotlon 

toto lho oocondory ott1rtg. 
6.Pcnouolion in otocf olrotO elo«onco. --Conrrofl.rod •Docontrolllcd 



NL McCULLOUGH (NL INDUSTRIES, INC.) 

c---=-=-:-: 

~asing r: arges !), Cemen'<: ().~ 

~- ~ 

I; F.~:tplosivu Yv!>o Pipo 

: L'>o;-;; o Charco (iJ)oaionn~ion Gr. w~. Cnr;·ici· r;i~u ~olo 

~ --· .,.__~_-_ _,.-=- ~--=----
-_,.__.=_ ____ - ~-

' ~m.L~W «:DUI\1 ~1/~t!.R!Wc;S 
I=--~- --~= =----====-== '-----'---- =-----=--- -~~ -- ---- - - ~--
I 525·5-·1 :il-~/8' S.D.J. 1-"tllo l:l.O LJ.1/C!" .«31 

---c 
521>-:!1'101-tl ~1/8' !lmwl Joe:! 10.0 tl-'l/2" .39 

-"-----------

525-75-0 :JI-1/G' lilitJ Nolo 10.0 <l-112" .61 
-~ ---

'525·Sl·G :JI-1111" Omeeo ID' 11.0 '3·112 .34 

!1'525-Sl.-2 3·1111" Omoeo Ni-Yomp• 12.0 ll-112" .43 
,_,_..,-~~-~~~ -·" --- ~- ~ 

525-13-12 l·Wiil' N~ NY-I!.INri: Lillil'» .• 1<!.0 0-'11?." .38 

"525-~7 ~~10" !JifiiO!JO 10° 11.1'1 tl-'i/2" .3<0 
·~~ 

525-G-'U 3-!li/0" &\.!:IJ • .D. ~luo 15.0 Nollow tl-'l/2' -~ 

525-7·1 <l' S.D.J. lil'luo 15.0 5-112' .39 

~25·'1·2 ll' S.D.J. 10 18.0 Corrior 5·'112" .47 

1:>25-7·5 W li!l.i:I.J. 'i/W Molo 'Hl.O 7" .25 

62~~'l 0· ole Molo 20.5 9·5/S" .7'l 

92&Ha61-'3 w )1~ ~'il.O i2>-'il/2" -~2 

S25·'1:ll-1:D e· Nl!. NY.WN!E filf)llll\ ·• 22.0 S·'l/2" .so 

'525-8-5 4" Omego 11• 22.0 5-112 .so 

'525·8-:D W Omago MI-Yemp' 23.0 5·112'~ .51 

'525·8-'i s· Ornogo" 32.0 9-5/S" .78 

'525-55-3 s· [1Jie Holo 32.0 9·5/8" .86 

YMRU 1UI8lli\ll:ii ~NA~!Gf!:S 

'525·12·1 1-Sl11G" Omoeo Hi-Temp• 2.5 

'525-12·2 1-!ll116 Om1190 II' 3.0 E"pendoblo 

525-13-1tl 1·!11116" NLNU-I.INE • 3.0 

'525-13·1 2" Omoeo Ml-Yomp • 4.5 Aotriounblo 

'525-'l:JI 2" Omoeo" 5.5 

525-13-5 2-1/Q" Omeeo II" Hi-Yomp G.5 Noll ow 

525-13-9 2-118 NL NU-LINIE • 6.5 

525·13·11 2-314 NI.NU-I.INIE • , 1.0 Carner 

524-1 2·111?" N-VADU! • 12.0 

''S26·340tl-7 'i·'i/4' YomDIIo Jot l<onnod Wiro 5.0 IEnpondoblo 

•• £>2111-340tl-91) 'il-3/8" YomDIIo Jot Moen""' 5.5 ~otriovoblo 

"526-340tl-Sl0 'il·1'i/11S ·Yo modo Jot 1\ilogn~m~ 13.0 Stool 

"526-3404-88 2·118 ·Tornado Jet Magnum 22.7 Wire 

''526·3100-11 1-11/16 Yo~nodo Jet 13.0 EApendobla 
Aluminum 

"526-3'100-45 C!-1/8" iomodo Jot 22.7 linh 

Ruboor pop-up olienm<lllt ovotom ovoilnblo in Hollow Co~rior o:l>oreoo 
'Avoiloblo ~ 525"1? 1lv o~clo,. 

·'Tornado Jot choreeo ovoilobl2 to 20,000 PSI ond <!320 ~ bv ardor 

:>.O.J. -Super Dvnu Jet 
API Onto nheetn lor chorgos listed ore ovailable on request~ 
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5-112" .23 

5-112 .25 

4-112 .26 

5.~/;l!" .::t1 

5-'i/C!" .33 

<l-112' .30 

4-112 .32 

4-112 .38 

4-112' .35 

2-3/8' .30 

2-7/lil" .30 

5-112' .3'1 

5-112 .42 

5-112 .30 

5-112' .ll1 

~ene· 
tration Hole 

-~--

- ----

5l.25 .<JG 

O.Sl8 Jl5 

7.5<11 .52 

15.36 .39 

11.20 .'32 

151.36 .ll1 

15.36 .3Sl 

1'1.63 .53 

16.78 .46 

17.30 .49 

13.53 .29 

10.20 .75 

S.O'i .l:l:JI 

23.6'3 .55 

23.20 .56 

20.63 .51 

n.ss .B'i 

14.22 .7SI 

6.0'3 .26 
---·--

B. 12 .2!11 

9.88 .2!11 

8.35 .3~ 

7.87 .:JIG 

10.28 .:liS 

10.37 .36 

16.24 .37 

15.59 .39 

ll.S'i .2!11 

111.07 .2G -
G.14 .38 

9.64 .51 

7.34 .37 

a.sa .48 

-~-~~---:-_] 

"lereiil 111'~ I ill'i: p 
---- -

Yemper-
TI!l t:r=l: PSI u~uro 

~-~----

0.18 .72 20,000 l<GO --
9.33 .ElSl 20,000 325 

5.50 .76 20,000 340 

10.60 ~110 20,000 340 

9.62 .72 20,000 400 

11.'10 .lll:ll 20,000 340 

10.60 .!10 20,000 lllO 

Ill. 'iS .77 20,000 340 

9.38 .78 20,000 340 

11.08 .86 20,000 340 

0.75 .81 20,000 :lltJO 

7.1"! :n 20,000 :ll40 

6J.72 .711 20,000 :ll&>O 

'i6J.85 .1\JS 20,000 340 

14.73 .85 20,000 340 

12.68 .82 20,000 400 

'i'l.99 .93 15,000 340 

12.10 .SI3 15,000 340 

~= 

4.81 .76 20,000 400 

5.48 .81 20,000 340 

5.68 .81 20,000 340 

5.09 ~D 20,000 .:OOQ 
··~ 

6.45 .80 20,000 340 

11>.90 .75 20,000 400 

8.15 .79 20,000 340 

10.55 . 75 20,000 340 

10.54 .OS 20,000 340 

::ll.!ll'i .69 14,000 325 

5.35 .Gl'l 15,000 325 

7.37 .as 14,000 325 

8.62 .93 15,000 325 

6.35 .90 14,000 325 

7.89 .91 12,000 325 



:.·:/NDARD 

--- --------
i Gun Slu 
I 

I 
i...!O.i.,'l~i h. :l tiCl., I lo.) Guo Typr 

I Through· Tubin; I 11/16 Encrjct 

Semi- (~pend able 2-110 Enc:qc:t 
! 
>---

I Throunh·Tubino Domed 
Hollow C~11icr I l/8 S<allop 

Domed 
I 11!16 Scallop 

Domed 
2-110 Scz:dlop 

Domed 
2-1/8 S<allop 

Domed 
2-110 Sc.aiJop 

C.uino Hollow 1-l/0 Carrier 
Curicr l·l!G Catricr 

I 4 Carrier I 
I 

I S<lecuve l-l/0 Scl«:live 

Shot-by-Shol Csn. Gun 
I 

Sand Conuol 4 Carrier 
•<II CArrier 
4121 Carrier 

I sOl Carrier 
l(41 Carrier 
s!ll Carrier 
sl61 Carrier 
sill Carrier 

1cs1 Carrier 
(9) Scm•· 

E•pcndabk 

HIGH-TEMPERA. TURIE 

Through·Tubina Domed 

lfulh>w C.u11Ci 1-JIO Sullop 

Oomc:d 

1-11116 ~;~llup 

1·9/16 X;~llop 

Oomed 

2·110 Sullop 

Domed 
2-718 S<allop 

C~sina Hollo"<"~ l-1/D Cllrric:r 

I Cartier 4 Carrier 
I 

(I) l.l" 17.00 J-ll 
(2) 7.0" ll.OO l·ll 
(l) 1.0" 2).00 J-ll 
(4) 1 l/G • 26.40 J.SJ 

SGC L:Jf\'lliERC EH 
CilAHG::: PEHIFORMANCE OATA 

JANUARY 19!.!~ 

Rolina Gun [,piO\i~t 

Chornr Type f p~j/ Of) Phnsina ( ::~J l.d I at 

Encrjct II !0,000/).s.() 0 110 
Encrjcl ll.OOO!l-Ul 0 l).l 

. -

1-iype:rDomc ll.OOO!l-UJ 0 1.8 

Hyper Dome ll.OOO!l-Ul 0 1.! 

lfypcrDomc ll.OOOtl.uJ 0,1 so 6.l 

Uhr<:~jct 2l.OOO/J.IO 0.180 6.l 

Hyper Dome ll.OOO/HO 0,180 t•.O 

Ulu;:,jcc 20.000/140 90 14.0 
Hyper-lei II 20,0001)-UJ 90 1'.0 
Hyp<r-Jcr II 20.000/l-Ul 90 22.0 

Hyper- 20,0001 ]J{) 0 10.0 
S-elect 

Big Hole 

Hyp<r-1<1 20,000/JW 0 22.0 
Uhrap~ck W.OOOIJ-'0 90 n.o 
Uhrap.ack lU,OOOtHO 90 ~~.0 

Uhrapack 20,1)()()1)'(\ 90 )2.0 
Uhrapack 20,000/J-'0 90 Jl.O 
Uhrapad. 20.000/l-UJ 90 !2.0 
Hyper-Pad. 20,1)()()/)-U) 90 12.0 
lhpn-Pach 20.000/)J.Q 90 !2.0 
Uypc:r-Pach lO.OOO!l.uJ 90 12.0 
B•Jl Hole ll.000/100 0.9Q,180 ~2.6 

E-'P<:ndablc: 

•typcrDomc ll.000/4 70 0 I M 

ltyp-crOoiiiC ~l.I~XI/470 0 l.l 
lfypcr-Jel ll.OI~J!I>(IO I) ]4 

Hypcr()omc H,000t410 0,180 6.l 

Uhrlljc:t 2l.000/470 0.180 ll.O 

ltypcr-l<t ll,OOO/HO 90 l).l 

Hyp<r·l<l II ll.000/4'70 90 22.0 

(l) 9 l/0" 40.00 J-Sl 
(6) 7.0" 21.00 N-BO 
(7) 7 ~/G" 29.10 N-W 
(8) 9 ~/0" 40.00 N-80 
(9) 9 l/0" l(.j) 
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-
1.t. PI RP-·U Srction II 

-\PI RP--0 S«tion I Berro Sond formation 

Ptnt. On.) Cnsing 
Sand-Crmt'nl f-tolr Oio. tio.) Elt OAP TTP TCP en: ECP 

--

I J. ~6 O.JJ O.H 0.11 7.JS b.ll 0.90 s.w 
19.41 O.J.t 0.)6 11.00 IO.H 9.12 0.79 7 . .!~ 

l.7l 0.!1 0.2) ~.!8 J.JO 2.18 0.81 1.16 

7.9• 0.2l 0.!9 lA6 l.OJ ).91 o.w J.ll 

10.64 0.12 0.1~ 8.0) 7.92 6.80 0.76 l.ll 

I !.84 0.12 0.11 9.l0 8.69 7.l6 o.w -
16.12 0.17 0.-UJ 10.98 10.61 9.l0 0.76 7.-U 

lZ.04 O.JJ O.ll 11.08 12.4l ll.Jl 0.87 -
19.16 0.18 0.18 11.)0 10.8l 9.1) 0.81 7.88 
21.07 0.-UJ 0.46 16.1l 14.1) 11.01 o.8~ 10.88 

17.70 0.17 0.17 10.80 9.l0 0.)0 0.7! 6.11 

4.12 0.89 0.91 4.60 4.48 1.16 0.71 2.-H 
16.!2 0.66 0.76 11.17 11.00 9.87 0.7) -
16.6l 0.67 0.69 9. 7) 9.27 8.1l 0.88 -
14.17 0.79 1.02 9.~ 9.92 7.80 0.89 -
1).49 0.80 0.91 9.94 9.7! 3.60 0.86 -
16.l7 0.17 0.91 9.ll 9.21 8.11 0.86 -
17.71 0.70 0.82 11.70 ll.26 12.11 0.78 9--'2 
19.)6 0.70 0.81 14.17 ll.61 l!.lO 0.82 "10.~-1 

!2.00 0.61 0.81 14.)0 1).60 12.47 0.82 IO.n 
8.04 0.61 0.81 - l.BI ~.71 1.16 

lj 

l.lll 0.19 0.19 l 79 l.J:! 2.:! O.f>.l I.H 

11.112 U.ll U.ll 4.01 J.8l Ul 0.76 2.07 
l.7l U.lg U . .!ll IIJU !.IJIJ O.KK O.tl9 1)711 

10.16 O.JO O.Jl 1.-UJ 6.6 l.-UJ 0.70 ).82 

14.~0 0.10 0.14 10.17 9.H 8.42 0.80 -

10.6l 0.14 0.41 7.71 l.67 •. ll 0.67 1.11 
20.28 0.18 0.-UJ 11.88 II.BO 10.67 J.8~ 9.9l 

Ell Entnncc Hole 

OAP Overall Pcnctrntion 

TTP Total Tar set Pcnc:uation 

TCP Total Core Penetration 

CFE Core Flo\:1 Err,dcnq 
ECP EU«tive Core Pcnctr~lion 



Gun 

Deoignation 

! 3/8" OS 

! 3/8" DS 

1 11/16" EJ 

l !1/16" DS 

1 !1/16" DS 

1 11/16" DS 

2 1/8" EJ 

2 1/B" DS 

?. 1/8" DS 

2 1/B" DS 

2 1/6" DS 

2 1/8" DS 

2 7/8" DS 

3 3/8" PPG 

3 3/8" PPG 

3 3/8" PPG 

3 3/8" PPG 

3 3/8" PPG 

S 3/8" PPG 

3 3/8" SCG 

ll"PPG 

4" PPG 

4" PPG 

4" PPG ,. 
4" PPG 

4" PPG 

5" PPG 

6" PPG 

5" PPG 

5" PPG 

3 3/8" HSD 

3 3/8" HSD 

Is· s SPF usn 
5" 6 SPF HSD 

5" HSD 

5" HSD 

5" HSD 

5 1/2" HSD 

5 1/2" HSD 

6" BSD 

6" HSD 

6" HSD 

6" HSD 

7 1/4" HSD 

1 I/4" Him 

:O,U<tl' !UfHt;{HV;fll '>fH\'it:IS I'[HrOfll\l!NCCU.Jli.ll 

14910 Alf111NE fiOAO Ofii\VI( H A 

ROSHAHON. lf)(AS 7750)·0076 (71)) 4)1-0211 

SCl!LUMBERGER API DATA SHEETS ON JF'liLE WXTB APX OFFllCE 

---
1 Hr E><pl. AP! RP1:>-Scconcl Edi!ion 

P"rt Temp. Lor>d Sedion! Sedion !a 
Chnrge Nr.me Number rnte Gmo. Cll!ling E.H. Pcildr. E.H. CFE 1"f? 

l6A HD, RDX (X 3/B" TTG} 11224509 330 1.8 1 R/2 0.2! .!').76 0.23 o.rn 3.30 

l6A HD, PSF (1 3/B" TTG) 11247296 ~70 1.0 1 1/2 0.19 11.10 O.H.l 0.61 s.n 
1 U/!6" EJ II P7.H035 330 U.O fi 1/2 0.33 !3.26 0.31 0.90 '/.35 

20A HD, RDX (1 11/16 TTG) H224234 330 3.2 <;\ l/2 0.28 7.23 0.28 1.02 <!.63 

20A liD, HMX (1 ll/16 TTG) 11334539 100 3.2 -:l 1/2 0.2! 6.1l9 0.27 0.87 -:1.5-:l 

20A HD, ;f'SF (X U/!6 TTG) H2213'/2 HO 3.2 <I ll/2 0.23 6.02 0.25 0.76 3.85 

2 !/8" EJ P273920 330 13.1> 5 1/2 0.3-:l llB.·:l!. 0.36 0.79 lO.:lfi 

:!tiA J-10, RDX (2 1/B" TTG) 1\224170 330 6.5 <;\ !/2 0.32 10.61 0.34 0.76 7.92 

26A l-ID, PSF (2 1/B" TTG) H224577 -:170 6.5 <l 1/2 0.30 no.s6 0.33 0.70 6.51> 

25A UJ, RDX (2 1/8" TTG) H304920 380 6.6 ~ A/2 0.29 10.90 0.30 0.85 '1.11 

26A UJ, HMX (2 1/8" TTG) ll334542 4QO 6.6 <l 1/'J 0.31 13.0\1 .36 0.69 7.98 

38B1 HD, RDX {2 7/8" TTG) 11224353 330 H.O 4 1/2 0.37 16.12 OAO 0.78 10.63 

SBAX UJ, PSF (2 7 /8" TTG) 11304349 ·HO 16.0 11 !/2 0.30 1.;1.40 0.34 0.80 9.64 

388 HJ, PSF {3 3/B" PPG) 11132439 4'10 13.6 5 1/'l. 0.3\1 10.66 0..;13 0.6'1 1>.67 

388 HJ II, RDX (3 3/8 PPG) H247247 330 14.0 4 1/2. 0.38 19.38 0.38 0.81 10.85 

SBA UJ, RDX (3 3/8" PPG) HH7776 330 16.0 4 1/2 0.35 19.76 0.34 LOS 12.77 
38A UJ, HMX (3 3/8" PPG) 1130-:1637 400 1-:1.0 -:1 i/2 0.30 20.4.;1 0.36 0.73 12.09 
38A UJ, HNS (3 3/B" PPG) HJ0-:1669 600 H.O 4 X/'2. 0.28 14.66 0.31 0.78 IUS 

38F UP, RDX (S S/8" PPG) 11304630 330 1-:1.0 4 1/2 0.56 7.62 0.67 1.36 1>.13 

38B HYPER SELECT (3 S/8" SBS) IIHH31 330 10.0 -:l 1/2 0.37 17.70 0.37 0.73 9.60 

41A HJ Ul, RDX (4" PPG) I 
11421604 330 22.7 6 1/2 o.s1 23.97 0.38 1.11 1.;1.25 1 

41B HJ II, RDX (4" PPG) H224733 330 22.7 6 1/'l. 0.45 19. 7:! O.<ll 1.03 1:!.71 

41B HJ Kl, HMX {-:l" PPG) H334534 400 22.7 5 1/2 
. 

OAO 20.97 0.46 0.92 11.71 

418 HJ !1, PSF (<I" PPG) 11247262 470 :12.7 5 !/2 0.38 20.28 O.<lO 0.84 11.80 

41B UP, RDX (<l" PPG) J-!247778 330 22.7 6 1/2 0.66 16.22 0.76 0.73 11.00 

41B UP, RDX (<I" PPG) HH7778 330 22.7 7 0.67 16.66 0.69 0.88 9.27 

61B HJ II, RDX (6" PPG) 1!334604 330 37.0 '1 0.-:13 28.61 0.49 - 20.38 

51B UP, RDX (5" PPG) H304043 330 32.0 7 0.79 1 <I.R 7 !.02 0.88 8.92 

61B UP, RDX (5" PPG) H30<:\043 .330 32.0 75/8 0.80 Jol49 O.!H O,Rf) 9.73 

518 UP, RDX (5" PPG) H304043 330 32.0 9 6/8 0.77 16.67 0.91 0.86 9.23 

38A UJ, RDX HS0-:1760 330 16.0 <l 1/2 0.31 19.04 0.34 0.76 11.85 

4!8 HJ JI, ~DX H301953 330 22.7 ·~ 1/2 0.42 ·19.73 0.46 0.80 U.25 

51B HJ II, RDX H33H97 330 37.0 7 0.46 125.80 . - -
SIB HJ II, HMX H334498 400 37.0 7 0.56 26.13 - - -
41B HJ II, RDX H304963 330 22.7 7 0.41 16.07 0.50 0.62 !1.04 

418 HJ !1, PSF H30~978 <170 22.7 7 0.35 10.91 0.<13 0.70 8.29 

418 UP II, RDX l-1334852 330 22.7 7 0.68 8.80 - - -
<118 HJ II, RDX H304963 330 22.7 7 5/8 0.40 !9.06 0.19 0.73 11..:16 

418 UP II, RDX H334852 330 22.7 7 6/8 0.66 11.60 - - -
418 HJ ll, RDX H304953 330 22.7 9 6/8 0.38 21.07 0.47 0.75 !R.73 

11B HJ II, HMX H304952 -:100 :n. 7 9 6/8 0.40 20.<10 0.<18 !.23 !Ul6 

S!C UP, RDX (6" HSD) 0 H30<l930 330 32.0 9 '6/8 0.83 6.65 - . . 
5!B UP Bl, RDX (6" HSD) 0 H30<!886 330 32.0 9 5/8 0.76 l:l.<IO - - -
618 HJ II, RDX (4' !/<J" HSD) H33-:l<l97 330 37.0 9 6/8 0.<17 27.116 0.6.;1 - 18.67 

51C UP II, RDX (7 1/4" HSD) 1133-:1862 330 36.1 9 6/8 0.80 !2.25 . . . 
GUNS:: DS: Dom"d Scnllop, EJ: Enerjet, PPG: Pori Jl>lug Gun, SCG: Selecti"" CSG Gun, HSD: High Sho~ Denolty 

CHARGES= HD:' Hyperdome, 11J: Hyporjel, UJ: Ultrnjet, UP: Ultrapnch 

T.coC 

OAP Dntc 

<1.28 H-7<! 

3.79 O'i--76 

8.!! 09-'/8 

<!.Ill 011-BI) 

6.2! !2-S-:l 

.(1.03 03-'!<1 

!R.OO OS..'l<l 

8.83 09-?<l 

4' . .;10 03-75 

9.29 011-81> 

8.33 R().85 

10.98 03-7-:l 

!0.17 02-83 

4'.73 01-n 

H.30 04- '13 

13 . .;1-:l 06-85 

X2.61 03-84 

9.8<1 02-84 

6.17 04-8-:1 

10.30 U-76 

16.4'/. 07-85 

13.60 08-86 

11.96 08-84 

11.88 0&-74 

11.17 03-80 

9.73 09-81 

20.38 06-114 

9.04 06-81 

9.9<1 09-81 

9.56 09-81 

12.36 02-85 

12.57 11-84 

- 0-:1-85 

- 04-85 

11.46 12-83 

8.46 01-85 

. X 1-84 

11.77 !2-83 

- 11-81 

12.00 !2-83 

12.17 09-84 

- 01-85 

- 01-85 

.11.8.67 06-84 

- lll.-94 

° Clip rinR retnincd c.harge 28th October 1985 
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_:•· 

N 
\0 

"""' 

(~Cfi~; 

Name 

Slim Kone-Hi Temp. 
Slim Kone-Sidewinder D.P. 
Slim Kone-SSB --- - --~-=------· 
Link Kone-Golden Jet 
Bar Kone II 

Link Kone-Rigid Jet 
Link Kone-Golden Jet 
Silver Jel 
Slim Kone·B1g Hole 
Slim Kone-Jumbo Jet 

Gun 
Diameter 

(O.D.) 

1·11116' 

Charge 
Weigh! 

TEST DATA 
t=OR 

DRESSER PERFORATORS 
AS OBTAINED WITH 

STANDARD PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATION OF WELL PERFORATORS 

CONCRETE TARGIET BEREA TARGET 

~C? 

[Grams) Carrier (1.0.) Penelraiion Di£~eier Dla~eler CFE TTP TCP (TCP u C?E) 
Type 

Car 

Min. Pipe 
Size 
(I.D.l 

fEnlry 
Hole 

Di£~eier 

IEniry 
Ho!e 

Dla~eler 

Tonal 
Penelraiion 

T<amSJ. 
or= 

Pressu:J 
:>S! 

2.5 6.04 .23 .26 .76 4.81 3.68 2.80 400° t 20,000 
2 .. 5 Steel 1.995 5.34 .25 .24 .74 5.03 3.90 2.89 325° • 20,000 
3.0 8.12 .25 .29 .81 5.48 4.35 3.52 325°. 20,000 -- ·---

1·11/16' 13.0 AILminum 1.995 7.87 .33 .41 .88 6.93 5.80 5.10 300° 1C,JOC 
1·11/16" 12.0 Steel 1.995 9.22 .34 .31 .83 6.95 5.83 4.84 300° 15,000 

2·1/16' 19.0 AIL·minum 2.441 8.83 .40 .45 .77 8.63 7.51 5.76 300° 10,000 
2-1/8' 22.0 All.;minum 2.441 9.59 .35 .45 .71 8.27 7.14 5.05 300° 1C.OOC 
2·1/8' 16.0 Steel (Alloy) 2.441 17.56 .37 .-39 .87 10.55 9.42 8.17 300° 15.00C 
2·1/8' 6.0 Hollow 2441 7.96 .39 .44 .77 6.40 5.27 4.06 325°' 20.00\. 
2·5/8' 11.0 Hollow 2.750 13.32 .36 .36 .78 10.36 9.21 7.15 325°' 20.00C 

Slim Kone 3·3/8' 22+ 17 H.l'. Steel 3.826 15.10 .47 .46 .79 10.28 9.14 7.27 325° 20.0CC -----· -. -- -
Kone Shot-Golden Jet 
Kone Shot-Jumbo Jet 
Big Hole, Burr Free 

Kone Shot-Jumbo Jet II 

Kone Shot-Golden Jet 
Select Kone Golden Jet 
Kone Sllot·J umbo Jet 

Kone Snot-Golden Jet 
Kone Shot-Jumbo Jet 

Kone Shot-Golden Jet 
Kone Shot-Jumbo Jet II 
Big Hole. Burr Free 
Big Hole-Jumbo Jet 
Sequential H.D. 

"CharQes d\la1taote lor temperatures 10 525°F. 

CFE - Core Flow Elficiency 

TTP -- Tolat Target Penetration 

TCP - Total Cora Pontration 

ECP - Effective Core Penetration 

t475° and 550°F avililablo 

3-1/8' 

3·3/8' 

3·1/2" 

3·518" 
3·518' 

4" 

5. 
5. 

11.0 12.38 .30 .32 .86 8.74 7.61 6.52 325°' 2C.OOC 
12.0 Hollow 3.548 13.37 .32 .40 .83 10.46 9.33 7.77 325° · 20.00C 
11.0 6.25 .61 .67 .81 5.48 4.35 3.51 325°' 20.000 

- -
14.5 Hollow 3.826 16.26 .37 .38 .84 11.81 10.68 8 93 325° · 20,0CO 

11.0 4 026 12.87 .32 .31 .75 9.92 8.73 6.58 
11.0 H Jllow 4.026 12.87 .32 .31 . 75 9.92 8 73 6 56 
12.0 4 026 13.47 .34 .40 .83 10.46 9.33 7.77 

17.0 15.40 .38 .44 .80 12.79 11.66 9.31 
22.5 HJIIow 4·026 18.40 .42 .44 .78 14.01 12.88 10.00 

17.0 16.37 .40 .44 .80 12.79 11.66 9.31 
22.5 Hollow 4.670 23.68 .39 .43 .84 15.07 13.93 11.74 
20.0 7.29 .65 .76 . 79 6.38 5.25 4.14 
32.0 Hollow 5.675 16.10 .78 .84 .82 11.60 1040 8.49 
20.0 Steel (Alloy) 5.675 16.14 .38 0 .41 .84 11.72 10.59 8.84 

N.B. Dresser Atlas is the old name for Hestern Atlas. 

Both are parts of the Dresser Industries Group. 

325° 
325°' 
325° 

2o.:oc· 
2c.::::oc 
2C,OOC 

325°' 20,81.>~ 

325°' 20.COC 

325° 
325°' 
325° 
325°' 
325° 

20,000 
20,000 
2o.:::r.c 
15 :c~ 
2o.cc: 


